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'Differences
Resolved,'
Editor Says
SAFE WITH DADDY — This
seems to be the general feeling of Joy Smith, 6, and her
mother, Mrs. Alice Clark
Smith as father tightly grasps
Joy's hand as they leave for
school. Rey. Kelly Miller

Smith, youthful pastor of Nash.
vine's First Baptist church,
319 8th me.. N., says he In.
tends to keep Joy enrolled at
Clemons School and will continue to accompany her for the
tithe being. Joy is only Negro
In newly-integrated Nashville

elementary school, but the
minimum
family
reports
trouble. Rev. Smith, dynamic
head of Nashville's NAACP,
was chosen by a national
magazine as one of nation's
lop 10 Ministers. — Photo by
Hilliam Gunter.

The CiLizens Improvement Corn.
mittee voted Monday evening.
Sept. 16 to end the protest move
merit anainst the Commercial Ap
peal effective Saturday, Sept. 21,
after "differences" were "resok -

The action came after the committee received a communication
on Monday from Frank Ahlgren,
editor of the Commercial Appeal.
Prior to the receipt of the letter,
a series of meetings had been
held in which "a satisfactory solution to the issues involved had
been effected." The letter official,
ly affirmed the policy set forth
by Mr. Ahlgren to the committee
during the meetings.
Following is the communication
sent by Mr. Ahlgren to Dr. I. A.
Watson, jr., ccechairman of Uie
NASHVILLE — A new Negro is evident in parts of moved by tons of dynamite nor committee:
the
dna
their vision blocked by
EDITOR'S LETTER
the South today who refuses second-best.
and debris that naturally follows "A series of meetings held with
.
ak He won't b• overwhekned by white supremacists or See BRAVE Page
tho Citizens Improvement ComWilliam E. Miller issued I
OUT OF ONE JAIL then into
Douglas E. Hesse and hauled
mittee has cleared up misunderbead with freedom looming,
Wset by bomb blasts and beatings. He is the child of the
temporary restraining or d er
another was the fate of one
Kasper In on charges of vacounty °Metre nabbed him on
standing on both sides. Perhaps
depression and war years who is finding at last a profound
•
inciting
to
against interference with or.
John Kasper, professional eel.
the most important results of the
grancy. loitering, disorderly
a state charge of
purpose. Now hi sgoal is clear—
deny desegregation of the first
tater and rabble-rouser last
meetings was the establishment of
and offensive conduct. He was
Het. The sad.faced Kasper Is
he seeks dignity, as a man, as an
Un-anticipated antagonism w a s
grade
in Nashville schools.
a better means of conveying the
Nashville.
Fed
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with
a
week in
fine of $50 int
shown being led to a squad
American.
aroused in this college town by
Kasper also faces a charge of
with his trouble-making, Nasheach charge. Before making
needs of the community to the
car which took him to county
of
faces
the
Peer intently into
segregationists over integration,
possessing dynamite. Nashville
newspaper, and reaffirmation of
bond he washed dishes in the
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ville police got tough last week
teen-agers showing no outward and reached a climax with t h e
bondsmen have agreed not le
the Commercial Appeal's policy
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hate-filled
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a
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state's capital and shocked the na"Chairman J. T. Walker (Dr. I.
closely the words of a Birming- tion. When the ice of rea/ity slow.'
A. Watson was chairman of the
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the
city
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sub-committee which meet with
cal violence in an attempt to enter and realized that outside agitators
By BENNO ISAACS
Mr. Ahlgren and Mr. Walker was
his daughter and others in a pub- had provoked the issue out of proNASHVILLE, Tenn. — (INS)—A spokesman), Dr. I. A. Watson, jr ,
lie white school, and weakly de- portion
Dr. D. Warner Browning a n d
federal judge called segregationist
dared after being led from a hosA few of the 19 Negroes who
Atty. R. B. Sugarmon, jr., ably
A 29-year-old practical nurse has filed a $20,000 suit Owen, vice-president; Rev. A. E.
pital where he was treated, "I will had enrolled their youngsters in John Kasper into court yesterday I represented the protest of their or.
to eliminate legal technicalities by'
In Circuit Court against officials of Terrell Memorial hos- Campbell, secretary, and Rev.
try-again"
formerlyschools
all.whiteb
ganization, and the thoroughness
Roy Love, treasurer.
People like these are exemplary anxious for their welfare and with- which he might escape affects of of the discussions leads me to be- pital, located at 698 Williams, for what she terms "willan order that he cease preaching
The woman is asking $10,000 for
he new Negro rising in the drew them.
lieve we have successfully resolv• ful negligence" in treatment received there in July.
compensatory damages and
segregation.
p South.
ed
any
differences
that
may
have
DYNAMITE
UNMOVED
Mrs. Nadine Y. Blackman, of 673 St. Paul declared $10,000 for punitive damages.
But no more thrilling examples Dr. and Mrs. Willis E. Lewis Kasper and the Rev. John Mercu- existed.
A rugged court battle which
Atty. J. F. Estes said Sunday: eaters predict could
of this fact can be noted than this withdrew their son Lewis Calvin rio, of Los Angeles, were ordered
result in as
Frank Kilpatrick and Dr. I. A. through her ittorney, Anthony S.
preparing an ansoffice
is
"Our
reporter found exemplified in the 6, from Fehr school
eventual split in the five-millionto show cause why a temporary Watson, jr., issued this join state- Aspero, that Chid Surgeon Dr. companying conditions "are still
after t h
declaration. We have
the
wer
to
parts of the Negro first-graders at- bombing.
member National Baptist Converts
restraining order should not bar ment Monday' evening announcing Norman M. Watson, "failed and,being suffered."
been retained by Dr. N. M. Wat- tion, USA, Inc., is brewing
tending newly-integrated schools in
interference with integration at
after
adefoef:
nf inatlss
neglected to exercise care in adSome, however, could not be Nashville
to represent the hospital In the re-election of Chicago's
son
Nashville.
schools.
Dr. Jooafs thie
adiho
vids: defense of this suit."
uaN
Isamanedd
ministering the drug, streptompi
seph H. Jackson in the organizaFederal Judge William Miller expital were 4Dr. Norman M. AN'atreein', and the resulting "pain and son, chief surgeon; Bishop A. B. Dr. Watson had previously
tion's annual meeting in Louisville.
plained,that unless they wanted to
The legal fight, expected to occontest the order, they would not
mental anguish" and other ac- AlcEtven, president; Rev. S. A. See HOSPITAL Page 3
cur in a Washington, D. C. court.
normally have to appear in court.
concerns the vadidity of a constiBut he "suggested" they be
tutional amendment adopted in
brought before him ''so there will
1952 which places a time limit of
be no eventuality of their claiming
four consecutive terms on Use
they were unable to appear bepresident.
cause they were in jail."
Woman's
the
for
worker
field
Hoover,
Miss Theressa
Dr. Jackson. on the brink ti
While the court went about the
his fifth term, personally ruled that
Division of Christian Service of the Methodist church, will business of formalizing the nonthe
amendment was unconstitusteak to several of her denomination's churches in the interference order issued last
tional because it was adopted ots
the third day of the convention.
area under the sponsorship of the Woman's Society of Thursday, Nashville school children were on school holiday, and
Convention Constitution holds that
Christian Service, Memphis district.
Negro and white children walked
By WILLIAM THEIS
no amendment can be considered
with their parents through exhibits
The series of speaking engage-1
•
after the second day.
arts in which Miss Hoover will the Philander-Smith graduate ap- at the un - segregated Tennessee LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (INS) —
NABRIT RETAINED
Federal authorities yesterday beIN of her work in India, Alaska, Polars at the church, located on State Fair.
Noted civil rights attorney an
and Hawaii, among other experi- the cOrner of Mississippi and Al- Over 100 state, county and city gan serving subpoenas on more
acting president of Howard uniences, begins Sept. 23.
ston at 7:30 p. m. Rev. D. M. policemen were on duty at the fair than 100 witnesses for the injuncversity, James M. Nabrit Jr., will
The Centenary Methodist Grisham, pastor, Mme. Gold S. M. grounds, but police said there tion hearing against Gov. Orval
represent the anti-Jackson forcehttrch Congregation \VIII hear young, Centenary publicity chair- were "no more officers than last Faubus as FBI director J. Edgar
es.
emphatically denied his
MCC Hoover on this date when
year" assigned to the fair grounds Hoover
Say his retainers, his primary
On Sept. 24, the young woman and no difficulty was anticipated agents would be used to,escort
See BAPTIST Page 2
will speak at Warren Methodist, Davidson County Police Chief G. Negro students into Little Rock
Central high school.
at the corner of Kansas and Fields. L. Scott said:
Rev. Charles Reed, pastor.
"We've never had any trouble The combined developments inMiss Hoover, who has also done here before. Negro and white folks dicated that the governor's apspecial work in Religious Educa• all come out here to have a good pearance Friday before U. S. distints at Garrett Biblical Institute, time."
trict Judge Ronald N. Davies will
will travel to Brighton, Tenn. on
Nashville schools, integrated last go off as scheduled — barring
Sept. 25 to speak at Pleasant week
.were to reopen today with some unforeseen capitulation by
Grove Methodist church pastored 11 Negro first-grade students in six Faubus himself in the integration
While the strike against Westby Rev. I,. V. Cooperwood.
issue,
schools.
ern Electric co by telephone exThe series will end on Sept, 26, Police quickly quelled a series The Arkansas governor conferchange equipment installers is o*
at Wesley Chapel M ethodist of disturbances which followed the red Tuesday morning again with
and Memphis Southern Bell ernchurch in Jackson, Tenn. Miss city's first school integration last Rep. Brooks Hays, his intermediployees, including long distance
Hoover will address the congrega- week, but not before one school ary in last week's conference with
operators, refuse to cross the
tion at 6:00 p. m. Rev. M. L. was almost destroyed by dyna- President Eisenhower, and achepickets, here's how to make all
Easley is pastor.
mite and eight of the Negro stu- .duled an afternoon session with
urgent long distance call:
Announcement of the speaking dents withdrew to segregated him.
Move the receiver hook up and
this mean I can go to school
of the two-hour parley in NewT II E I, M A MOTHERSHED
engagements has been released schools.
RE-EXAMINE
down.
today?" The nonplussed mothport, It. I. Thelma was one
looks at picture of President
by promotion secretary, Mrs.
Officials anticipated that enroll- Hays said he and the governor
This service is the only curtailof nine Negro students barred
er, Mrs. A. L. Mothershed,
Governor
Helen Longatteet. Mrs. Felicia ment, which plummeted after Ini- "explored and re-examined" the Eisenhower and
ed by the strike, and company offrom Little Rock's Central
was as confused as the rest
Owen is president of The Mem- tial disturbances, would he near Presidential conference at New- Orval Faubus shaking
high school. — 1NP Sound' ficials said they believed it would
of the nation about what dehands at their historic meetphis District of Woman's Society normal today, with the threat of
be better by later in the week.
cisive action, if any, came out
photo
ing Saturday and asks; "Does
See SUMMONS 100 Page 2
of Christian Service.
THERESA HOOVER
M1
violence dissipated.
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the "warm hospitality of the state
By ETHEL L. PAYNS
NEWPORT, R. I. — The visit and its past glorious history."
against
of Orval Faubus to this New Eng- About 150 reporters covered the
ists were enjoined on
By BENNO LSAACS
#,
!erred the Tri-State Defender to
land town has reawakened deep historic meeting between Governinterfering with integration of
Atty. Estes for comment on the
roots of the old abolition spirit. or Faubus and President EisenNASHVILLE, Tenn. — (INS) — Nashville schools by F eder!1
ease.
Both in Providence and Newport hower. Many of them were alShining-faced children in large Judge William E. Miller who is'MINOR INFECTION FIRST'
the coming of the Southern ready here to report the Presinumbers returned to class in six sued the strong injunction.
The declaration filed by Mrs.
Governor who has taken on the dent's activities on his vacation
integrated Nashville public.schools
The order also applies to any
Blackman stated that on or about
risky jab of testing state against which keeps getting interrupted
yesterday in peace and quiet that others who might attempt in con"July 5, 1957 (she) went to Terfederal authority brought polite by crises.
contrasted sharply with last week's cert with them to disrupt six elerell Memorial hospital for the
but firm disapproval.
school opening.
mentary schools where 19 Negroes
11111111111111111111111111111MMMIR111111111111111111111111Illtie
index
fingright
treatment of her
Principals reported their class- were admitted to first grade class"He's just stirred up trouble all
ESTIMATES
someinfection
mild
BUREAU
capacity,
had
a
er which
over again." said the manager of
rooms filling to
es Sept. 9 amidst violence and
from contact with streptomycin, NEW PROFESSOR — Miss Mary a tea room. A small boy on the
thing not previously achieved in demonstrations.
U. S. POPULATION
G. Fields, daughter of Mrs. Jua- sidewalk in front of the Sheratonelementary schools where first. Judge Miller's injunction re.
an antibiotic drug.
the
AT 171,510,000
Biltmore in Providence confrontgrade classes were de-segregated places a temporary restraining or- PRESIDENT-ELECO — Mrs. H.
She received the infection In nita J. Granberry of 755 Olympic,
assistant pro- ed the Governor as he alighted
as
duties
began
has
der he issued against 12 persons W. Williamston of Idabel, Okla.,
WASHINGTON — (INS) — DR. WffHRO McENGE, profes- for the first time.
the course of her employment by
at Virginia from a taxi and told him bluntly, The Census Bureau yesterday
administering the said drug to pa- fessor in bacteriology
sor and head of the Department Seven of the 11 Negroes enrolled last Thursday at the request of was named president-elect of the
Va.,
Petersburg,
In
Ladles' Auxiliary to the National
"You're not wanted here," and
officially estimated the popuof Industrial Education and Home In integrated situations had ar- city officials.
tients under the supervision of a State college
a post she was recently named to. then disappeared into the crowd. lation of the United States ou
Coordinator for the Tuskegee-Indo- rived well before the bells rang. The request came after t h e Dental Association in its 44th an.
doctor."
gradformerly
a
Fields
was
Miss
school dynamiting. Many teachers, nual session recently at Hot
It was significant that Gov. DenAug. 1 at 171,510,000,
nests project for the past two OFFICIAL PLEASED
Further, according to the wom- uate research assistant at MichiSchool Superintendent W. A. parents and students at the inte- Springs, Ark. She will assume her
Roberts, a fellow Democrat,
This represents an increase
years, has been granted a twoan', declaration, "Dr. Watson gan State university, where she nis
.did not come to greet the visiting Of 3,060,000 or 1.8 per cent, year leave of absence to serve as Bass said he was "very plpased grated schools reported threats if duties next year. The former Miss
'worked on' her finger and order- received the Masters degre.
dignitary. Not did any White
during the past 12 months, and
teacher-trainer advisor with I h ii with the initial attendance re- the children remained in school. Lucy L. McClinton of Memph#
ed her back the following day for
Miller dropped two names from for many years she taught E
House aides.
20,378,000 or 13.5 per cent
ministry of education of Iraq on ports." He added:
treatment to overcome the sensiApril
But Governor Faubus came im- since the last census on
an International Cooperation Ad- "I believe all the trouble is end- the list of defendants. He said lish at Booker T. Washington hi
tive toxic reaction to streptomp
Insufficient
Friday
I
look
for
everyed
and
by
parently in an effort to win 1950.
evidence was present school. Presently executive secre.
ministration project.
tin."
thing to be as normal as in mid. to connect Wilson Lee Brown with tiny-treasurer and funeral direct.
friends even if he couldn't influ111M11111111111111111111111R111111111111111111111111111111116111111
'ALLERGIC TO DRUG'
the disorders and James JarreL' os. of the Williamston Funeral
term."
ence people. Ile was courtly and
Mrs. Blackman recounted in her
Hattie Cotton school, which was had not been located or serveo Home, the new president is margracious, Almost as chivalrous as
From Pep 1)
(Continued
that
"on
each
occadeclaration
dynamited out of commission dur- with the temporary order.
his friend, Congressman Brooks
ried to Dr. H. W. Williamsten, civsion (she) told the doctor that port, R. L, "in [elation to the Hays who accompanied him.
ing the dark hours of last Tues. Named along with Kasper in the ic leader and president of Okla.
she was allergic to streptomycin problem here."
day, resumed classes. Principal injunction were Fred Stroud, John Conference of NAACP branches.
Hays stepped out of the crowd
and agreed with him that the di- U. S. District Attorney Osro to walk over and shake my hand
Margaret Kate said, "our assem- F. McCurrio, Vincent A. Crimagnosis was right and that she Cobb announced meanwhile that and tell me how nice it was to
bly room is just filled with chil- mons, Mrs. Margaret L Conquest,
was allergic to streptomycin. She "we expect to be ready to pro. see me. The Governor posed smilMrs. Mary B. Stinson, James Hardren and this is more like it."
had experienced similar mild in- teed" with Friday's 10 a.m. ingly shaking hands with Wallace
The one Negro child enrolled at ris, J. A. Stinson, Paul McConfection on fingers in 1950 and 1951 (CST) hearing for a preliminary Terry, jr., of Indianapolis, a Negro
Hattie Cotton school asked for and nell and Emmett Carr.
Kasper has been in jail since
which had been treated by anoth- Injunction against Faubus, his ad- student reporter for the Daily Tierreceived Tuesday a transfer to ancontend
of the FBI report, will
er doctor."
other school. This reduced t h e last Wednesday. He had been fined
By DON BOWERS
jutant general and other figures aid, published by Brown univerof
threat
there was no serious
number of schools with actually $200 in city court on four mis"In compliance, the plaintiff re- involved in the use of national ity.
violence and Faubus therefore had mixed enrollments to five.
demeanor charges. With that fine
turned" to hospital for treatment, guardsmen around Central High. At his Friday press conference, WASHINGTON — (INS) — Justhe
said
sources
guard.
department
the
no legal right to use
At Fehr School, scene of t h e paid, county officials placed him
Cobb said that "a large num- Governor Faubus looked over at tice
she declared in the suit.
indicasubstantial
no
TALKS
NEUBERGER
FBI found
worst demonstrations last week, behind bars on a grand Jury inAccording to the declaration. bs r of subpoenas are being served the lone woman reporter in the
Faubus, who has accepted a Principal Stalls Mae Grooms stood dictment charging him with incittion of 'possible violence if Little
as Dr. Watson was about to in- upon witnesses who are in posse- room — that was me — and apoladhad
hearing,
school
High
Sept.
20
Central
the
to
subpoena
Rock's
on the corner greeting her young ing to riot.
ject her she "was carefill to re- *ion of facts that may be perti- ogetically corrected his greeting mitted Negroes as scheduled.
• He has been unable to raise
maintains there was a threat and charges.
nent
to
the
issues
gentlemen."
and
of
interest
"ladies
and
streptomyto
inject
to
not
mind him
Officials said a 501-page FBI he called out the guard to mainShe said she would not have
to
the
court
in
the
hearing."
with
solution
somemorning,
other
By
Saturday
any
or
cin
report clearly establishes that Ar- tain law and order.
bcind.told criminal court,
dared go outside last week, but $2K1sper
streptomycin and that she was Upivards of 200 subpoenas, court body had read the history books kansas Gov. Orval Faubus' proMeanwhile, Sen. Richard L. Neu- added, "today, instead of angry through local attorney Montague
sources said, were being served on and made a pointed reference to
not allergic to penicillin."
no berger (D) Ore., announced he mobs, we've got
CASTLE, GANDOLFO, Italy al
various persons, but no names of the fact that. Newport, on Narra fessed fear of violence had
young America Ross, that he needed at least 60
(INS) — Pope Pius XII yesW
'Within three minutes after Dr.
days postponement of trial so
recipients would be disclosed until giumett Bay where the meeting "solid factual basis" and he was will seek legislation to bar use coming to schools."
that
became
her
she
injected
Watson
not justified in calling out Nation- of National Guard troops to preNashville children enjoyed a his regular lawyer, J. Benjamin day urged widows to remain true
all had been served.
between North and South took
violently ill, vomited, went into
Later school supt. Virgil Blos- place, was the site where the old al Guard troops to prevent the vent or interfere with any federal holiday Monday to attend the State Simmons of Washington, D. C., to their marriage obligations by
floor.
the
to
collapsed
shunning world pleasures and res
shock and
Fair, Some 20,000 whites and Ne- might study the case.
som announced that he had been slave ships had put in more than Negro students from entering the court order.
garding widowhood as a step clogs
With the aid of others, Dr. Wat- served with a summons.
proposed bill would groes attended the exhibits
his
school.
said
He
Simmons
unsuccessfully
It
was 150 years ago.
"withdefendson lifted her off the floor and understood that the subpoena
The FBI investigation was re- also prohibit use of the guard "to out incident," according to David- ed Kasper at his trial involving en to God.
list
And some other unkind and realplaced her in bed with railing included some newsmen
district Judge contravene any provision of the son county police chief, G.
Addressing delegates to the In.
and other istic souls made some snide re- quested by federal
L stirring up trouble at the Clinton,
guard around it. She remained eye-witnesses to the
Davies to find out who was Constitution or any statute of the Scott.
Ronald
Term., high school last year.
ternational Union of Family orSept.
4
barmarks about the handful of Ne- responsible for interfering with United States."
there from 11 am. to 7 p.m. ring of nine
He
said that hls 100 man police
No barricades were posted ganization, the Pope urged wid.
Negro students by groes in Newport, almost all beIn agonizing pains, twisting and national
the court's order that the school In a related development, Sen. contingent reported the first day around the school yesterday. Ex- ows to regard widowhood as neithguardsmen.
ing domestics.
turning," the statement said.
Minn.,
(D)
went
Humphrey
immediately.
H.
Hubert
along
integrate
"just fine — we've tra policemen assigned to guard er martyrdom nor an excuse for
Hoover issued an unusual denial
But despite all of this, Governor MADE TO JUDGE
'IMPAIRED VISION'
urged President Eisenhower to never had atiy trouble here .. them last week were gone. But abandonment and "the vanities of
on the point of whether FBI agents
tribute
to
elaborate
paid
Falba,
the
appointing
in
once"
the
"act
at
Negro
injection,
and white folks all come officers on motorcycles kept a a facile and superficial life."
would be "deputized' to crack the
As a result of the
The report made to Judge
Mrs. Blackman declared that militia barrier at Central high.
careful watch.
Davies promoted him to direct commission on racial discrimina- out to have a good -time."
He said conjugal love can flour.
rights
the
civil
provided
for
in
tion
neck,
He
an
Meanwhile,
face,
back,
said
to
seek
"her
New Jersey born
body, and
that such reports —
Mayor Ben West left Nashville ish
the Justice Department
even after the death of a bebill.
several
swollen
.
.
which
two
became
and
segregationist
had
Faubus
limbs
not been in any great
John Kasper w a
injunction against
for Washington Monday night. His
scheduled to appear in state crim- wife said his trip "has something loved mate, adding that death can
styles appeared on eyelids . . circulation in Little Rock — "are
of his National Guard commandinal court Where he is to be ar- to do with Ben being the president "perfect and enforce" the marl-lbreves became abscessed ... Utterly without foundation."
ers to prevent "the continued obkin on both feet cracked • with "Such a practice," he stressed,
raigned for "inciting to riot."
struction of, a n d interference
of all the mayors in the United ege bands.
From
hp
1)
(Centime!
raw meat showing; eyes became "would be in direct conflict with
He and nine other segregation. States."
with," the integration order
The Pope noted that widows
swollen, hearing impaired, ear the long-established policy of the task now is to file for a Federal through use of the National Guard
have a responsibility to take the
drums infected and glands under FBI and the department of jus- court injunction restraining task or other means.
both artful swelled to the size of tice." He added.
place of the father in bringing-up
now is to file for a Federal court
ST. LOUIS — (INS) — A small
A hearing on the government's
a plum; itched over her whole "The assignment of
agents injunction restraining Rev. Jack- petition has been set for .Sept. 20, granite headstone installed last
children
in true Christian moralbody and for two weeks her vision to local polies duties under the son from occupying the presiden- and Justice Department officials month at the grave of Dred Scott
ity.
was impaired; boils appeared in- circumstances would be repug- tial chair until the legality of his expressed confidence the court in a St Louis cemetery was to be
side ears, whole body, legs and nant to our concept of federal. election by acclaim is determined. will give the U. S. a clear-cut dedicated yesterday.
Washington — The U. S. ns,
feet, and (she) suffered sleepless state relationships .
The grave had not been markIt has been strongly hinted by victory in what amounts to a batMeanwhile, Little Rock mayor some leading ministers that they tle of state vs. federal power.
flights because of terrific pain and
ed since the death of the slave
preme court has ruled that a
Woodrow
will
A
tip
that
a
suffered."
it
was
house
on
Webster
at,
Mental anguish
was being fre- trademark is private property
Mann formally request- favor the court battle as
The government, on the basis 99 years ago. The marker
and
donated by Mrs. Charles C. Harri- quented by white men was instrumental in smashing a
Mrs. Blackman charged through ed the governor to remove the determine the role of the constitumay not be exploited for profit
troops
is
and
supreme
who
the
Villanova,
Pa,
obey
be
should
of
son, jr.,
Judge Davies' in- tion, which
Attorney Aspero that Dr. Watson
"call"
house
of
prostitution, according to Inspector W. P. without consent of the owner.
a granddaughter of Taylor Blow,
injected her with "an antibiotic tegration order. Mann sent the authority of the denomination.
who bought and later freed Stott Huston.
containing streptomycin without governor this message:
The action to take the matter
Scott was a central figure in
first making a test and ascertain- "The time for' further critral
Posing as customers, Lts. J. C. Hamby and G. P. Tines
COLORED
court and have it "righted" was
the court controversy preceding
ing the dosage to the severeity of remarks is past and our joint decided while the annual sessions
SALESMAN WANTED
Of the vice squad, went to the
the civil war which resulted in a house on Webster at. They were
plaintiff's infection, taking into responsibility as public servants were being held in Louisville Sept.
OR FEMALE
The "bait" in the case, the
Supreme Court ruling that slaves
consideration her weight (200 makes it imperative that we steer 3-8. Reportedly, 36 state presidents
-Apply—
dressed in plain clothes. They youthful Miss Jones, said she had
were legal property.
lbs.), clinical response." and oth- a straight course that will place attended a meeting when U) deCITY TYPEWRITER SALES CO.
talked to the proprietor, 63-yearformerly run her own house on
The 100th anniversary of t h e
the people of Arkansas once again cision was made. The anti-Jackson
er similar factors.
410 E. Broadway
old Mrs. Irene Virginia Miller,
outskirts of St. Louis. Being
was
observed
last
decision
the
court
William
H
on
Rev.
the
elected
element
path
of
The nurse asserts that she RH
West Memphis, Ark. - RE 5-3000
compliance with
who shortly arranged for Miss
courthouse near
on a charge of prostitution,
held
the
old
March
at
presides'
law
as
Atlanta
and
of
Borders
order."
of "sound health and able prior
Lucille Jones to come in.
she disclosed that she had been
the Mississippi riverfront in St.
and Rev. Samuel James of Sac,
to the date to perform her duties
The City Directory lists a RobLouis, where the litigation origihaving daily "dates" with white
Antonio, secretary.
as a practical nurse with efficienster.
nated in 1846.
men — as many as three or four
MONEY'
OF
'WASTE
Web.
Miller
at
330
Irene
ert
and
cy . . (but since then) has lost
one day.
Meanwhile, Dr. Jackson, pastor
but only Miss Jones, 20, w a s in
The recent arrest marks numof Chicago's Olivet Baptist church,
available. She gave her address
for Mrs. Miller in aa
told the press that the convention
at 1212 Woodhwn. After partially ber three
TOASTERS _ LAMPS el
similar charges of
(Continued From Page 1)
was the supreme court of which
removing her clothes, the officers many years on
aiding and abetting prostitution,
arrested her.
FANS
the position of their organization, there is "no appeal," and any
and a city charge of running a
court battle would be a "waste o
$4 FEE CHARGISD
GROUP ACCEPTS
house.
disorderly
VACUUM CLEANERS
Mrs. Miller had told the two
"We have received the com- money."
Also connected was her husmen there would be a fee Of $4;
munication from Mr. Ahlgren, In consolidating his position to
is RADIOS
cook.
He
PERCOLATORS
60,
a
Robert,
band,
ofthe
$2,
receive
each woman to
and the Citiiens Improvement offset any court action., he asked
charged with disorderly conduct.
NEW YORK — (INS) — The
committee on Monday, Sept. 16, repeatedly for standing vote of !REIT OF NIA — J. W. Good- N e w York State Commission ficer related.
accepted his position on the issuts those "satisfied with the action of be (shown), vice-president a a d Against Discrimination yesterday
involved. The committee voted to the convention thus far,' and got secretary of North Carolina Mu- studied possible action against the
end the protest movement against majority approval.
tual Life Insurance company, was luxury resort hotel, t h e Home& Other Odd Pieces
the Commercial Appeal effective If Dr. Jackson is retained in named president of the National
stead, of Hot Springs, Va., because
Breakfast and
office, it is predicted that a new Insurance association at the orSaturday, Sept. 21, 1957."
of complaints of bias against Jew(Duncan Phyfe)
Dr. Watson added that the com- organization may be formed.
ganization's annual cons ention ish would-be patrons.
Dining Room Suites
mittee "feels a satisfactory so- The National Baptist Convention, held In New York City. W. A. ae.
complaint was brought by
lution to the issues involved in USA, Inc., is the largest Kegro or- meet. CLU, associate agency di- The
ALSO—
Kaplan.
the crusade has been effected." ganization in the United States, it rector of NCM was recieected to Mrs. David Gertrude
Ladies
Bennett said Mrs. Daisy Bates,
ROCK, Ark. — (INS)—
LITTLE
through
Queens,
Heights,
Jackson
serve a fourth term as secretary.
The movement was launched is claimed.
president of the NAACP's Arkan- REBUILT VACUUM $095
the B'nai B'rith Anti-Defamation Arkansas Atty. Gen. Bruce Benagainst the newspaper by the
Oup
branches, refused to give the CLEANERS
sas
will
he
yesterday
nett declared
League.
committee on August 3 in protect
he asked for some three
names
the
requiring
order
Her action was followed by the seek a court
questions
of "unfair and insulting treatment
a list Of
National Association for the Ad- weeks ago in
closing of the hotel's office.
of Negroes."
sent her.
Attorneys for the resort, in brief, vancement of Colored People to
general said Mrs.
attorney
The
contended that it did not come un- name state officers and contri- Bates refused to answer many of
Will Be Home Saturday
time from work ... and injuries
butors.
der the jurisdiction of,SCAD.
his questions, taking refuge be& Sunday
have not healed."
hind the 14th Amendment to the
9 A.M. Til 5 P.M. at
The declaration stated that she
•
Constitution.
"continues to suffer and her inIn a letter to Bennett, the 760 Union - IA. 7-2611
juries are still painful and perma- The executive board of Lester
Mayor Edmund Orgill is to cut
NAACP president said:
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-850,
nent."
Elementary school made plans the ribbon which will officially
"I respectfully cannot answer —
during a meeting last week for open the library. The facility is
Rm. Pada*
because of the current climate of Oise Maks
the school year.
located in the Lester building and
public opinion in Arkansas,
The PTA, along with the facul- will be open to the public after
ty, is proud of the new library the ceremony on Sept. 20.
at the school. It is a first in etc. Mrs. Emma Trotter is president
Dr.' Samuella V. Totty, 45, di- Dr. Totty is remembered
mentary schools. Plans were made of the PTA; Mrs. E. 0. Rodgers
rector, Division of Business, South- throughout the State of Louisiana
for the formal opening of the facil- is principal of Lester Elementary
university, was killed in an for having initiated business clinSTILIDEN1 S.!
ity in the school auditorium on school and Mrs. Thelma McKissic ern
automobile crash which occurred ics for short course instruction to
fc, you
Sept. 20, at 8 p. m.
is librarian,
Wednesday, Sept. 4, around 5 owners of small businesses.
Coming to Southern in March
a. m. in Issaquena County some
15 miles North of Vicksburg, Miss. 1938, she was a licensed realsesShe died about two hours follow- tate broker in the State of Illi.
ing the accident in a Vicksburg nois, and member of such professional organizations as: Amerihospital.
Dr. Totty, enroute to Southern can Institute of Management;
from Nashville, Tenn., was driv- Southern Institute of Management;
The first meeting of the Fall for
Venita Watson, Pear Gordon, ing alone, when a fog clouded the American Association of Univerthe Debonair Set was held last I,amoris Robinson, and Vivian Wil- highway and her late model Olds. sity Professors; American Acadmobile ran headon with a truck emy of Political and Social Sei.
week at Tony's Inn, with Mrs. Al- lis.
FREE HOME
the truck was not ence, American Economic Associaice Kilpatrick as hostess.
Special guests were Mrs Susie The driver of
DEMONSTRATION!
tion, National Business Teachers
injured.
After the business session, bridge "futile, a
former member now rea week
The noted woman educator had of America, National Business
was played and prizes awarded to: siding in Chicago,
Phone Us(
Mrs. Beverly
Mrs. Martha, Galloway, first, new Ford and her sister, Mrs. Edwinor distinguished herself in the field Education League, Louisiana Edupresident of the club; second, Mrs Elliby, now residing in Washing- of business. A graduate of Ten- cation Association, and National
WE BUY - SELL - REPAIR - RENT - TRADE
nessee State and Fisk universities Negro Business League.
Nell Northeross, and third, M r
ton, D. C. Mrs. Mukle was winner
Dr. Totty, a member od Delta
Nashville, she received t he
of
Cecelim Willis.
of guest prize.
highest academic degree from the Sigma Theta Sorority, was the
1NE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY, DISTRIBUTED 117 NATIONAL
Other members enjoying t h e
Club reporter is Mrs. Ann Wll- University of Chicago School of daughter of Mrs. Maude E. Tatty,
MITIUIRS PROD. CORP.• KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 86 PROOF.
elaborate menu and fun included
JA 7-9874
198 SO. MAIN (at Beale)
1021 31st North Nashville, Tau.
Business.
Mesdames Ann Willis, Julia C o 1(Continued From Page I)
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Receive Doctorates
From Ohio University

WINSTON SALEM, N. C.- (INS) - A 18-year-old
Negro girl became the first member of her race to enter heckling but no attempt at interan all-white school in Winston Salem as she registered in ferenceCOLUMBUS, Ohio - Miss Lucy tered Toils college where he, re•
HAIL OF STONES
the 11th grade last week.
Rose Adams, daughter of Rey.; ceiNed his bachelors degree and.
But
when
Dorothy
Geraldine;
and Mrs. E. A. Adams of Colum- then Caine to Ohio State for his
There was no disturbance marring Gwendolyn

••

lls
To
rld

Little Strife In N.Carolina
School Integration
Two

Counts, 16, attempted to leave bus, S. C., was among those who masters, and this year his Phil
Yvonne Bailey's first day of school
In the 1,800 white student high upon, returned to class again with the Harding High school, she was received their doctorate degrees, in Zoology. While at Ohio State
he was assistant instructor in the
greeted by a hail of stones and at Ohio university last week.
school.
no disturbance.
Miss Adams, whose major fields department of zoology 1953-sl.
missiles from a crowd of several,
Here are her figures by wards: PRAISES STUDENTS
are office management, guidance, Taylor's present position is as- ;
The Winston Salem principal,1 hundred jeering white students.
Ward
Mille
Mire
Vanilla
and tencher-higher education, is sistant prolessor. department ,of.
Joyner
Claude It.
praised his stuThe crowd jeered, many threw a member of Delta Sigma Theta'
7th
5,758
3,850
639 dents for not
microbiology, College of Medicine,
demonstrating as
13th
rocks and stones and many spat I sttrortty and lit-longs to several pro- I
1,726
2,888
346 their school became
Howard university, Washington,
desegregated
societies;
honorary
fessionel
and
14th
1,274
3,833
250
Ile holds membership in the
for the first time in its history, upon her
Delta l'i Epsilon, Pi Lambda The- D. C.
20th
3,879
9,471 1,382
Bacterioloand added:
City police, who had been on the
ta. Alpha Kappa Nu honor soci- Society of American
'24th
5,875 16,962 1,596
"This is the beginning of a new I scene since the girl entered school eties, and the National Business. gists. American Society of Para.
'28th
4,976 14,779 2,098
era, She'll be just another student , earlier, converged on the mob and
Academy
Teachers Association, and the sitologists, and the Ohio
.29th
4,548
8,018
947 tomorrow."
rescued the student.
United Business Education Aso. of Science.
432nd
2,650 18,151 1,509
The tenth grade pupil, assign- elation.
Gwendolyn walked unmolested
During World War II, Taylor
36th
11,739 31,547 1,963
Before becoming an Associate served as Field Director, military
44th
3,204 12,544 1,074 Into the school building. spent 10 ed to the school under North Carminutes registering and left fol. olina's pupil placement law under Professor of business at Florida Welfare, American Red Cross, Mc.
'47th
1,659 12,064
241
a planned token integration pro- A and N university, her present diterranean Theatre of Operations,
52nd
12,993 12,748 4,449 lowed only by newsmen.
Four Negro students were to gram, was struck by a stick hurl- position, she taught at Morris U.S. Army,
'Belonging to the Fourth Congreshave attended four separate ed by another 10th grade pupil. Brown and Arkansas A. M. and
sional District
schools at Charlotte under t h e Police took student Liston Flowers N. College. She is A graduate of
31.iss Anderson has based herj school board's voluntary integra- into custody.
Morris Brown and received her
There were no adults in Use masters degree at Ohio State.
figures on wards where the Negro tion program. Three students did
crowd.
report
for
classes
The fourth televote, or at least the Negro regis
Another member of this same
trathm, is close to or grealer than I phoned she would be on hand lat- CROWDS HECKLE
graduating class is C. Randolph
Two
er.
other
Negro
students
were Taylor who was born in New York
the white or foreign born regisThe beginning of integration lent heckled by smaller crowds of City and, received his early educatration and she says, "It will not
white
calmly
at
students
as
they
Charlotte,
as
it
had
entered
at
and tion there. Following this he en.
take too much imagination to see
what the Negro could do for him- Greensboro, N. C., with some left two other Charlotte schools for
the abbreviated session.
self in these areas if a little more - ,
••
Gustavus Roberts was accompainterest was shown in the vote."'!
1
nied to and from Central Ill g h
She also reminds her readers ,
school by his father and his youngsharply that in order to increase;
er sister. Girbaud Roberts went to
their political power more. NePiedmont Junior High school acgroes must contribute more moncompanied bv his mother.
ey to party organizations; so they
Greensboro broke the color line
can demand not beg more reprewith heckling the only interference
sentation.
BOSTON, Mass. -(ANP) -Beas four Negro boys and a girl mixThe writer says the new chared with white students at Gillespie cause of a plaguing slump, both
ter of the City according to
Park Junior High and elementary at bat and in the field, centermany persons who have studied
school.
fielder Larry Doby was benched
it thoroughly was carefully de.
Gov. Luther II. Hodges, speak- for "a couple days," here last
signed to prevent Negro voters
ing in Raleigh, said "Some few
from getting the representation .
week by Manager Al Lopez of,
have suggested that I, as 'rover- .
GEORGE WILLIAMS, supervisor
they warrant.
nor, should have the personal au- the second-place Chicago White of rural housing at Tuskeitee InIt is for this reason that Rev.
1
Sox.
thority to close public schools of
stitute for the past several years,
Bentley says that Negroes must
Lopez said he made the move has been granted a two-year leave
this state so as to prevent any
forget their differences and come
after
Doby,
the
slugger
upon
whom
mixing of races, no matter to
of absence to serve as advisor to
together on some agreement bethe Pale Hose depended heavily
what degree."
British Honduras on Aided Self •
fore they are outsmarted and outThe governor reiterated Is i s this season, slumped nut badly at - Help Housing. He els a native of
voted. The Congressional election
stand that "mixing of the races in the plate in games with the Boston - Camilla, Ga,
will come in November of 1958
our public schools is bad for both Red Sox here He struck out three
Earlier in the day, however, four
times against Tom Brewer in a
races," but declared:
white men were taken into police
"The decision as to whether any losing White Sox game, and was
custody on suspicion of having GUY R. TRAMMELL, who for 21
public school should or should not said to be faltering in the field.
painted racial obscenities in front years has taught applied electric
Last week the fans rode Doby
of the newly integrated high Ity At Tuskegee Institute, has been continue to operate under particugranted a two year leave of ab- lar circumstances will be made by terribly in Fenway Park, and one
school.
sence to serve as teacher-trainer I, the people in communities affect- accused him of "dogging it". It
An effigy was also burned from
with the Tuskegee•Indonesia proj- ed. . .in a reasonable, lawful and all made the normally unemotional
the school flagpole, but was reDoby spitting mad.
ect. The project, now in its third orderly manner."
moved before students arrived.
year, Is under the sponsorship of
In Charlotte, five teenagers were
the International Cooperation adplaced in police custody, charged
ministration. Mr. Trammel will
with hanging an effigy from a
train teachers hi applied electric. M
school flagpole.
ity.
Thnee Negroes, who ended the
traditional color line in public
schools attended peacefully.
Frienrile Cowles), rvervdoy
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Orvoliners. . Freshness...f;ma Values
A 16-year-old llth grade Negro
mob
girl, who was attacked by a
of white students, stoned and spat

Lopez Benches
Larry Doby
For Bat Slump

DESTINATION BLUE YON
DER in a base jet trainer is
In line for Tennessee State on.
lversity's communication specialist Dr. Granville M. Sawyer (left) w h o represented

President W. S. Davis at Laredo Air Force Base, Laredo,
Texas. Capt. Victor R. Wakefield, Asst. PAS, N. Texas
State college, piloted Dr. Sawyer. AFROTC cadets from 35

Great Ant Invasion
Laying Waste To South

colleges in summer encampment at the Texas base performed for their visiting presidents, who were afforded top
brass hospitality.

Subscribe To The

Tri-State Defender

A formidable army of South son compounds: chlordane, dieldAmerican fire ants has captured rin or heptachlor. W.
A. Ruffin,
Much of the South's best framland,'
writes Allen Rankin in the Sep- extension entomologist at Alabama
tember Reader's Digest in an al. Polytechnic Institute, has sounded
tide, "The Great Fire-Ant Invas the keynote of the battle: "No inion," condensed front Farm and sect has ever taken the countiy
away from us yet, and this one's
Ranch.
not going to set a precedent."
If this armada of voracious,
fiercely stinging insects is n o ti
checked it may reach California r"''
andCanada, damaging practically
all edible plants on the way. The
Always wash all fruits and vow"whon thiry an brought
fiery sting which gives the querIsom* from the mark*, boforo you
ier-inch, reddish ant its name can .
irofrigorato thorn. Don't forgot to
kilt small animals and even routs
ger* the form tripalvoiutt to grape.eld hands harvesting row crops.
fruit, *rang*. and {mons.
he first fire ants to come to
4is country are believed to have
landed from a South American
fruit boat at Mobile. Ala. in 1918.
They disappeared for a while but,
were actually tunneling into n e w
areas.
MOW IT ATTACKS The fire ant attacks plants by
-Tacking the juice from roots, seeds,
items and tender shoots. It wars
A Certificate of Authority grant- tered iil the state of Kansas. Cruon human beings by first chewing the recently organized Cru- sader Life coverage will be availing a slit in the skin, then plungable throughout Kansas and as
sader Life Insurance Company pering its stinger into the open wound.
soon as possible the firm will enUp to now Alabama has been
mission to begin business in the ter other states.
the hardest hit state with 50 of its
state of Kansas was issued today
Insuring all persons from the
67 counties infested at a cost ot REV. C. R. WILLIAMS - At reby FrankSullivan, State Insur- ages bf zero to 70 years, Crusader
$25,000,000. Ant armies now teem cent sessions of National Baptist
is
beginning with a Charter PoliCommissioner. Home offices
over 157 counties in nine Southern Convention USA, Inc., in Louis- ance
cy which sells at 75 per cent of
Kansas
will
City,
be in
states, ranging from eastern Tex- ville, Ky.. Rev. C. R. Williams, of the firm
normal cost. This policy will be
pastor of Bethesda Baptist church, Kans.
as to South Carolina.
withdrawn after the first year as
The pest can be wiped off any Memphis, was elected correspond. Insurance of the Certificate cli- it is a special introductory offer.
en piece of ground for three ing secretary of the National 'W- maxes an eight month effort ot 'ne
According to James H. Browne,
rs by any of three deadly poi- tint Training Union board.
12 organizers headed by James H. president, "Crusader seeks to proBrowne, president and 1..tmder vide a low-cost but high-protection
who is also vice-president of the policy for people of all races and
Douglass State Bank. Capital and all ages up to 70 years."
surplus of $200,00 has been raised Brown was district manager for
and the firm has been examined the Atlanta Life Insurance co, beby the State Insurance Commis- fore organizing the new firm.
Officers and directors of Crusadsion.
The new company will begin to er Life are: James H. Browne,
president; William H. Young, vice
write insurance immediately.
Crusader Life is the only Ne- president and secretary; Isadore
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - T w oi carried 70 persons downtown and
Knoxville college professors, al returned them to their homes dur- gro owned life insurance company Gross, treasurer; Robert P. Lyformer student, and a Unitarian ing a two week period. Already in the area between Chicago and ons, director of Agencies; Dr. Le.
. land Holbert, medical director;
Church worker started a canvass- folk are talking about the idea and Denver, and is the first to be charGeorge W. Haley, attorney; Jaming project in the North West see- it seems that the movement will
es E. Alsbrok, publicity director;
tion of Knoxville to get Negroes gain momentum.
ular summer school sessions. •
Coy
D. Gill, Dr, V. L. Dixon, Harto qualify as voters by permanent- Now that this experimental efDr. Morton, now heading the Dely registering at the Court House. fort has proved fruitful it is hoped partment of Philosophy and Relig. old Robbins, Wendell Robbins and
Working on their spare time they that Negro ministers, civic and ion at Dillard university, New J. D. Williams,
fraternal organizations will con- Orleans, La., found many eligible
tinue the job of getting Knoxville's versons receptive and eager to
9,000 potential Negro voters qual- register after a brief and plain
ified. Around 4,000 of the local explanation as to what it means to
:"5,000 Negro population are regis- them. A service station manager
tered and qualified voters.
released his help to register for
In scarcely two months, candi- one hour with pay.
dates in the city election will be
Many persons did not receive the
seeking three seats in the City workers appreciatively, largely beCouncil and three seats on the cause. of apparent apathy. WmSchool Board. The primary is on ranee and fear. For example, one
Thursday, Nov. 7 and the Run-Off woman said, "My mother never
is set for Thursday, Nov. 21, Rev. voted and I believe she was right."
Frank Gordon, Knoxville college Her mother's philosophy was:
faculty member and pastor of Shi- "Women shouldn't have nothing
lob Presbyterian church lost by a to do with pollaticks. 'Tis evil and
very small margin in the run-off (he world is in the fix it's in now
for the school board in the last because of women. . .m easing
election in 1955.
aroun'."
THREE THINGS MUST
Yet the daughter of the woman
Dr,- Charles E. Morton,. former in question earned a MA degree
chairman, Department of Philoso- from the University of Tennessee
phy and Religion at Knoxville col- recently, but that fact could not
lege, and the Unitarian church of- convince her that she needs to
ficial (name withheld) agreed dur- vote to protect the privileges her CLAUDE It HALL, sales repreing a chat at a Fisk university child now enjoys.
sentative in the New York office
meeting that three things had to "The psychology of fear still ex- of Interstate United Newspapers,
be done in Knoxville. These were: ists even in a place like Knox- Inc. has recently written another
NEW BOARD HEAD - Rev. W. 1. Stop the trend toward a pat- ville, although told It (v otin g) article on the expanding Negro
East
Brewster,
of
pastor
Herbert
tern of segregation in the Univer- would benefit their children," Pro- market, The Negro Market and
Trigg ave. Baptist church, Mem- sity of Tennessee Research hospi- fessor Morton observed.
How To Reach It", for the Adverclergyman,
radio
noted
tal, a city-state-federal project.
phis, and
"Fear, rather than indifference, tisers' Guide to Marketing tor
chairman
Ede.
of
the
elected
2.
Increase the number of reg- already conquered by the Negrc 1958. It discusses in some deVas
lonal Board of the National istered Negro voters' to make city Press, was the main reason why tail the broader aspect of the Nemist Convention, USA, lac. The officials act more responsibly to. Many responded negatively," fur- gro market including the sire and
2nIni4ter was elected during (be ward integration.
ther concluded the Professor who growth of the market and concenof the National Baptist 3. Get the elty to set up pilot sees education as a community tration of population in nietropol
vention in Louisville, Ky.
project on integration through reg. process.
Ban areas and media.
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Firm Begins Operation
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'My wife shops
THE LIGHTER BOURBON

at NATIONAL
and I'm delighted!'
IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER
BOURBON...BUY IT!
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pipu b•thoughtful men. He her • wik
and three chaaren. That moans five
mores to fled them tame day,Faders
• yew. a big beedim for his wile as he a
111•11 OMSK Being • thoeghtfel ulna, he
linowe the tremendous effort and smsrey
that
Ito mailing up the Fromm lit,
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the Moan reseals behind hie wife's
OM of NATIONAL se '8aod hesargisr•
Ire" kw his flunky.
Any thoemiated
Mas
Ems his sais's bat Murat M hurt MY
undermined and approve ...
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the family's food
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thoughtful man?
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The fact that you see yourself
as you are is definitely a step
Scripture—Daniel 1-0.
toward success. When I see the
Sat., Sept. 21, 1957
lengths to which people often go
to cover up their shortcomings,
I wonder why they don't expend
some of that energy in making
themselves into the people they
want to APPEAR TO BE. Overcome your defect by building
habits that will eliminate them
or strengthen your character.
Pin this up In your room and
go to work: "Life is but a
r
.119ktirtr-.;
sheaf of paper white; Whereon
""
41
'
of us may write a line or
each
)2
•
two. . .And then conies night.
*i .
line,
a
for
but
time
have
you
If
emoan
ride
achieve it. Don't
By CARLOTTA STEWART
Daniel Interpreted the
make that line sublime. . .Not
tional roller-coaster. Make yourNebuchadnezzar asked his magicians To Belshazzarthe wall—Mene. Mene,
Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. Daniel .refused to eat meat from the
Dear Carlotta: I am just out of self dependable, reliable, easy to
on
writing
failure but LOW AIM Is crime.
he
although
to interpret a dream
king's table for fear of defilement.
ordered that young men in good
Upharsin—to mean, "Thy king, school and on my own. I thought
could not remember it. They could Tekel, divided, and given to the
He begged the eunuch that he and his
health and with the ability to stand
is
dom
that when I finished school things
from
vision
a
received
Daniel
but
not,
meal
in his palace be brought before him. brothers be given only pulse Is
htedes and Persians."
Would just float my way, but in.
God and told the king what his dream
Among those chosen were Daniel and of porridge) and water. The eunuch
MEMORY VERSE—Ephealans 6:10.
stead 1 find myself in a muddle.
meant.
agreed.
three
brothers..
his
I know that I am a little on the
nervous ,side, I changed my majmany years, members of
She once taught at Piney Woods For
or two times before finishing. Now
16th. Rev. C. Marshall is presi- traveled business women. She Ire-, er (then Miss Payne) came tot
President the Douglas family, all born in
Mississippi.
in
Institute
efforts!
their
as I look back I am wondering if
and
1932
in
LouisOrleans,
Chicago
New
secretary.
quently visits
dent and Helen Danage,
Woods Placquemine, La., dominated the
the teachers did not just 'put me
D. C., Norfolk.i to get her employed by some, Lawrence Jones of Piney
The Cosmopolitan Chamber of vile, Washington,
by A. L. FOSTER
have been friends for contracting business in that areIsaac
and
got
finally
out. to get rid of me. Really. I
Gould
cities,
newspaper.
daily
and
other
southern
Virginia
Commerce proposes to assist this
the and William Douglas is perhaps
EXICUTIVI DIRECTOR
am just beginning to see myself
appointment with J. E. years. Mrs. Booker worked on
organization in its preliniinary or- She has bees selected as one of her an
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
as I am. I am wondering if I have
the old Chicago Times, preparation of novels by Zo r a the oldest living and active carof
by
the
best-dressed
Finnegan
women
10
the
ganizing plans
Buck. She penter in New Orleans. John Dougnot wasted too many years. I can't
Association of Manikins. Awards but she Was never employed there. Neal Hurston and Pearl
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce/
On Sept. 10. Paul Hobsheid, sec. will be made in October.
also worked with Noble Sissle on las practiced his trade in St. Paul
go back to school and start over.
retary - treasurer of Selz /1, Southhis "Oh Sing a New Song."
What can I do? Bewildered.
for many years. It was there that
P. Theron man, succeeded Irwin B. Orner, of Roy Woods who is a staff anWhen, at the annual meeting of leader, was second and
Dear Bewildered: No need to
Douglas, father of John John jr., was born.
Radio
WHFC,
John
Station
at
nouncer
MaintenTownsend
of
Townsend
Ornr and Shayhe as president of
go back to school, you've learn- the NAACP in Los Angeles, Dr.
Douglas, jr., who is in the busi
was third. Others the South Central Real Estate on a program beamed to the Po- r :
ed your lesson. You see your- Channing Tobias announced that ance Service
!
ness office of Provident hospital,'
and
impute-1
Spanish
fish,
German
Chicago
are
tables
full
have
board Orner has assured officers tion gives credit to Jack L.
self as you are. If you don't like 1963 had been selected as the tar., who
was buried in Philadelphia last
mo
C
Assurance
_
Metropolitan
of
off the Cosmopolitan Chamber
what you see, then do something get year for the completion of
week. Mr. Douglas was a brother
his early interest in
for
Cooper
G.'
B.
Atty.
Mutual,
Jackson
participation
.
pany.
.
his continued active
about it. By changing here. re- the fight for full citizenship, many
of Joseph Douglas of the contracto a successClanton. lion. Barrett °Hare and in its program.
shaping there and improving you persons were skeptical. '
ing firm of Rousseau & Douglas
ful career.
White.
B.
Earl
the
will be proud. Design a patOf course, that was before
Martin Hodes of Kinney's Famand a cousin of this reporter.
Woods tells how Cooper, whom
expect.
Is
will
attendance
desegregathat
Capacity
tern of mental training
historic Supreme Court
ily Shoe store is the new presi- he calls the "Grand-Dvddy" of rayears
a
Read
thinking.
six
i step up your
e.
dent of the Lake Meadows Cham- dio, fought for years for opportution decision. Now, with
Words of the Wise
few good books, vitalize your to go, it appears that the goal PRAISE BOOK
ber of Commerce and is cooperat- nities for Negroes. Woods h a s
action to best which
That
Ed
and
mentality. Choose something ti may be reached. However, NeBarber
worked with WIBC in Indianapolis,
Three distinguished Chicagoans, ing with Judge L:
procures the greatest happi! do that keeps thoughts and ac- groes themselves must play a whose pictures and biographical ward S. Gillespie in the Current in Memphis, Kansas City and othgreatest numbers;
the
nem for
tion in balance, and work to more active role.
35th at.
er cities, lie holds an A. B. desketches appear in the Cosmo- campaign to improve
and that worst, which, in like
DRESSED
of
gree from Morehouse and a masDuring the fight for passage
manner, occasions misery.
politan Chamber's book of achieve. REST
Mrs. Mary Fuller Smith, daugh- ter's degree from Columbia.
—(Francis Hutcheson)
a civil rights bill, Senator Doug- ment were in Chicago recently and
president
and
founder
the
complainof
ter
las of Illinois and others
Three radio stations are a ow
praised the book highly.
ed that they were getting too lit- Thep are udge Irving C. Molli- of Fuller Products Company, is owned and controlled by Negroes.
tle encouragement from their con- son of the U. S. Customs Court, one of America's most widely- They are in Kansas City, Detroit
stituents.
and a village near New Orleans.
New York, Judge Herman E.
Several Chicago business people
HIT COMPROMISE
Moore of the Virgin Islands and "-"All-orare studying the possibilities of esBeing a member of the
Hon. Ernest J. Wilkins, assistant
tablishing a new station here. ADDRESSES BROTHERHOOD
Nothing Club," I was not satisfied secretary of Labor. Mesdames
and
passed
Wood's mother, Mrs. Rosalie Owen college President Levi Watwas
with the bill which
Moore and Wilkins accompanied
-.
Woods, of Chicago Metropolitan kins, will address the Memphis
I join with others in criticizing their husbands.
Assurance Co., was a founder of Baptist Brotherhood on Monday
Roy Wilkins for compromising, es
Old friends of the Alexander
the Chicago Women's Commercial night, Sept. 23 at St. Stephens
pecialy before a compromise was Brothers — Louis G. and William.
Club,
called for,
Baptist church of 508 N. Third at.
are elated over the recent successREV. A. E. CAMPBELL, pastor
ON THE SAD SIDE
at 8 p.m. According to Z. L. Bon.
However, this is no time to gulls- es of these two young men. Louis
of Columbus Baptist churc h,
The
of
the
acannouncement
death
or
ner, president of the Brotherhood,
Me over mistakes—fancied
G. is president of the Practical
you travel, carry a wallet Memphis, and president of the
When
of Margaret Payne Booker, sister the meeting is In the interest of 1
tual. This is the time to close Electronics Manufacturing C o mif you like, but keep your tickets, Tennessee (Regular) Baptist conof Isaac Newton Payne, of Ebony missions and education. Mr. Wattravelers checks and important
ranks.
pany, with offices at 569.W. Van
magazine, was a shock to her old kins has served Owen college since
items in separate zippered com- vention, was elected regional %ice
With the South marshalling all Buren while William is with ICA
partments of n large handbag. president of the National Baptist
friends
although
denommany
knew
of
of
her
stetthe
the
initial
opening
the
Department's
maintain
to
forces
State
its
of
of the U. S.
Keep o small purse handy contain- Convention, U. S. I., Inc., during
illness.
inational school. All Baptist layus quo — by legal, illegal, brutal training department in Indonesia,
ing not more than $10 in small bills the recent annual session in LouisHoward D. Gould and this re- men are especially urged to atmethods, the NAACP needs a Dutch, East Indies.
Isesi alone for tips, taxis, etc.
ville, Ky.
affair.
tend
the
porter
and
will
chest
recall
when
war
dollar
Mrs.
Bookmillion
be them in their earI rememr
-MEMPHIAN HEADS AUXILIARY
in her careers. They 'operated slic- Mrs. R. Q. (Ethel H.) Season every American who believes
should cessfully the Reliable Electric Sere 1509 S. Parkway E., a as re- Justice and law and order,
it vice Company on 47th St., from
elected president of the Ladies immediately contribute until
1935 to 1942 when Louis G. went
Auxiliary of the National Dental hurts.
Association, Inc. She was installed James E. Stamps reports to the Army and William to West CARE DIRECTOR — Antoine .
recently at an elaborate luncheon that Supreme Liberty Life was the Virginia as an instructor in the Mk Golden of Teaneck, N. J. has be
appointed -director of CARE's
at National Baptist hotel. Hot first to subscribe for a full table nal corps program.
Mrs. William Will j0111 her bus- Treasury and Insurance Division.'
Springs. Wife of the founder of the (seats ten) for the dinner honor.
A native of Frederikstad, Saint
organization, Dr. It. Q. Venson, ing T. K. Gibson, a founder and band next year.
Croix, Virgin Islands, Mr. Golden
Mrs. Venson left the city Sept. first president of the Joint Negro FORM ASSOCIATION
A small group of young business has been a CARE staff member
10 for points East in the interest Appeal at the Palmer House, Oct.
of increasing auxiliary member. 20. Proceeds will go to the Joint People have organized the Lawn- for the past nine-and-a-half years.
ships and stimulating an interest Negro Appeal Fund for the sup- dale Business and Civic Associa- CARE, the nonprofit overseas aid
In convention attendance for next port of its 12 member-agencies. tien with headquarters at Mar- agency, announced the appointWillis A. Thomas. noted labor Sandra's Dry Goods store, 3724 W. meat last week.
year.
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Daniel, Steadfast in Crises
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CASH FOOD STORES

FREE GIFTS

GET

AT THE

GRAND OPENING
OF THE NEW

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
317 Beale St.
LOANS
$50To$500
ON

SIGNATURE
FURNITURE
AUTOMOBILE

DURING THE
WEEK OF

SEPT. 16th

FREE
Gifts to First

25 G
Lady Loan Applicants
And

First

250
Men Applicants

Visit Our New Source For Quick Cash From
A MAN WHO UNDERSTANDS YOUR PROBLEM
Come and Meet

ARZANDER "ZANNIE" JONES
Gcn'l. Mgr. of HARLEM

FINANCE

REGISTER FOR
CHOICE of
Admiral Radio
& Record Player
Admiral Portable
Record Player
Admiral Television Set
G. E. Vacuum Cleaner

MAKE A LOAN
BY PHONE
Dial
lAckson 6-5088
Tell Us How Much

Then Come In For
Money You Need

Gifts will be awarded
at 12 noon, Monday
Sept. 23rd, You'll be
notified if you win.

5 MINUTE
SERVICE

."If Your Future Looks Rainy, See 'ZANNIE'"

HARLEM FINANCE CO.
OPENING

SEPT. 16th

317 Beale Street

JA. 6-5088

Yes Madame,
Nothing adds more zest and
appetite appeal to a meal than
the bread of the day. Bread
made from Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour is full of vitamins and chuck full or food
value.
The taste of bread can be
changed to suit your menu by
the addition of jelly, cheese,
raisins, nut meats or by the
dash of spices. So, as versatile
as bread is it need never lose
its appetite appeal.
Buy a sack of Jack Sprat
flour today and have fun too

— pleasing Dad and the small
fry. Some Jack Sprat Biscuit
variations using the basic recipe for Jack Sprat Biscuits:
I CHEESE BISCUITS
Add I/2 cup of Grated cheese
to dry ingredients.
If ORANGE BISCUITS
Before baking put 14 teaspoon orange marmalade on
each.
ITI PEANUT BUTTER
BISCUITS
Work in 2 tablespoons peanut butter leaving in graining
bits so it will show when cooked.

IV POPPY SEED BISCUITS
Before baking put a few poppy seeds on top of each.
The variation of the breakfast biscuits creates much excitement when there are small.
fries in the house. There is
bustle to hurry get dressed to
'see what treat mom has in
store for them. Good eating
with Jack Sprat.

••

Bye for now,
Jana Porter
JANA C. POITIO11,

HEY KIDS

ANN

SEE THE MOVIES FREE
WONDERFUL NEWS — FOR CHILDREN UNDER 12!
Get a FREE "JR. MOVIE PAMPHLET" and fill its two pages with
Quality Stamps. Then, present it to the Box Office of your favorite
Neighborhood Theater displaying the sign: "We Accept Jr. Movie
Pamphlets." It's GOOD FOR FULL admission price at ANY performance. (Even, includes federal tax.)
NEARLY EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD THEATER IN MEMPHIS (and
many theatres in other Mid-South cities) will redeem "Jr. Movie Pamphlets" as full admission price at any performance for children under 12.
Get your FREE "Jr. Movie Pamphlet" At ANY Big Star or at ANY
theater displaying the sign: "We Accept Jr. Movie Pamphlets". You
need fill only TWO pages (50 stamps each page) with Quality Stamps!
ANOTHER EXCITING, EXCLUSIVE PROMOTION FEATURE OF
QUALITY STAMPS
THE MID-SOUTH'S FAVORITE GIFT STAMPS!

* ACE
997 Mssissippi Blvd.
* PALACE •
324, Beale Ave.
* GEORGIA
653 Mississippi Blvd.
* W. C. HANDY
2353 Park Ave.

'N11

•

* NEW DAISY
330 Beale Ave.
* SAVOY
1268 Thomas

THESE YOUNG STARS BRIMMING WITH TALENT

A SPLENDID SHOW scintilated in sparkling fashion over the
50,000 powerful watts of Radio Station WDIA as the regular
weekly Big Star Radio Talent Show brought the fine group pictured ;those to its microphones. II An any Saturriss morning
means good listening on WDIA for the Rig Star parade of south
ful talent Comes to you every Saturday without fall, always
new, always different. If you should like an audition try-oat
for the Big Star Show you are Invited to contact WDIA at any

time. Pictured alime are (left to right) Bernice Smith, VernIce
Hall, litosNisary McKissic. Second row, same order: Marilyn
Miller. Katie Mae Price, Barbara Pierce. Helen Ball. The Big
Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South are happy to
give Memphis and Mid South south this opportunity to express
itself. These young stars of today can very well prove to be the
big stars of the show world of tomorrow.

•

Recalls Great Welcome
Of Top Negro Regiment!Rowdyism
!

TRI-STATE DEFENDER 5
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Flares
At
Bo
k •

$y EDGAR T. STEWART

al of honor of France. They march/ After World War I some Negro ed past the great am Ave. departSoldiers were welcomed home by ment stores cheered by thousands
parades and parties by the giving of all races and Colors: no uo
of keys to the city, etc. Some through the millionaire section of
Were welcomed by "Take cff that 5th Ave. There were some of
America's great busineu men seen
Oniform."
in the cheering crowds while so. Rowdyism following a football
It is interesting to note how the cial
leader wives waved flags game last Friday night resulted
greatest city(New York) welcomeIn the arrest of some 33 teen-age
from windows.
ed its famous Negro regiment, the
Wnen they passed the reviewing boys and concern on the part of
014 New York 16th or United
stand where city and state offic- law enforcement authorities and
btates 369th infantry.
school officials.
ials were
The six Negro boys slated to protect the white just like it pro- gationist stated.
Nut Yorkers are proud of be her of gathered and large num' The disturbance was a fight
children of men killed in
enter North little Rock High werel tects the nigger."
among two groups of boys at the
leg citizens of the greatest city, the regiment,
According to the principal,
it was notable that
all carefully screened.
but are willing to take off their
intersection of Lauderdale and
Said the 34-year-old segregation- George E. Miller, "96 per cent of
Former Governor Whitman and
!Mississippi Avenue around 10:30
The youths were so thoroughly 1 ist who has two daughters. 16 and the students here would cause no
hats to anybody regardless of Governor
A. L. Smith were standsifted that in addition to being It. "The superintendent was going trouble. They are willing to acfollowing the game played in
where they are from, what color, ing side
by side with hats raised
Booker Washington Stadium beA-students, they "were required to let them Into school for a con- cept the Negroes or are resigned
economic status, etc., if he or she' high in the
air.
tween the Washington eleven and
to have light skin," said Bob ference . . . But the fact of the to the inevitability of it. The hand.
has done something worth while. TWO
HEROES
a team from Pine Bluff, Ark.
'OonsIline, International New
Example—the recent welcome to
matter is that those people just ful of troublemakers will continue
Henry
Johnson
and Needham Several motorists reported that
Service writer last week.
Althea Gibson. The big town over
' weren't supposed to be there. It to be troublemakers whether lb*
Roberts,
mentioned
in a recent a barrage of rocks was thrown
did herselef in welcoming her faThat skin color was criterion wasn't safe for them' and it wasn't problem is integration Or what
issue of this paper, rode in an against their cars, and that some
mous Negro regiment.
for choosing the boys to initiate safe for our own kinds, the segre- have you."
automobile. They were the two of the boys attempted to break
process in the
First there was the march tie Negroes
I the integration
who fought approximate- open car doors, Several white motI North Little Rock school is false
5th Ave. led by the New York ly
thirty-two Germans and lived orists' cars were in the thick of
! can he substantiated by the picpolice band as far as the reviewthrough it.
the melee.
ture of the youngsters above.
ing stand around e0th at. Their own
The parade continued into Har- FIND WEAPONS
'WORKED WITH NIGGERS'
band, a 100-piece organization, lem where it ended. There
Police
said
a
number
switchof
t he
L. E. Stroud. a Missouri-Pacific
known cnd famous all over Europe mothers, wives, sisters and sweet- blade knives and tack hammers
yard clerk, who formed a part
by HATTIE HOUSE
as the "Lieut. Jimmie Europe hearts broke into the lines. The were found in possession of the
th human barrier which blocked
ofe
Band" went all the way. Their day ended with a great party for 32 boys under arrest. There was
the six boys said last week, "I've
I
all, a great welcome by a great also a report of a shot being fired.
Sunday, Sept. 29. The gracious
worked with niggers all of m y OLIVET BAPTIST
flags were decorated with the met- city.
But it was not confirmed. One
CAMPUS-BOUND QU1NTED — High graduate, and daughter life I think they want to go to On Sunday, Sept. 29, a special ! Mrs. Katie L. Williams of New
Five excited freshmen wave
boy suffered a slls-ht cut with a
of Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Ivy their own schools. This thing they observation will be held at Olivet Salem Baptist church will be
a last goodbye to parents and
knife. His was the only injury reof 1553 Locust; Miss Thelma
call civil rights, up in w ashing. Baptist church — Lay mmien and guest speaker. ''A Wise Woman
friends as they boarded train
ported.
Ann liaggin, 957 ersduate of
Will Build Her House and The
ton and places like that, should !Friends' Day.
to
SOME BAND MEMBERS
take them to Central State
Manassas, and daughter of
I A distinguished speaker has been Foolish Woman Will Pluck It
college in Wilberforce. Ohio
Police Chief MacDonald said the
Mr. and Mrs. Ilayuard hag'engaged for the occasion, Mr. R. Down" is. the theme of the day.
last week. All Memphians, the
boys, ranging from 14 to 17 year
gins of 897 N. Bellesue: Rob•
S. Lewis of tht• R. S. Lea is S.
The ladies of the church prom.
grows arrived on the campus
of age, were rounded up and turnert Bowes, '57 graduate of
Sons Funeral Home. Ile will use a day of superb r•Ilizious en.
for ireshman orientation ob.
ed over to Juvenile Court. Some
Manassas, son of Mr. a nit
speak during the main activity ! tertainment.
servances. They are, reading
were dressed in band uniforms.
Mrs. D. Bowes of 666 Ayers,
for the day at 3 p. m.
Listed on Sunday's agenda are
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
from
bottom
MacDonald
Chief
boys
said
up:
the
Miss
Deborand
Plans for this annual celehra- usual services. Rev. S. L. HempBarbara
I
Jean
wanted to know what assurance
Model,
Two young ladies have entered
ah
Ann
were
questioned
Thomas,
individually
1957
bu
Melrose
t
smoothed
also
Ilion
made
were
Manassas
and
a
graduate
there
ton,
the pastor, will deliver two
would be that she would be
PROVIDENCE, R. I. — Shortly
Lealoyne College his sem
as , out .byy several competent
graduate, and daughter of El(face partly hidden.) ORTIRIT•
com- soul•stirrleg messages. They will
before going to Newport, R. I. for allowed in the Central High area. police said no motive for the
recipients
of
Stitch
and
Se
w
Chat
I
der and Mrs. Willie Thomas
ter of Mrs. Gertrude Motley
mittees. Serving on these corn- be heard during the morning and
his historic conference with Pres- the Governor said he was sure fight had been uncovered. He said,
ing Club scholarships.
of 1348 Hamilton: Miss Claudand fdiencannrcaet,inn,puabrInicitly,,. evening services at 11 a. m and
—
of 919 N. Mosby.
ident Eisenhower on Saturday, that every courtesy and coopera- "Something like this happened
Miss
Jessie
Bell
Hamilton
and nees
ia Marie Ivy. 1957 Douglass
program
litt
in., respectively.
Gov. Orval Faubus said here that tion would be shown to all report- last year, and I believe they had
'
Miss
Grace
begin
Alston
freshCruses, E. Anderson, E. Rivers, 7'30
to cut out football games for
•
P
GREATER
WHITE STONE
be did not order Negro newsmen ers alike.
studies
;man
Monday
when
the
colS. McPherson, S. D. Thomas, R. RAPTISfr CHURCH
barred from the Central High' Last week an order was posted awhile. It appears that it was one
!lege
resumed
for
classes,
Anderson,
W.
N.
Cochrell
B.
L.
The very forceful and dynamic
school area in Little Rock, Ark by Lt. Col. Marion Johnson, com- bunch of boys against another
The annual tea to raise money Freeman, A. Thompkins, W. White- Rev. A. R. Williams of Greater
bunch, and the cars got trapped
He made the remarks during a mander of the National Guard
for the scholarships was held Sept. head and J. Canada. Heading the White Stone Baptist church was
fire."
line
of
in
press conference at the Sheraton- unit around the high school that
I at I,elia Walker Club house on committees are .1. H. Holmes and the principal speaker at the New
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, principal of
Biltinore hotel here and they were Negro reporters be barred from
Walker ave.
S. C. Reddings. A. T. Allen is Salem Baptist church. New Sa•
Booker T. Washington High
in answer to a query put to him the area after two were heckled the
stated "It was a typical
Mrs. Odessa Mitchell, club prem. the president of the Laymen.
lem was host to the City Sunday
by this reporter and in reply to hy the crowds and escorted from school
football crowd. There was no
Services Sunday will be regu- school and Baptist Training Union
(lent, extends special thanks to
a wire to him by John H. Seng- the scene by guardsmen.
during
trouble
don't
game.
the
I
Williams,
F.
Rev.
W.
making
lar.
those
worth'
c
cause
Congress. Rev. Williams' subject
the
stacke, publisher, Chicago Defend. I It was this barring that Mr.
know what was behind it." He had
successful.
minister. will preside.
for the occasion was The Influence
er.
Sengstacke protested in a wire to left the area before the trouble
The membership of Olivet B a p. of the Christian Light in A TwistThe next regular meeting was
Gov. Faubus told the Defender Gov. Faubus.
started.
held Sept. 18 at the home of Mrs. list church cordially invites the ed Society." White Stone's ushers
reporter that there was no intenEDITOR, TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Sally Cochran on Woodward. Plans public to worship each Sunday at and choirs served.
tion to bar any newsmen from
were made for the club,s booth at the sanctuary.
The Attendance Banner was won
getting a story; but he added that
•
the Tri-State (air. Mrs. Eva Hill
by the congregation of Greater
the National Guard was anxious
is club reporter.
Coining to the city soots will he White Stone, More than 302 mem•
Wise
the
of
Words
to prevent anyone from getting
the State Baptist convention. It hers from the house of reverence
Most folks are about et
hurt.
will he held at the First Baptist. attended the Congress.
happy as they make up their
Told that this reporter expected mind; to be.
Lauderdale church. The State
During the past week, in order riety of pressures brought to bear
Rev, Charles J. Patterson is the
to be back in Little Rock and ;
—(Abealum Lincoln)
president, Rev. S A Owen oh
to stay on top of fast-breaking on our people in the social revolupastor of New Salem Rapt
will
Church
Metropolitan
Baptist
church.
The *die of Mississippi's Re news on the school integration tion.
be in charge.
publican national committeemasi, fronts in this area, I motored
Our hope must not falter. Our
A day highlighted by two inspirbe
will
pertinent
details
Further
twice
to
Little Rock, Ark., and courage must not
Mrs. Perry W. Howard, was killbe dimmed. The
ing sermons is Sunday's ached.
The drive to find summer em- given next week.
then
drove
to
Nashville.
school integration issue is no long- ployment for
ed Sunday night in a mysterious
ule. The pastor will deliver therm
high school and col- PLEASANT GREEN BAPTIST
automobile accident when the car In each 'city I talked with citi- er just a racial problem. During lege youths is
The Lord's Supper will be held
at
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be
will
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Day
being
launched
on
zens
of
color
rom
well-nigh every the past week and half it has bein which she was sitting alone
Sept. 26, when a public meeting the Pleasant Green Baptist church also.
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IF YOU WANT TO BUY OR SELL PROPERTY OR
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asked come a national and internationsuddenly began moving and finalfor all interested persons is sched-!—
ly crashed into an apartment in Little Rock whether the dead- al issue. We are winning support uled at Booker
T. Aashington
lock
created
by
Gov.
Orval
Faufrom darker peoples throughout high school.
building.
AN ESTABLISHED BUSINESS
bus between the state and federal the world
in the struggle for full
The 00-year-o1d Tuakegee
authority on the one hand and the rights and
Mrs. Julia Dawkins of 609 Al.
tuts instructor died of head injur•
privileges in America.
undemocratic demonstrations of Already
ston who is spearheading the move,
the
lea.
hypocrisy in our
prosegregationists on the other, to
has announced that guest speakAccording to Howard, a partner prevent nine students from enter- country's loud -mouthing for justice er will be James
Bobo.
in a Washington law firm and for ing Central High in any way al- in hlungary has been revealed.
Mrs. Dawkins requests that permany years Republican national tered the determination of Negroes1 The Reds invaded that country
committeeman from Mississippi, there to gain compliance with the , with tanks and guns and put down sons who havejeceived letters attend and bring letters with them.
he had parked the car to go into law of the land in school integra- is revolt by slaughter. In Little
Rock, Ark., USA, Gov, Faubus ordrug Sore to get his wife some tion.
dered out the National Guard on
cold tablets. He had left the motor
In 11 out of 13 replies the an- the pretext of maintaining peace
running.
swers mos an emphatic "No!" and order, to prevent nine students
INJURED TWO OTHERS
I asked in Nashville whether the from entering Central High tinder
MORNING CLASSES — 10:00 A M. TO 2:00 P.M.
Witnesses said the car sudden- stupid bombing of Hattie
EVENING CLASSES — 6:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M.
Cotton court sanction. In Hungary there
ly began to move at a high rate school and harassment
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of NeLONDON — (INS) — London
of speed while Atty. Howard was groes at several schools would end was bloody defiance of the people's
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rights. In little Rock there was critics, in a rare burst of unanifor your "What's" end "Why's"
Contour
Tinting
Hair
In the drug store.
in retreat of our people there. The defiance of Negro rights assured mity, yesterday praised the work
of Make-up
The car jumped on a curb, ca- consensus was: "There's no turn- by the Constitution of our country. of two young painters at a joint
THE GUEST ARTIST IS "RUSSELL (RUSS) PHILLIPS"
reened across a grass plot and ing back now."
From Cincinnati, Ohio
The effort to nullify federal au- exhibition of frankly abstract art.
smashed into the front door of Of course, in each situation — thority,
Russ is ono of the "GREATEST HAIR DESIGNERS AND
The painters ate the London
provided the federal govCREATORS"
FASHION
an apartment house after hitting Little Rock, North Little Rock and ernment
sets a clear-cut positive zoo's two-year-old chimpanzee
For Further Information Call or Conte by
and injuring two people slight- Nashville — there are some breth- precedent,
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ly. They had been standing near ren who feel that the pressure is
en-year-old chimp Betsy, both of
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How the car was thrown into
oors in the interests of science—
gear remains yet a mystery, ac• entry to the schools. But, that is
tracing the origins of human art 11111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M
cording to police. It had an auto- to be expected. All Negroes are
not fully dedicated to the cause
matic transmission.
Free parking next door while shopping
of obtaining full emancipation. In
Rochester, N. Y.—To manufac- any controversial movement sponture a perfect lens for eyeglasses sored by persons regardless of colrequires about 363 different opera- or or race the same weakness will
be found.
lions and skills.
It should be fully understood
that school integration to the southHOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY
ern white means upheaval of a
cherished tradition which he has
MAIN AND POPLAR
MEMPHIS, TENN
believed was right. Though we deplore it and hope it will be avoided as much as possible, there will
be violence, intimidation and a va-
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Jobs For Youth
Campaign Meeting
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A
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BEAUTY COLLEGE
520 LINDEN .AVE.
Is Holding 3 Clinics
DAY and NIGHT — SEPT. 23-25, 1957

1399 Airways Boulevard
Telephone GL 2-0727

MALCO
THEATRE

Has Been Completely Remodeled
For Your Greater Pleasure
WE WELCOME YOU AS OUR GUEST
We know you will be delighted with
your new DeLuxe surroundings
NOW SHOWING

. Thrilling Drama of International Dope Ring
ANITA EKBERG
VICTOR MATURE
Kb, Vernlee
Cr: Marilyn
II. The Big
re happy te
to express
vs to be the

"PICKUP ALLEY"

Mt. Pisgah Men
Sponsor Picnic
Mt. Pisgah CME church is
'sponsoring its Annual Men's Day
Picnic Friday Sept. 20 on the
church lawn, located on the ctrner of Park and Marechalneil sts.
Publicity chairmen, Eliehuc
Stanback, Clarence Seiferth, Sr..
and James Christmas, announced
the annual event is slated to provide enjoyment for the entire
family.
Rev. D. Warner Browning is
I pastor of the church.

Sportsmen Club
Affair Sept. 21
The Twelve Sportsmen club will
hold its final summer affair on
Sept. 21, beginning at 8 p.m. at
the home Of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
ard Mitchell, of 1573 Wilson St.
Three big prizes will be given
away to those holding lucky numbers. First prize: portable televis
ion set; second prize, electric ta.
Isle 'amp; third prize, electric
clock.
There wiil be barbecue a n d
games for everyone.
John A. Bratcher is president;
H. J. Franklin, secretary and E.
IV Friends, reporter.

SAVE $40.00 ON THIS $139.95 7-PC. DINETTE SET
AND GET A SET OF $19.95 DINNERWARE FREE!
This set has beauty and quality both! Big
roomy table that will seat six persons comfortably. Mar-proof plastic top in wood grain
and Scandia Patterns. Black or bronze trim.
Contour-curved chair backs with firm padded
seats. Colorful contrast of plastics and metal
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"INE PLIGNI INAS ALRIGN1
/NW GUM
SPARKS...
WA) GAVE me...DiPICT
NELP!

GUM t Gave votr
Iwo% FuPori
WAS TO PREVENT UNPLEASANT PRESSURE
COANGES ON YOUR EARS DURING LANDINGS
AND TAKEOPrs

NELP ME GET
ErNIS STUFF OUT OF
IIA4 EARS?

viqc OfOrof.Doocile

Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter- 27, vrown eyes, dark brown hair,
ested in becoming a member of 5 feet, 6.. inches gall. Can pass
your pen pal club. I am a Jamai- as Mexican. I am plump but not
can, age 30, height 5 feet, 3 inches bad to look at. I like all clean
tall, weight 160 lbs. My occupa- fun. Please send photo in first
Lintion is housekeeper. Lea uoria letter. Mrs. L. Brown, 1006
Christie, 4 Wildman St., Kingston, coln Ave., TOLEDO 7, Ohio.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
Jamaica, BWI.
.•
lonely man who just lost my wife
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a 26- and only son whom I loved dearyear-old Jamaican stenom- typist ly. They say the only way to kill
who is interested in getting an an old interest is by a new one,
American pen pal. My complexion so please help me. I would like
is fair, height five feet four inch- to find a young single lady bewho
es, weight 130 lbs. and considered tween the ages of 21 and 3.i
vear-old Jamaican steno • typist is teaching school. I am six feet
letters. Miss Pearl Stephens, 111 one inch tall, weight 220, 40 years
and
Stanton Street, Campbell Town, of age. I am an ex-football
Allman Town, P. 0. Kingston, Ja• track star — graduate of Michigan State. I am dark, born in the
maica, BWI.
Dear Mme. Chante: Lonesome West Indies nd reared in t h e
bachelor wants to meet pen pals States. I am a playground super•
I am 37 years old, 6 feet. .4 inches visor. J. Sharpe, 360 94th Place,
tall, weight 190 lbs., complexion,_ Chicago 20, III.
Dear Mme. Chaste: I am a lonelight, good job. Girls between the
24 sears of
ages of 18 and 25 send photos ly Christian woman,
brow n,
with letters. John H. Saddler, 8010 age, complexion dark
height 5 feet. 6 inches tall, weight
S. Calumet ave.. Chicago 19,
to meet a
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a very 137 lbs. I would like
g4 and 30.
lonely young lady. It's not that Christian man between
marriage and
I can't find a true love, it's be- I am interested in
and help him
cause I can't find the right man. am willing to work
things in
I would like to find someone who have some of the better
will exchange photos. V.
wants to settle down and work to- life,
Box 87, Clar•
gether and have something. I am L. Washington, P. 0
endon, Ark.
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Prof. HERMAN

Dear Mme. Chante: I am interested in having pen pals in the
USA. I am of light complexion,
my age is 44, occupation is craft.
Would you be so kind as to put The fragrance, such as we find year column in the paper each
this in your paper. Hazel Pres- in flowers, is a good deal like week. You would be surprised at
•
ton 51 East Queen of., Kingston, friendship. The vigorous person, the results of your answers to varwould not distribute this sum im- have enough intelligence to g e t said, "Not another foot of slave
Jamaica, BWI.
who is filled with good sportsman- ious questions — just how much
partially among white and Negro along on their own. Embree re- territory!"
•••
ship, and who is dominated by they apply to most of us. We have
Fmbree was angry. He himself ported the emancipation of the 17 Embree died as a young man
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
has a frag- many of the same type of probhad given $100 to the city of Se- slaves and their farming efforts to His paper was only several months young man looking for some nice the spirit of good-will,
lems in life, that is why your colvannah in the form of a donation. disprove these false arguments. old. The abolition societies he girls to write me. I am in my rance which is unmistakable.
You never get near this type of ilmn is so helpful. I trust you will
But now he said he wished the
Embree sent a copy of his pa- helped set up continued to operate twenties with 3 good disposition
continue with your good work. AlLord viculd punish Savannah es-en ner to every governor in the coun- until the general repression in the and no had habits. If inteiested. person that you are not conscious
A.
By EUGENE FELDMAN
of the aroma of their friendship. ways your friend, Mrs. John
more for the way it treated Ne• try. The governor of Mississippi South after the Nat Turner resur- please.
Robert Lewis, 2240 W. To have friends, we must oe
sent the paper. back with a hot rection.
Elihu Embree was an iron manufacturer in Jones-. groes. Ile said:
Maypole ave.', Chicago 12, Ill.
friendly. To be friendly, we must If. N. Why don't we get along?
PITIES SAVANNAH
letter. He said the paper was "cal- Then all the white masters
ANS. In marriage as well as
born. Tenn., but he made very little money because he
be unselfish and learn more and
would
Chante:
Mme.
Dear
went
and
nearly
their
apologists
"I pitied their circumstances culated to excite passions and prein everyday life...we must learnt
ourselves.
forget
to
your
in
more
this
put
to
you
for
like
spent most of his time organizing the abolition movement
Under
hysteria.
every
mad
with
I
their
late
of
when
first heard
judices, the most unfavorable to
Dear Prof. Herman: It has been to adapt themselves better than
of mine
ag4I putting out an emancipation paper. He was a white calamity. I now am truly asham- domestic tranquility and national pillow they saw a Nat Turner and lovelorn corner. A friend
years since I have written not always go the Way we want
col.
many
your
through
girl
nice
a
met
Peoa
Southern
abolitionist.
white
are
as
that
ed
they
human
beings
prosperity."
Stherrier who loved justice.
them to, but we must learn to
ple Mnocently distributing religi- umn. I am hoping it will do the to you, but I continue to read
this act of theirs disgraces human DIES YOUNG
give in a little to the other felHe was born in 1782 and was 11111111111111111111111111M1111101101111111111111a111111111111111 nature.
meet
to
I
like
me.
would
for
same
beatend
tracts
were
ous
arrested
sent
abolitionist
The Tennessee
low. When you are not willing
husY building abolition societies in
"But when I reflect that these a sharp letter back to the Governor en, professors at colleges were fir- a girl between 18 and 25. not over
Timely
Article
Writes
to consider this, ofttimes marEastern Tennessee before N e w
monsters in human shape are citi- of Mississippi. He said he did not ed, and preachers were made ex- 5 feet, 5 inches tall and not weighDixie Abolitionist
riage will not last. Sit down
England got interested in freedom On
ing over 130 lbs. She must be neat,
zens of America, t h e land of believe in a national prosperity tra cautious.
quietly and think things over —
for -Ores.
clean and very sincere. She doesn't
and
boasted
that
these
said
LIBERTY,
He
slavery.
on
human
based
great
abolitionTennessee
The
Mr. Fekiman's article as rihave you tried to see his side,
.Hia abolitionist paper "T h e
very men have the audacity to that he was a white man himself ist Elihu Embree did much in his have to he beautiful but should
and reason with him? Or, are
Emancipator" came out ten years nse Embree Is particularly time. take the sacred word in their polknow how to dress nice and make
truly
a
free
and
America.
wanted
life
of
the
for
short
human
cause
le
state
' you determined to have your owe
light,
before Garrison, the famed North- ly since Tennessee is a
luted lips, I am struck with as- These were times when n e w freedom, That he is not a hero her looks presentable. I am
way? If the latter is your treeern abolitionist, took the field. which integration of the school; tonishment, amaze and wonder at
with dark brown hair, brown eyes
no.
added
the
to
in
being
to
states
disis
today
were
the
Tennessee
Editor's
—
begun.
' ble, then try to do something
Embree's paper spoke boldly on has already
am
I
nice
looking.
and
considered
the mercy of the Supreme Being, lion. When new slave states came credit of its historians who unforabout it before it is too late.
the subject of slavery. In its first Note.
that instead of burning the town in Embree wrote strong editori• tunately have sided against t h e 28 years old. 5 feet 5 inches tall,
••
all
will
I
answer
lbs.
125
issue he said:
weight
'llarieetli111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 of Savannah, he has not destroyed :_ds against their admission. He ideals he considered important. letters and exchange photos. If not
ANXIOUS. We are so worried
SPEAKS BOLDLY
its proud inhabitants with fire unabout our children, do you think
sincere, please don't bother t o
"The Emancipator will be pub- When the Tennessee legislature quenchable!"
they will be able to get along away
write. Eddie Carter, 5611 S. Norlished monthly in Jonesboro by Ed met, Embree took it upon himself The same white supremacist at
,
from us?
mal, Chicago 21, Ill.
ihu Embree. . . for one dollar a to write a memorial calling for guments were given in favor of
• ••
ANS. Some children are able
year. . .This paper is especially emancipation. He tried to have slavery as are today given in faam a
Dear Mme. Chante:
to adapt themselves beter than
designed by the editor to advocate the legislators vote for this me- vor of segregation. The slavers
others. . .it will remain to be
the abolition of slavery."
young girl or is. I would like to
even then yelled that if the slaves
morial.
correspond with male and feitale
seen just how well yours do. But,
He built the circulation of The
refused to were free there would he "interlegislature
the
That
between 18 and 25. I promise to
the fact that they are going to
Emancipator to $2,000. In h is
vote favorably on this did not stop mix-MI of the races" or miscegenanswter all letters. Rosie Lee hum.
live with their grandparents
"sales letter" he said that he
his friends. They kept ation.
and
Embree
phris, P. 0. Box 123, Alexander.
should not be too unpleasant, air
hoped all who loved freedom would
Embree hit back al this arright on When the Constitutional
luggage and very lit- Ark.
they have visited with them, and
not think too hard of paying a
Tennessee took place gument. He said that white mas- Public spirited citizens headed wardrobe, no
of
Convention
•
•
•
love them dearly. Also, there
by Maurice Berman of the South tie money with which to start, it
dollar a year for the support of
they tried to have the convention ters were already forcing themDear Mme. Chante: I have read
will be other interests such as
"the only paper of this kind."
of abolition. About selves on Negro womer. Ile said Center department store, and Chi- appeared he would be unable to your column for a long time. You
favor
in
vote
the various animals on t h •
Apparently he used his place
delegates did vote they and not the Negroes were corn cago Defender employees joined take advantage of these grants. Althe
of
one-third
farm ... and, the duties they will
hands last week to make sure that vin had told his principal, 'it have helped so many and hope
of business as the office for The in favor of it. But a majority op- polling "race mixtures."
LILI JONES
have, that will keep them busy.
Emancipator because he told readHe answered the supremacist one outstanding high school grad. doesn't matter. I'm perfectly pre- you can help me. I am a veteran.
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work out alright.
his efforts to attend the University make out after I get there."
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place" telling his feelings on
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ANS. Concentrating upon your
what the card of the human skin should stand a June graduate from Wendell to receive from Maurice Berman, of fun and all sports. I wish to
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slavery,
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ciety. En-three
question, I find that you May
higher in the scale of being than Phillips high school and valedicpresident of the South Center de- meet the lady of my dreams. Atthe lest Creek branch of this or- said:
MOST to Florida. since your hue.
another."
torian of his class, was the center partment store, certain Chicago tractive and affectionate, between
right
natural
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"Freedom
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group
This
ganization.
hand's work will be located In
RISK LIFE
of feverish activity as persons Defender employees and individual the ages of 18 and 33. One who
ized early in the 1800's and Em- of all men; I therefore acknowl- Embree's paper was circulated
that area. If you find that yoo
his herculean efforts to donors who heard of his plight. is looking for a real companion.
bree's father. Thomas Embree, edge myself a member of the Ten- all over the South even though in heard of
you can arrange to commute
head
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They and Alvin's determination I am positive that the two of us
was one of the early organizers. nessee Society for promoting the some parts of it it was a "crime" complete high school
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leave
class
of his
made it possible for
can make life a world of happiThis was the time when the manumission of slaves.
be more desirable. Try to adjust
to read it. Some of his deep South
surmountable obstacles impeding last Sunday to begin his collegiate ness. I am now confined, but will
South had more abolitionist socie- ORGANIZED OTHERS
yourself however, as your hue'
subscribers risked their lives even his college career.
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be glad to explain this
career,
Trans World Airlines in
ties than the North. About oneWhen Embree finished success- to receive it. Many of the post
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qualified
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Young Golden. who Is one of
quarter of the Southern abolition- ful organization of abolitionist so- masters were not sympathetic to Alvin, who lives at 3408 Giles,
it is to his advantage to try and
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Knox, and other caustics.
of these were from slaveholders ties he encountered all through In his senior year he was presifollows the comam deDear Mme. Chante:
lous in the cause of abolition. Its
These groups met about twice themselves. His paper, "T h e high school and of the magnificent dent of the National Honor society,
pany's appointsaid:
paragraph
al. and a member of the Negro sinus of acquiring pen pals thni
opening
a month and stated that the re- Emancipator" so influenced some manner in which he refused to
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you - pen psi column. I would like
ment in New
"U.'.,h th f •
MOSCOW — (ANP)—A Liberian
quisite qualifications for member- of the Southern slaveholders that low these difficulties to prevent society. president of his class, sec your
hear from men of all ages. I
our countrymen may be awakened, ship are "true republican princi- they even freed their
York city of a delegation is expected to arrive
him from completing school.
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and they he stimulated to u s e ples.' patriotism, and moral char- WANTS FREE AMERICA
As a result of his scholastic First Lieutenant in the Hall guard. am 26 years old, height 5 feet. 4
Negro, James 4).—iyi Russia this week. The group
inches tall, weight 140 lbs., corn '
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Alvin was tremendously grate- Ile hopes to become s doctor
When Savannah, Ga wan burn- ly.•
as a premed stu- at,, Jones Town, P. o. Janiaica,
ends as being more an idealistic ed by fire and had refused $10.Ewin C. Berry, Besides Secretary Cooper t it *
In slavery times the masters ful for this aid, which he actually and will enroll
BWI.
Illinois.
businessman.
of
the University
dreamer and less a
000 from New York because it said that Negro slaves just didn't earned, but since he had no dent at
executive direc- group will include M. Falnbullelt
Plinton
They say he never made much
tor of the Chicago Urban league, Jones, president of the Farmers
maker,
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money
extended congratulations to TWA Council of Cape Mount County,
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ts
But Embrce was deeply religi•
for "having crashed the color Stanley Jones, president of the
0,01 OF "NEM?
ems and he believed that true faith
LOVE.LX NIGHT
barrier and opened up a whole farmers Council, Gbarnga District
called for the Fatherhood of God
DARt;teee?
new area of job opportunities for and Miss On Simpson and MrS:
and the Brotherhood of Man, lie
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pany her husband.
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not recognize this and he even
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called them pagan. Ile said that
for
York
League of Greater New
.the main concern of religion was
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the bringing of freedom to the buing through educational means the
smen' race.
program of employment integra;WROTE MEMORIAL
WASHINGTON — (ANP) — As
tion in the airlines industry. He
Xvery time elections were held
said TWA has made a similar ap- students returned to integrated
other
and
la Tennessee Embree
peal for qualified Negro women classes early last week, officials
abolitionists in Tennessee would
of the Capitol's public school sye•
in the New York area.
asking
candidates
to
letters
write
In Washington, Vice President tern announced the total enrollquesthe
on
stood
they
how
-them
Nixon hailed TWA's recent action ment as close to 110,000. with NeUN of emancipation uf slaves. lf
as "a significant first step in the gro pupils comprising 70 per cent
'
.
'LI
7/
they said they favored slavery
adoption of non-discriminatory hir- of this year's population.
Meanwhile classes began with a
then the Tennesace abolitionists
ing policies in the airline indus916 1' 4.
advised their friends to vote
minimum of. confusion.
try,"
sag* them
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Tri-State Defender
`The South's lothwtoothere Weeltly"

4.BC

Round-Up
Of Globe News

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Mmwe °Mho. 236 South Weltingtoo — Phew' JA. 44397
JOHN Pt. SINGSTACKI, Psdaisher
(VANS L OLDAINT, Advertising Menace,

The Loose Plank

ALBERT G. BARNETT

I.. ALEX WILSON. Idltse end General Menages
ARETTA J. POLK, ClresoletIon Manages

PRIOR TO MAY 17, 1954 —when In Chicago, within recent months
the U. S. Supreme Court handed ,lush hotels and cafes of the Loop
Subscription Mos: One yem, $6: six months.
down its famous school decision— listrict and swank upper Lake
63.50. (2.yeer spiel Subscription rots, $10)
the word "Integration" was rare- ;hare Drive have welcomed NeThe Tri.Stofe Defender Does Not Take Responsibility tot unso/icifint Manuscripts et Pbotes.
ly seen in the nation's press, but gro patronage. To such an extent
since that time a dozen or more Mat some of the leading Southside
variations have stemmed from spots and cafes have been practiPublished ivory Thursday by the Tri-Stuto Defender Publishing Co. Intoned es Second
that controversial word, with re- cally deserted by Negro clubs, soClass Metter at the Memphis Post Office Merck 20. 1952, Under Act ot March 2. 11179.
percussions felt In all sections of cieties and organizations whose
the country,
members have joined in the trek
The converse word "Segrega- to the heretofore 'all-white' hosteltion",joins its opposite in the coin- ries.
ing of such frequently used terms Today, vidrin racialism and the
as pro-and-anti-integrationista; pro- treatment of black and brown pea
and-anti-segregationists; conform- pies is attracting world attentien,
ists and non - conformists; advo- a bouquet of orchids gees to the
cates and opponents of state's citizens of Cleveland, Ohio, f o r
rights, and so on down the line.
pinning and building Forest City
Almost all forms of public and
pital — firsl of its kind in
Nashville, for two consecutive days-last ed out to prevent integration! Thq dif- rectal life have been caught in America — an institution dedicatthe backwash of the High Court ed, to the service of mankind, with*reek, was gripped by racial tensions that ference is not in the handling of the mob. ruling
— especially public faciliregard to race, color and
finally broke out into violent clashes and For, there was no mob farmed, no hyste- ties — such as theaters, hotels, out
creed.
a bombing that partially wrecked a new ria, no cross-burning, no violence, not even restaurants, schools, recreation
by qualified person.
is
half-million-dollar Grammar school. But a threat of violence in Little Rock, until centers, golf courses and all forms netIt of staffed
all nationality, racial and
the local Police, alive to their responsibili- after the troops had ringed the Central of transportation, by air, land and religious groups and stands out
ties, took swift, drastic and effective ac- High School. The difference is one of men- sea and city buses — where, in as a milestone in the rugged path
previous years, Negroes have con- toward tolerance and Christian feltion. They arrested thirty-nine unwieldly tality and of the kind of leadership.
sistently been refused accommalowship.
members of the mob and threw rabble rousGov. Clement saw in the contest between dations.
er and arch - segregationist John Kasper the law and the irresponsible mobs
Names make news and t h •
that But the three-year lapse follow- names
of these Cleveland Negro
in jail three times during the/ course of a were defying it, a clear duty to uphold
the ing the High Court edict has seen stalwarts will remain forever ensingle day. Gov. Frank Clement flew back law. He did so, perhaps, in complete dis— the Jim-Crow pendulum swing the
from New York to lend the prestige of his regard of his personal feeling in the mat- other way, toward tolerance and shrined in the hearts of all people
humas rights, albeit the path has dedicated to the cause of human
office to Tennessee's law enforcing agen- ter. This type of leadersnip, which
inspires
rights: Dr. U. G. Mason, Drs M
cies that were holding the mobsters at bay. respect for accepted legal sanctions, is born not been strewn with roses.
H. Lambright, Sc., and 111. II. LamUnder the continued police crackdown, out of a higher concept of the relationship Desegregation of Dixie schools bright, jr., Charles W. Wright,
has been front page news since
the demonstrations against desegregation of the authority of the state to that of the the
September semesters started, Norman L. McGhee, William 0.
fell apart. Strong details of police barricad- central gqvernment.
but there have been other (Ivor- Walker, Dr. J. E. Wallace, and
ed the school neighborhoods allowing only
On the other hand, Gov. Faubus of Ark- able advances made, that 10 years Dr. John A. Kenney, jr.
Principal speaker at the dediparents of school-children and the resi- ansas availed himself of
would have been called 'mira spurious occasion ago
cation program, held early in Auacles.'
dents of the blocked-off streets to pass. to organize a body of public
opinion shaped In Louisville, on Sept. 4, down- gust, was the lion. Frances P. BolResult: Integration was proceeding peace- to his wishes. He fomented
in town hotels, for the first time in ton, Ohio's famed Congresswomfully on the third day of school. The Cover- order to usurp the authority lawlessness
of the judici- history gave accommodationa to an, who stated:
nor and the Nashville Chief of Police threw ary and exploit to the full the
political im- more than 300 Negro delegates to Two members of Forest City's
SOCIETY'S NOT WHAT IT IS CRACKED UP TO BE
w all the resources of the city into the battle plications of the conflict he
had engineered. the National Baptist Convention, executive committee cut the ribfor the rights guaranteed by the courts. This kind of leadership, devoid
said Sim. "How come?" I asked.
Minnie,"
Inc.,
ty, 'Stand back, everybody! Don't
in
the
"My
course
Cousin
of
which Presi- bon marking the official opening
of social
Compare the Nashville situation, in conscience and political morality,,
"Because that fine music room step another step, nor dance anmay oc- dent J. H. Jackson of Chicago was of America's first planned inter- plc, "really gets around. She were not built for
no Bill Dog- other note. Cut off that music!
whi -h police were used to enforce integra- cupy the klieg lights for a while,
reelected head of that great re- racial hospital. They were Dr. makes all bars, and sometimes
but soon- ligious
body which claims nearly kt. H. Lambright, sr., and Walter gets out in society, too, It is all gett music, neither Count Basic, Lord have mercy on my wages!
tion, with the Little Rock's fabricated cri- er or later, it is bound to recede
into the five million members.
according to what man she has and God knows it was not built Have mercy; We got to pick up
M. Weil.
sis in which National Guardsmen were call- deep shadows of the hills whence
it came.
taken up with as to where she for Negroes dancing. The vibe*. every piece of that vawse and
goes. Do you know Minnie went tions were too much for it. Tin- glue it back together!'
to a party at a Fifth Avenue man- nie said no sooner than that Hi "That woman were distressed
Ft started blasting with all them over what happened—her ma.
slots last week?"
colored records on it, then the dam's fine Japanese Ming vase
In apparent retaliation for defying its
MinCousin
mead
"Do
your
you
Had this university been a state instifloor started rocking and the done broke. But, since all them
nie is moving in white society
Las racial practices, the state of South tution, it would • have been closed
walls starting shaking,
people were her friends, inductdown
now?" I asked.
Carolina has withdrawn its approval of Al- through the simple procedure of withdraw"The more them Negroes swung Minnie, the party stopped all
"No colored," said Simple. "The
len university in Columbia as a teacher ing its appropriations.
out, the more the mansion jump- right, and everybody sot down on
Fortunately, this is
party were given by the butler and
ed. But it was Buck Clayton's their knees and started picking
training center. All the requests from uni- a church - supported institution
maid of these downtown white
and one
whailing
that really made things up illeces of that vase whilst the
versity officials as to the basis for so dras- of the oldest in America. Founded
folks while the white folks was
in 1870
come
tumbling down. Minnie butler and maid went and got tha
tic an action, have been met with silence. by the African Methodist church
away.
they
You
see,
the
people
t
board, Allays what happened wasn't no- glue tube.
Ace mpanying the notice was a directive to len university has survived many a
Too many don't fully respect Ne- works fir is very rich, so they body's fault—but the music and "And all night TM *seri and
storm BEALE ST. "BEAT"
homes,
summer
three
has
two
or
the state's department of education stat- and reached a position of wide
Memphis isn't exactly batting a gro officers because they cannot
the vibrations. Nobody warn't everyone was busy trying to
ing that Allen's graduates may not be cer- It came into being during the usefulness. thousand in regard to its Negro arrest white offenders, The result and two or three winter homes, drunk.
match up pieces and splinters and
reconstrucbeing
York.
main
in
one
New
the
Police officers. And that goes for is a large body' of Negroes don't
"And everybody was being chunks of that vase, and make"
tified to teach in South Carolina's public tion era when Negro rights and
But
place
every
they
one
goes
immunities
see
the Negro officer as is fullcareful not to back into no fine them fit back together again.
schools.
were given broad interpretations by the black- as well as white Memphis.
summer time is Colorado Springs,
oil paintings, or knock anything "Minnie said that what keel
But coming to the point, it's a fledged policeman.
There is a widespread and apparently Supreme Court.
Coo., which Is high in the moun- off of Miss
starts
White Lady's tables, them all going was the promise
That
known
the
rat
fact
race.
that
The
the
Negro memwell founded assumption that a recent anBy a singular historical coincidence, on bers of the Memphis Police De- officers resent the disrespectful at. tains and cool as cools mammy. Everybody respected the colored of six more bottles of Scotch in
So while these rich old white folks foks what was giving
nouncement by the university that some the day this university
the party, the basement which would be
was founded, the partment aren't exactly picking in titude and become over sensitive. is out In Colorado Springs, the
Hungarian students had -been admitted at 15th Amendment to
opened when they got the vase
high cotton so far as the general And thus resentment meets resent- colored help decides to have a and respected their job."
the
Censtitution
beAllen, has precipitated the din-accreditation came effective by
"Well,tell me, if
11 glued back together. Minnie
esteem and goodwill of the Negro ment, and a mess results.
party, and to this party Minnie
action
of
Congress.
It
is
ing to, what did happen?" I erg- said at one time she had a whole
order. Though they have not yet arrived the Amendment
Before Negro officers were on were invited."
community are concerned.
which
provides
that
the
ed.
ash try full of pieces which tihig
The situation was brought Into the force. there was a bug hue and
on the campus, the Hungarians will come right of citizens
"But they ended up inviting to
through a special arrangement with the vote shall not of the United States to sharp focus at one of the opening cry in the Negro community to many folkt that the helps' quar- "You know how real rich folks were trying to fit and make
be denied or abridged on football games among the Negro have some employed. When they
for real old antique Jap- come out right
In
go
Institute of International Education in New account of race,
downstairs were not b I g anese vases—which in society "But by morning, believe it or
color or previous condition high school the other night. One were appointed it was surprising ters
York.
enough. Also the record player
of servitude. It is this constitutional
of the usual kid rows broke out how many folk in the Negro com• which the colored butler and his they pronounce VAWZES. Well, not, they had that white lady's
guarShortly after the announcement was antee that the recent
these Fifth Avenue folks h d a vase all Ptit together a ain. glued
1 i
civil rights bill seeks In the stands, and one of the two
wife had in their place were not
made, the Attorney General for the state to protect, and
colored officers present was sum credit for their appointment. When high fidelity. You could not hear real genuine Japanese Ming Ting solid, and setting back on itel
against
which
Sen.
Strom
cried out, "it is against public policy" to Thurmond (D)
moned to quell what could have they first appeared on the streets each and every fine tone Bill Va wze which were so different pedestal big as life. BeIntan snS.C.,
integrate whites and Negroes in this state, filibuster for which attempted a one-man's become a big disturbance. The In their uniforms black, brown, Doggett and Buck Clayton and it had to set off all to itself on tique, the cracks and mending*,
he
its own little stand. That's it!
jut made it look older and more
was
censured and officer responded and quickly got and beige feminine hearts palpitatthen he added, "there is no law in South ridiculed by his
Fats Domino played. To get the "With Hi Fl blasting, Buck antique, and Minnie said she was
own Dixiecrat colleagues.
with
excitement
and
black
ed
the
situation
control.
under
It
was
Carolina to reach Allen's acceptance of
fine points of even Rock and Roll
Allen university has an able president
men's chests churned with envious these days, it has to be played Clayton blowing and his jazz sere that white lady would never
in only an ordinary kid ruckus,
white students." The presence of four white the person of
band whailing, and thirty Negroes know the difference when she go*
Dr. Frank R. Veal who has But, as the officer left ihe scene respect.
on high fl and turned up real dancing, the vibrations were too back from Colorado Springs.
professors on the school faculty has pro- guided the
destiny of the institution with a chorus of boos and jeers el- CLEANED DARK SPOTS
loud.
much for that little stand which "But, said Minnie, that was the
vided additional fuel to the fire of racial consuming zeal
and ,educational foresight. lowed him. And the look on the But then they commenced do. "But the high ft record player started swaying and that expen- first time she ever realized how
bigotry.
officer's face was a study in be- ing their duty and carrying out or- was upstairs in the whit' folks' sive vawze which rocked right high
Instead of hampering the institution in
real HIGH society is where
the
The board's notice was ominously suc- legitimate exercise
of its academic func- wilderment and pain. He seemed ders of their superiors. They broke closed up music room. But, be- off its perch and fell RAM! And vases are so delicate a little jars
cinct. It said: "Approval of Allen university tions, South
to besaying, "I've done no more up crap games, shooed drunks off ing's as the master of the house busted all over the floor."
can
make
them fall down a n
Carolina should help it to at- than
for teacher training is withheld until such tain its
other officer would have the etreets, ran bootleggers under- was away, upstairs the cats went " 'Oh, Lord have mercy! One break. To her mind, Minnie
Sas%
objective as a center of learning, done.any
.why
ground,
the
boo's?."
.
took
the play out of a lot to play. This turned out to be a million dollars gone"! shouted the society is not what it's cracked
time as the board may determine that it is radiating its
light
through
the
IMPORTANT
QUESTION
of
fog
play-for-pay
gills, and made mistake."
of igwoman what was giving the par- up to be!"
in the public interest to grant approval." norance
which envelops the state.
The answer to that question Is public playing of the dozens unan important one. The boos may popular. They cleaned up a lot of
have expressed the fundamental dark spots in -the community.
feeling a lot have about the local They deserve more credit than
Negro officers in general. A lot of censure. It should be remembercolored people feel the Negro offi- ed that they have a job to do and
Lauds Court, Condemns
quittal in the Watkins case (in. his appearance before the Un- ers n Memphis are figure • heads th public has a job to do. The
Committee
volving a prosecution for con- American Activities Committeel, and cat's paws, who too thoroughly public's job begins with respect for
Dear Editor: In directing ac- tempt of Congress arising
from the United States Supreme Court and gleefully, and unfeelingly, go the officers and understanding of
11111911119011111111111111111M1111100111111110muumiiiiiiiiii11111109111110111191111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 pointed to the vague and indifinite all out in enforcing law and order their positions. And remember that
authorization of that Committee among Negroes only. A lot of them if any changes are desired, they
By LOUIS MARTIN
and to the irresponsible and R. have the mistaken idea that Ne- won't come about thru booing the
tycoon was his size. He has the friends with the great minds of
s
officers should be lenient on officers and heckling them with
The most fascinating and com- thick, tall stature of a latter day the world in the public llbrariee
legal use which it had made of itsere
them
they
because
are
Negroes.
resentfulness,
Now, whatchubetl
plex individual I saw at the re- Paul Bunyan and, although he is as he did.
authority in infringing upon the
cent National Urban League Con- not fat, his bigness dominates the Such sharp, brass-tack, down.
rights and privacy of the individference in Detroit was the last average size room. The second to-earth observations were deliverual citizens.
home in Nashville, Tenn.
was forced into a long and expen- principal speaker on the confer- most impressive attribute
Is that, ed in a soft, friendly voice and he
Tragically underscoring this im- This school happened to be a
sive
legal
battle.
ence program, Roger L. Stevens. except for rare intervals, he keeps dared to say that no one in the
portant decision was the suicide "colored" school and the Lorches
I
wrote about him several years his big mouth firmly abut.
audience had seen rougher timeil
the day before of a Sanford univer- are white. Thereupon the Un- There have been counties simisity teo•chemist, William Sher. American Activities Committee lar cases — many careers have ago when I first met him by This shy giant also happens to than he had as a young man try).
the
chance
diner
in
of
the
Deing to find his way in the middle
wood.
subpoenaed Dr. Lorch for an im- been destroyed and slime live. By troiter, the crack businessmen's be one of America's top theatrical
producers. His love for the theater of the depression in Detroit.
He bad been subpoenaed to tes- mediate appearance before one of undermining our traditional demexpress between New York and and his success on Broadway As a New Deal and Fair Deal
tify before that Committee at Isle- its subcommittees which was in- ocratic liberties,
it has fostered the Motor City. Now I feel com- would be enough to distinguish Democrat and as an earnest Urvited hearings in San Francisco. vestigating Communist activities in
pelled to write about him again. him without any reference to the ban Leaguer, Roger Stevens wears
Inactive politically, Sherwood the Dayton area, a city in which an atmosphere of mutual susThe late Harold Ickes, New Deal fortune he has piled up in real the libeled label and he is a fightpicion.
The
had apparently years ago as a he had never been.
stalwart and former Secretary of estate.
er for equal opportunity.
student been in some current The Committee later claimed
Supreme Court had warned the Interior, once wrote to the
ef- Incidentally,
Yet he adamantly insists that opevents discussion group of left- that it did this because two of the country against the abusive fect
he
told
me
that
one
that it was just about imof his plays this coming season, portunities are not worth a damn
wing orientation,
its professional witnesses had doings of this Committee.
unless you use them. Somehow
The possible for an honest man to ''West Side Story," is
He was to be called upon by claimed in 1950 (four years pregoing to be I got the
make a million dollars. I feel cerfeeling that this guy
"My Fair Lady."
this Committee to appear before viously) that they believed that rest is up to Congress and the taM somehow that the Old Cur- as big a h'
I, of course, wangled an invita- makes sense.
a television camera and give Dr. Lorch had been a Communist citizenry generally.
would
mudgeon
have made an exDuring the conference, ens of
tion to the Broadway opening.
names of other Americans who, while a student thirteen years pre- It is up to Congress to re-exam- ception in the
case of Roger Stehis friends told me a story about
ine the role of the Committee and
nearly twenty years ago, had been viously.
Since he talks so little, I was him. It seems
vens.
that he cornered
in those same groups, so that they, However, when forced to testify its methods and to all of us to
As a matter of fact, Ickes and curioes about what kind of It mes- him in one of his little ono-room
in their turn, could be forced to at Dr. Lorch's trial, Committee write our Congressmen seriously Stevens both belong to that small sage he had prepared for the conoffices
which
he
keeps In varicrue
undergo the same humiliation, officials admitted that these very to consider its abolition—George company of men in every genera- ference. Here are some of the cities.
Sherwood preferred suicide to same witnesses had made the G. Iggers, 195 W. LaFayette tion who walk alone, unintimidat- major points in the speech of this In the
midst of their rawerhumiliation, explaining in a fare- same claim concerning 285 other Fayetteville, Ark.
ed by custom and unimpressed by strange, young, liberal, self-made tuition an aide rushed in and pushwell note to his grieving family people at the same time — but
tycoon:
the trappings of the rich and powed a slip of paper under Reek,
TALLAHASSEE — Jake Gaiththat the publicity about to be fore- that Dr. Lerch was the only one
erful. They learned early the sec- Negroes who do have the right to Steven's nose. The tycoon lodge!)
ed upon him would doubtless crip- of these 285 whom the Committee er is beginning his 12114 year as ret of approaching the world as vote freely are not voting in large surprised
and blurted out, "My
ple his scientific career beyond re- ever bothered to call.
numbers and it's a crying shame. God, we are seventeen Maiming
head football coach of the Florida if it were their own personal oypair. Together with his family. his
They have never explained just
drive
for
The
increased
home- overdrawn,"
ster,
tory
. provided the lawns*
basic research into cancer was why his testimony might have A and M university Rattlers.
Roger L. Stevens first made the ownership should be stepped up This
to him the entire meaning of his been considered useful to the Con.
headlines by buying, and later sel- and this type of spending or in- touch I was looking for. It seems
life,
gress, particularly since he was
ling, the Empire State Bundling vestment should have priority.
that on occasion and under eest,
Words of the Wise
In 1954, following the Supreme asked no questions about the subin New York. Quite suddenly Too many Negroes are drop- circumstances the money o i eilt.
beyond
CIrcurnatances
are
Court decision
which outlawed ject matter of the inquiry,
ping
out
too
of
soon.
school
everyone
what
discovered,
mace
Bonaire can run out even it alb
the control of man, but Me
public school segregation. Dr. Dr. Lorch, who refused to coconduct is within his own realty moguls already knew, that For those who cannot go to col- for a day. Personally, I could •
Lee Lorch (now of Little Rock, operate with the Committee as a
posder. —(Benliunin Disraeli) young Stevens wee a big leaguer. lege, it is possible to educate very well with his
"I just can't figure which vacation I enjoyed the most.
.• Ark.,
attempted to enroll his matter of principle — censequentPerhaps the first thing that im- yourself as he did.
That's the kind of' meg
A4Me or the boss'".
daughter in the school nearest his ly lost his position at Fisk and
pressed me about the mysterious Almost everyone is free to make tunity that I can reeily
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The People Speak-

LOUIS MARTIN
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SO WHAT?

Hospitality: Mid -West Vintage

Elaborate Cocktail Sip Regales Prominent Durham Socialites
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• WINDY CITY kin entertained in a resplende
nt
manner last Monday night in the ultra smart
Blue
Room of the Parkway ballroom for one of
N. C.'s .prominent families. Hosts were sisters Durham,
and
thers-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Asa T. Spaulding bro, who
were in Chicago en route to Rockford, Ill.,
where they
entered their daughter, Patricia Ann in
Rockford Col-

lege. Mrs. Woodrow Hodge (photo left) who with
her
husband and Messrs. and Mesdames W. Sylvester
White, jr., William Bridgeforth and Curtis
Bridgeforth was a hostess at brilliant affair, raises her
glass
in a toast to Atty. Roscoe Jones, Mrs. Agnes
Lawson,
Atty. Edith Sampson as her lawyer husband
(extreme
right) beams his approval.

• THE YoUNG SOCIALITE set was on hand to
welcome Patricia Ann (second from left). Typical of
the handsome young swains making the evening enjoyable for her was Tommy Picou (left) 'formerly of
Los Angeles, who is making his home in Chicago now
with his uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. 4ohn H. Seng.
stacke. Others in photo are Mrs. Sengstacke; the

honorees, Mrs. Asa T. Spaulding, Mr. Spaulding, vice
president, actuary and controller, North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance and Mrs. W. Sylvester White, one
of the hostesses. Spaulding, whose wife is the former
Elna Bridgeforth of a prominent Athens, Ala., family
was a. member of the U. S. Delegation, 9th General Con.
ference, UNESCO in New Delhi, Ind., last year.
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• AS LOVELY AS the posies so charmingly framing their fresh young beauty are pretty Carmen Melendez, daughter of Mrs. Woodrow Hodge and Wanda
Bridgeforth, daughter of the Curtis Bridgeforths.

• ONE OF THE
got a taste of the
tor when relatives
them at a brilliant

Young Misses assisted their mothers as junior hostesses graciously seeing to it that the teens met Patricia
Ann and enjoyed themselves.

• A FASHIONABLE throng of Windy City socia.
lites passed the receiving line and then chatted, sipped
champagne cocktails and nibbled on tasty hot and cold
hors' d' oeuvres. The salon music of pianist Leroy Green

SOUTH'S prominent socialite families
Southern hospitality it is so famous
in Chicago got together and regaled
and elaborate cocktail sip.

• LAST NOVEMBER HE, accompanied by Mrs. Spaul.
ing, spent a month in New Delhi, India as a member o:
the United States Delegation to the 9th General Con.
ference of UNESCO. Parkway's Blue Room lent itself
enchantingly to the profusion of gorgeous Fall blooms
which were arranged in artistic array throughout the
cozy and charming party spot,

es THE RESPLENDENT AFFAIR was held in the ulIra smart. Blue Room of the Parkway ballroom, rendezems for fashionable party-giving. Honorees were Mr. and
Mrs. Asa T. Spaulding of Durham, N. C., and their teenage daughter, Patricia Ann.

• WITH THE DELIGHTFUL music of pianist Leroy
Green providing a background for merrymaking, dancing, guests passed before the receiving line to greet the
honorees and then gathered in intimate and fashionable
groups to sip champagne cocktails, enjoy tasty hot and
cold hors' d'ouveres and exchange pleasantries.

• HOSTS WERE MESSRS. and Mesdames W. Sylvesler White, Woodrow W. Hodge, William Bridgeforth and
Curtis, sisters and brothers of Mrs. Spaulding, the forEina Bridgeforth. The family is one of Athens,
ile., most prominent.

• THE SPAULDINGS WERE en route to Rockford, Ill.,
where they enrolled Patricia Ann in Rockford College.
nationally famed school for young women. - Over 200
guests of prominence in civic, social, professional and
business circles greeted the distinguished visitors. Spaulding is vice president, actuary and controller of the North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance co.

was a pleasing hig,hlight. Receiving guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Reynolds are Mesdames William Bridgeforth,
Asa T. Spaulding, Mr. Spaulding and Mr. William
Bridgetorth.

• THE SERVICE TABLE.was exquisite with its ivory
lace cover and sterling silver appointments. Its center
was gorgeous arrangement of white gardenia and red
tube roses, encircled in ferns. Exchancing its beauty
were spray arrangements of the greens with silver can.
delabra holding stately white tapers flanking the center.
• MRS, SPAULDING was a portrait of classic beauty
• CAY GROUPS like these made merry with the
Spaulding and their hosts. Reading clockwise around
the table are Dr. Daniel Claiborne, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Redwing, Mrs. Claiborne and Mrs. Marvin C.

Bridgeforth. Standing: Marvin C. Bridgeforth, Mrs.
Albert Spaulding and A, W. Williams. ( Defender
Photos by Lyles.)

in an elegantly simple gown of delicate robin's egg
blue
chiffon and lace with matching satin forming a cumberbund at the waistline and accenting the demure scoop
neckline.
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Brave Nashville Parents Symbol Of New Negro
their children to Joy and make
her feel at home.
an explosion. They kept theirs "ILLITERATES"
youngsters in school.
TROUBLEMAKERS
Rev. Smith cited the reason for
The very next day with what
one mother described as "mixed this turn of events is that the levtheirtl
e
of living in the area is higher
emotions" these parents led
than other "trouble" areas. As one
children back to school.
city
detective ably summed up the
Tense situation? Undoubtedly
But — and this is important — situation: "The people causing the
trouble are the illiterates." Secondmost are meeting the test,
ly, there has been no publicity
"NOT WORRIED"
about Joy attending Clemons.
' Said one, "I am not worried a
What does Joy think of Clemons
about any eventuality."
school?
Speaking quietly was an impres- She told her father after the first
sive-looking young man sitting tall day: "Daddy, 1 love that school,
behind a desk piled high with un- and I'm going to be a good
girl
opened letters, papers and pamph- and mind Miss
Ethel (i'..9* teachlets.
er)." Her parents seers to think
He made this firm affirmation as she is oblivious of what is going
father of a 8-year-old daughter who on. Said her father: "She seems
is the sole Negro in Clemons Ele- unaware of racism."
mentary school on 12th ave. S. COMMENDS POLICE
A native Mississippian, Reverend
The man dynamic Rev. Kelly
('aldwell. School is only one
BASHFUL FIRST GRADER—
tend school this year if he
Miller Smith, pastor of Nashville's Smith explained that the police deblock from their home; nearcould not go to Fehr herause
Not quite six, bashful Charles
Influential First Baptist church of' Oartment has done an especially
eset Negro school is almost nine ages of her ether two children
E. Ridley brings smile to his
319 - 8th ave., N. is a striking good job since the bombing. He
blocks. Mrs. Ridley told repor(shown here) would present
mother, Mrs. Elbert Lee Ridexample of the new Southerner also said he felt Gov. Orval PauWELL, THE TEACHER SAID
picture of bunny rabbit s h e
ter. Dorothy Butler (left), that
her carrying him long distance
ley, as he reluctantly reseals
who considers anything other than bus' stand has given courage to
— Already, little Barbara Jean
drsw in school to her niother,
to Negro elementary school,
her son would be unable to at.
he likes Nashville's Fehr
pro
-segregationists
in
the
capital
the best for his family and his
Watson has captured the spirit
Mrs. High W. Watson and sisschool and his teacher, Miss
race an insult. His daughter, Joy, city.
of Nashville's Jones school as
ter, Lletha Naidyne. an 8-year
When it was pointed out that it
enrolled Sept. 9 at Clemons school
she blandly tells her mother
old student at all-Negro %that.and the 36-year-old minister says was the feeling of some onlookers ployer, had "decided he would at- ed Nashville Christian Institute blocks away — was too far for
about her teacher. She shows
him to go alone and she had no
that Nashville parents who sought tend the nearest school in the dis• kindergarten.
he intends to keep her there.
cross
The couple has not received any one to leave her young children
Rev. Smith, his youthful wife, transfers for their children did so trict, and a transfer didn't
telephone threats since the phone with so she could accompany him.
Mrs. Alice Clark Smith, and four Out of fear, he quickly jumped to my mind."
In rejecting the transfer idea, he is not registered in their name. The youngsters are eight months
children live at 1229 Caldwell, a their defense. Rev. Smith said he
and two years.
felt that most of the transfers were dismissed it with the feeling it WILL PROTECT FAMILY
location he referred to as "one st,f.
Fehr is only one block from the
Typifying again the new Negro
the changing areas of Nashville. requested not out of fear, hut for was an obvious way of "dodging
to accom- who knows what is entailed In Ridley home and suits their situaHe indicated that he expects many variety of other reasons. Some what we were trying
inay have been that to accompany plish."
getting what he wants, Mr. Groves lion "fine" says the mother.
more Negroes to be living on the
Although s is e accompanies
a single child to a wiles.
So the 35-year-old Mr. Groves said: "I will protect my family at
part of the block where he lives
would conflict with working par. , made certain that Errol Dashill the cost of my life." He appeared Charles every day no •, she hopes
In the next few years.
tired as he talked, stating that he to help hint cross the street in
ents, especially in light of the fact was entered,
HOWARD GRADUATE
that they often had several older ' The time he is due for work con- had kept a constant vigil on his front of the house and send him
The Morehouse and Howard unl- children
alone when she and Mr. Ridley
attending the NegrO, flicts with school time, so Mrs. home.
versity School of Religion graduate school who
was smooth," feel it safe.
could relieve them of I Groves has been taking the young- "Registration
who was noted by a national mag- he
Only
mented.
coin
Mrs. Groves
Mrs. Ridley betrayed no fear as
responsibility by taking them. I ster to school.
azine as one of the top 10 Negro
since the initial day has the trot'. she said she found the best way
NOT AFRAID
The attractive Mrs. Groves said
ministers in the U. S. is local oresoff.
set
been
to
cope with white supremacist.:
ble
Rev. John L. Edwards, pastor no one had touched,. her but they
Went of the NAACP, but carefully
But meanwhile. they have re- who gather around the school and
horrible
things
to
sonic
had
said
of
Nashville's Mt. Nebo Baptist
talked to this reporter as a father
ceived encouragement. The United ntake remarks is to completely igrather than as NAACP head. Ha church backed up this belief. This her.
Press, the NAACP, Baptist Atli- nore them. Her husband, an ernyoung
HER
"APE"
CALLED
minister counselled many of
stated that as far as he knew, Joy
ance, PTA workers, and others ploye at Nashville Paper Stock
Her reply to statements as: have either called dr visited the co., joins
had been completely accepted. the parents eligible to enroll stu.
her in her desire to keep
ape!"
black
dents
at
that
pure
and
"Look
found
reasons noted
In his post with the NAACP,
youthful couple offering their !tire their son in the school.
which
never
serene
smile
was
a
"superseded.
'
fear,
he said.
Rev. Smith frequently receives
No phone threats have been re.
port. Mr. Groves estimated that
But the smooth path so far ex- altered from the times he apfive ceived although the number is not
nights
every
threatening calls, but has received
the
time
crowd
until
proached
the
perienced
by
Rev.
Kelly
a
r(
y
ce
different
Miller
oonnniien)ustem:e a ig e
only one in relation to Joy's enin their name. She noted that a
tering Clemons. Said the minister; Smith is far different from the she left them.
cruised by until the wee hours city detective had visited her, how.
Situation in which the Hershel E.
On the first day when the crowd of the
"One caller (female) told me whatituation
emorning.
ever.
Encouragement such as t h It Charles' reaction lo the situa.
happened to the others was t o o Groves of 1010 Monroe found was gathered around the school in
thick droves, they parted the way makes him doubly-sure his Path. lion? The baahful youngster could
good for me." She did not clarify themselves.
what "others" she referred to.
for her and the sturdy little 6-year- though winding, is to be rewarded. only say, "Z like the children and
"FORGOT" TRANSFER
' On the contrary, the neigh.
It is important to note that most my teacher.'
' In fact, the slender
Although Mr. Groves was very old whose hand she held as they
'hors and parents In the neigh- firm in his stand, they were sub- screamed; "Move back, we don't of the parents involved are young. mother smiled, he "WANTS to go
borhood have offered encourage. jected to name-calling and their want any of those germs to get It is the exception when a parent toThscehyoohla
.
ment which he called "m o s t house has been under constant sur on us!" They did not touch her,
e lived In Nashville In.
6-y
fa
em
' heartening." They have express- vedlance since they enrolled their she said,
ari-loileds frequently in the last few years,
isiotsetd,ofthtehe
4r°IeIrnym
sh P
sarsetp0
' ed the hope that she would be oldest child, Errol Dashill, age 6, The 25-year-old mother hos four was oldest child of several young. residing
T
avinhgaeto
times
Knoxville.
xv1ille„
gul
all right. Some parents h a v • in Beuna Vista school. At the out children ranging in ages from six er children.
been there
in since
n
Is
e
I gone out of the way to introduce set, Mr. Groves, a postal em. months to six years. Errol attendthis time and attend church. .its
Perhaps the recipients of t
A CLOSE WATCH Is kept en ' Integrated Hattie Cotton
school.. (The lone Negro child
most violent threats who through Springfield, Tenn,
Nashville dilly papers for demaintained
an
almost
withdrew). Rev. John L. EdTHE MORAL SUPPORTERS
velopment by leaders. Hem
it all have
unpenetrable bravery is the fans'
wards, left, chairman of the
The families affected by desegC. M. Hayes, extreme right,
Church Committee of NAACP
ity of little Barbara Jean Watson, rogation faced a big challenge.
PTA worker and vice • presi•
and pastor of that city's Mt.
one of four Negroes enrolled at The Committee on Racial Equaldent of Nashville N. A. A. C.
ity, the NAACP, the PTA, individ•
Nebo Baptist church listens
Jones school.
P. reads of reward being offer
ual civic leaders, and ministers
ed by a Nashville publisher for
Intently while Mrs. L C. Red'
KIDNAP THREATENED
dick, Nashville Council P. T.
vandals who dynamited newly.
Mrs. Hugh E. Watson calmly knew this.
Their job was cut out for themt
told how she had to be on "con.
slant guard and keep her children Go to the parents eligible for enclose by at all times," because of rolling in integrated schools a n d
threats to bomb her home and to encourage them, wherever possible
to enroll their child. Assure them
kidnap Barbara.
Mr. Watson was at work at the that ample protection would be
time the home was visited. The given them by police and their
couple has five children ranging in particular groups would be ready
ages from 1-8. Mrs. Watson says if needed.
For weeks prior to Integration,
she will continue sending Barbara,
however, because she "feels she these groups worked. Some more
will receive a more well-rounded fervently than others, but each doeducation and will understand oth- ing a creditable job. The result:
19 youngsters went to mixed classers — not -just her own race."
Barbara Jean disclosed that she es last Monday. These could have
"really likes Jones," adding that taken the other way and acceptthe teachers and students are very ed the transfer that was presented them on a silver platter. But
friendly.
constant moral support and enEach day someone accompanies
couragement gave the young parthe youngster to school. One day,
ents the impetus needed to stick
Dr. Isaac Miller of the Committee
to their guns.
on Racial Equality group (CORE)
Rev. Robert W. Kelley of the
escorted the child to school be.
d t
familiesgroupindividlu
he eaallgy
ingeotunselo
cause of threats directed toward
his
Mrs. Watson if she took her. When led
the family was interviewed last church — the Mahlons Griffins and
last week, Barbara had not miss- Harold Streets; Rev. Felton Price
counselled individual me m berg
ed one day.
who belonged to his church, FourThe Watsons attend Fourteenth
teenth Ave. Baptist, including the
Avenue Baptist church, and t h e
Watsons.
pastor, Rev. Felton Price, has H.
Miss Anna Holden, acting chairbeen very helpful in counselling
them and other members. Also, man of CORE, counselled and vis*
visits from CORE workers a n d ited parents along with other memCORE
They are: first row, (I. to
fer.
—
ACTION
PTA workers have given much hers including Dr. Isaac Miller, OF! FOR
r.) Miss Anna Holden, Fisk
(Committee on Racial Equalineeded moral support to the Was. Miss Amelia Martin, Mrs. E v a
university Social Science Rety) group leaves meeting place
Martin and Robert Schwerdtman.
sons.
search associate; Dr. Isaac
after one of frequent meetinterracial
CORE
One white lady called the lam. Nashville's
Miller of Meharry Medical col.
ings the group has held while
ily and expressed her remorse group is not quite two years old,
lege's Department of B i o •
integration plans are in progShout the dynamiting of Hattie Cot- but active members even accomChemistry: Second row, same
ress. Members of the group
ton school. She asked Mrs. Wat- Panied children to school on sevorder: Miss Amelia Martin of
parents of Negr6
counselled
eral
occasions.
son how she felt about the situa503 Coffee, Tennessee State El.
children scheduled to enroll;
The Nashville Council of Parent.
lion and Mrs. Watson told t Is e
ementary Education student;
support, and tried
moral
gave
Association
Teachers
has
played
emotions"
woman she had "mixed
to convince some not to transabout the incident — some fear an important role in encouraging
and helping parents of these
coupled with desire to win,
As far as the crowd around youngsters. Mrs. L. C. Reddick.
Jones when she carries Barbara, Nashville Council PTA president,
Mrs. Watson noted that it had and Mrs. C. M. Hayes, past ;arealCity. N. J.
Tr -State Bank cashier, Jesse H. Association in Atlantic
dwindled down to almost nothing. dent, have been familiar figures at
The three-day meeting begins
will leave the city this
Turner,
The first clays the crowd wit' /VT the homes of the families whose
week end to attend the annual Sept. 22.
hand, but police kept them order- children are helping to break the
meeting of the American Bankers This year marks a decade of
deep-South ice.
ly.
membership for Tri-State Bank of
Negroes had enrolled in Glenn, Rev. Kelly Miller Smith, N. A.
Memphis, as it joined the associapremature
would
be
it
easy,
and
Buena Vista, Clemons. Jone s, A. C. P. president; Rev. John L.
tion when it was first organized.
Caldwell. and Fehr last week. Edwards, church committee chair- to predict the end of personal inAccording to Mr. Turner, about
man of the NAACP; Rev. William timidation of parents and youngFEHR OR NONE
Nashville's Buena Vista Elehas kept a "constant vigil" on
TEI,I. DAD ABOUT DAY, HerFor Fehr first-grader Charles Grimmett, State NAACP presi- eters concerned. But one factor is one-half of the 13 Negro-owned
mentary school. Mrs. Groves
his home. The youthful couple
shel F,. Groves asks son. ErElbert Ridley, age 5 34, it was a !dent, and many others have been heartening and looms prominent— banks are usually represented at
usually carries Errol Ind picks
have four children; Errol Is
roll Dahill, age C. when his
matter of attending Fehr or not instrumental figures behind t Is • the new Negro is making prog- the meeting. Menibers of the
American Bankers' Association
him up. Groves, a postal workoldest. They have been mar- any school this year. ills mother. , scenes in keeping the morale of ress.
mother brings him in from
school. Errol is one of four N.er, said since integration he
ried 10 years.
Mrs. Elbert Lee Ridley. 28, said parents up.
The stand taken by hardy Nash.; constitute a majority of the banks
For Nashville it has not been villians is evidence of that,
in the country.
,* fint•graders enrolled at
the Negro school — some nine
(Continued From Page I)

VOry
titer
red
May
can.
ter,
auty

ton elementary. Mother sase
she must constantly keep her
children at her side because
of threats. Most recent was to
kidnap Barbara Jean.

A. President, makes notes of I
Importance. These three were
among several ministers and ,
community leaders who visits
ed parents of Negro children
enrolling; actually accompa•
tiled some to school, and are
generall promoting Integration In Nashville,
4111

her mother, Mrs. Eva Martin,
of 563 Coffee, housewife. Third
row, same order. Rev. Robert
W. Kelley, pastor of Clark Me.
morial Methodist church, 14th
and Phillips; anditobert
Schwerdtman of 1304 Meharry
blvd., former Fisk graduate
student who hopes to teach
soon,

Can you teach dancing or ma.
jorette twirling?
If you qualify for either of the
above, contact Euless T. Hunt at
the Recreation department of the
Memphis Park Commission at Br.
6-7334.
Mr. Hunt is formerly art lastructor at Booker T. Washington
high school, and has an opening
for the right person.
The office is located at
N.
McNeil at.

Downington
To Erect
Girls' Dorm
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Cream Cheese Crunch
On Party Rye Bread
For a light and tasty sandwich
fare, ever popular cream cheese
served up on party rye bread is
an old favorite in a new dress.
The youngsters will love it—
and the oldsters will ask for more.
Try it for your next backyard
or patio party.
RECIPE
2 3-ounce packages cream cheese,
softened

1-4 cup diced crisp bacon (8 slices)
Ss cup sliced stuffed olives
36 slices party rye bread
Butter or margarine
Mix cheese, bacon and olives
together well. Spread bread with
butter or margarine. Spread 18
slices with cheese mixture" and
top with remaining bread slices.
es.
Makes 18 party sandwiches.

DOWNINGTON, Pa. — The ball
began to roll late last month to
erect the new Virginia L. Waring
Memorial Hall, a dormitory for 64
girls, on the campus of Downingtown Industrial school.
The first notices to contractors
appeared on August 26 in newspapers throughout the State. Subsequent notices were published on
August 30 and September 3.
Sealed bids are to be submitted to the architects, Hatfield.
Nashville,
were
motoring
to
which
have
who
' Intermittent rains
Martin and White, at their offices
dampened our sector, and even Tenn., where George is a junior at
at 266 So, 17th St., in Philadelphia.
our homes, lo these nine months, Fisk U., and Bobbie a junior at
If you are having trouble fit- diffused lighting into the room.
have seemingly had the same ef- Tennessee State U. While in Mem•
ting enough lamps into your room,
Said Wolffs; "Any woman
fect upon Fall social activities phis they visited the Top Hat and
try a departnient store trick.
can adapt this trick ind eliminate
here in our Bluff City. Various Tails club, whileing away a few
S. Lee Wolffs snd Franklin Pe- dark corners in low-ceiling small
names have been bestowed upon sociable hours, before continuing
caro, two of Chicago's top decor- rooms without taking away any
years by peoples of many reli- their journey to Nashville and anators, suggest using display lights space.
gions and cultures..,one of which other school year.
—the same kind used in store win- The decorators said women can
caught my fancy recently, — The PARTIES — BIRTHDAY
dows — in rooms where regular
buy the display lamps in hard'Year of the Monkey!..and, it well AND FAREWELL
lamps don't fit.
may be that 1957 will be remem- Miss Peggy White and Miss
In their own office, just seven wsrd stores or electric supply
bered in the annals of Memphis Darnell Thomas, Marvin Plunkett
feet wide and 12 feet long, a houses.
as the "Year of the Rains."
and James Craigen enjoyed a
and the grown-ups will appreCREAM CHEESE CRUNCH
couch takes up one wall and the
There's always a ray of sunshine lovely luncheon last Wednesday, Recently organized to promote
ciate its light and delicate
on party rye bread is a new
desk another.
to brighten up the gloom, and such the guests of Miss Walter Mary religious and community activities,
flavor. Serve with your favortaste treat for an old favorite
So they hid one glass light repRESTO
Was the news concerning interest- Young, at her residence at 669 the St. Clara's Ladies Service
ite cold beverage.
sandwich. The youngsters lose
flector on the floor behind a clear
ing visitors to our fair city.
Edith. After lunch they were en- Guild, an interracial organization, glass cylinder holding water and
" FACE CREAM
Its easy-to-munch goodness,
tertained with bridge and re- this week announced its first ma- tree branches in the corner beVISITORS IN OUR MIDST
Bleaches, beautifies, "Makes Skin
Mrs. Opal Collins Boswell, one cordings. Miss White left last jor project.
Like Velvet." Excellent for skin
tween desk and sofa. And they also
ed "pioneers akin to Jackie Robblemishes from external causes.
of the well - known and beauteous week-end for her senior year at
The Guild, an affiliate of the put another display lamp behind
Try
it. One jar will convince you.
baseball.''
inson
in
Collins sisters, former Mem- Bennett college ... Mr. Craigen
Skin With Presto Skis Seikp
Ci
church, 6415 So. the couch.
agronomist and
Harris,
an
phians who resided on Walker Ave- left for Morehouse college . . . St. Clara Catholic
Tom
The
lamp
behind the potted
ave., will present "So
nue, was the houseguest of Mrs. while Miss Young, Miss Thomas Woodlawn
and his
former
county
farm
agent,
tree
branches
threw
reflections
of
extravaganza on
Vivian D. White last week. Opal and Mr. Plunkett, all LeMoynites, Rare," a fashion
NEW YORK — A Negro couple wife, Jennie, a school teacher, are
the leaves onto the plain white
lives in Los Angeles, as does her will be a popular group at the Saturday evening Sept. 14 at 8 p. wall in a
pretty shadowy pattern. from Florida who are Methodist featured In an article on "T h e
siker Etoile, now Mrs, Julius college again as the current year m., at Mt. Carmel Student Ceti- The
other hid-len light ,jr iught soft missionaries in Borneo were callter, 6400 So. Dante Ave.
Methodists" in the new issue of
Jackson and her family; and near- began last Monday.
The parish of the church is corn
••
Look Magazine. The story is the
by at Little Rock, California, the
•
•
•II.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•fb••
•
•
•
•
•
1
•
41
presenee of her other sister Cleo, Miss Junienne Briscoe, one of posed of all racial groups induct.
first in a series on the "Story of
eulw the wife of Attorney Melvin the vivacious daughters of Mr. ing a large number of Spanish
Religions in America."
RECORDS FOR IVIRTONI
Mr. and Mrs. Harris are "outBrooks Makes their family circle and Mrs. L. F. Briscoe, celebrat- speaking parishoners.
•
306 P•plar at Leetil•rileho
city's
top
proA number of the
complete. It has been 13 years ed her 14th birthday at a joint
standing among modern Methodist 6 slices enriched toast
Phone JA 5-4348
sillice Opal was in Memphis, and birthday party ith Edward Har- fessionals are cooperating to
missionaries," the Look article re- Butter or margarine
•
naturally her presence gave rise ris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Marion make the Guild's effort to raise
• ports, because they typify t h e 2 cans deviled ham (4's ounces)
,4/461.44P0444'
to many intimate gatherings in Harris, who was 13 years old last funds for the church's grammar
• highly trained specialists t is e 3-ounce package cream cheese,
her honor. Esther and J. D. Brown Saturday. The Harris home at school an overwhelming success.
Methodists are now sending abroad
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST • to
softened
were hosts to a dinner party at 1731 Greenview Circle was the
supplement the work of native
•••••••••••••••••••
C
•••
Tony's Inn. • .and Allie Mae and scene of the gay party, where two
pastors.
•
3 tablespoons crumbled Roquefort
Words of the Wise
In 1948, the Harrises weresent
Bob Roberts entertained for her lovely cakes — a pink one for
cheese
One of the foods that has really are made with Pet Milk. You see, to Fukien Province, China. They
A man must become wise at
last Sunday night at their Polk Junienne and a blue and white
d
cup diced crisp bacon (about
meat
a
n
All Colors toed Cebta
zoomed to popularity in recent Pet Milk holds the
were the first regularly commis- 1.3
Avenue home, following the dinner one for Edward, were conversa- his own expense.
Cembleatsens
—(Montaigne)
years is SPAGHETTI AND MEAT crumb mixture together, sealing in sioned Negro missionaries to be 8 slices)
party of Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Jones tion pieces, with their respecReasonably Priced
or
give
toast
with
butter
helping
to
Spread
juices
and
the
good
seems
to
love
BALLS. Everyone
—which had a two-fold purpose: a tive glowing candles ... Dancing
sent by any Christian church to an
MCI F1111111111E DEPT:
margarine. Spread deviled ham
plump, juicy meatballs and tender the meatballs a rich, all - meat East Asian country.
cheery "hello" to Opal and reluc- and games provided an evening of
BOAT SAFETY
Pulpits, Pew, Leentriva.
reason you get
that
toast. Blend cream
flavor.
For
rich,
spicy,
tomato
Eawerwrinen Tables, SW..
spaghetti
in
a
tant "goodbye" to their nephew, fun for Edward's sister and broth"They did so splendidly there," on 6 slices
mei Teets. WA
and mushroom sauce. Of course, four generous servings front only Look notes, "that when Chinese cheese and Roquefort cheese until
Augustus White, who leaves this er. Marilyn and Carry „ .. and
Lowest Prices Available
deviled ham.
ground meat. OrdiSpread
over
smooth.
this,
one
pound
of
dish
like
highly-flavored
in
a
VOW* /et Cotalefla•
Onek-end for Stanford U's Medical Junienne's sister, Dianna, along
Communists over-ran the area,
Sprinkle crisp bacon on top of
it's especially important to have a nary milk wouldn't do it, of course, anti - American propaganda found
'school at Palo Alto, Calif., — in vith guests Chris Booth, Lynn
UNIFORMS
FASHION
it's
because
broiler
five
Milk
does
Place
under
SPRINGER
but
Pet
cheese.
that's
just
good
recipe.
And
really
time to attend the Graduate Semi- Howell, Lois Jones, Michael and
no sympathzers among the villagATLANTA 3, OA.
WA.3311. 2. D C
minutes.
what my Pet Evaporated Milk rec- concentrated to twice the richness ers.
nar and the President's reception David Milam, Lyncha Johnson,
77 Abbas.Si. SW.
101 R. ST. N E.
Makes six open-face sandwiches.
ipe for Spaghetti and Meat Balls of whole milk. Next time you The Harrises had disproved
for graudate students before t h e Henry Etta Hall, Henry and Dontreat your family to SPAGHETTI Communist charges that American
is,
IsChOol year gets underway.
ald Moss, Grandilla Harris, Joe
The sauce has just the right, rich AND MEAT BALLS, make them Negroes were illiterate and ex•• •
Sandridge, Art Gilliam, Albert Duflavor, and the meatballs are ex- my Pet Milk way. I know'you'll ploited. They spoke fluent Chinese,
(lir. and Mrs. Philip Booth and mas, Regina Thigpen and Adele
tra juicy and tender because ethey be pleased,
Dr. and Mrs. C. M. Roulhac had Walker.
had materially improved local agas their guests family friends from
riculture and learning, and were
CHIT CHAT
Washington, 13. C., Major and Mrs. Helen and Chew Sawyer are
friends to Chinese of the lowest
Xmerson Williams and their three back home after an extended vastation."
harming children, who were en- cation which took them to ChicaWhen they were ordered out
kolas to Major Williams' post of go and New York. While in Chiof China in 1951, they went to
work among the Dyaks in Sarakluty at Fort Sill.
Here's a 'wronr (upper
cago, with Hotel Conrad Hilton as
•••
wak, Borneo where their mission
heir headquarters, they were the Fight) and a "right" (lower
/ Juanita and John Poston were guests of Dr. and Mrs. T. R. 11.. left) In small boat operation.
is now flourishing.
Visited by Mrs. C. L. Davis of New Howard, formerly of Mound Ba- The boat in the upper picture
California's industrial output is
Orleans, La., who is the executive you, Miss., and well-known menc- is so overloaded that it, danestimated to be three times great'secretary of New Orleans Urban hers of the Memphis social scene, gerously close to the water
line.
The
lower
sketch
shows
er than the products of the soil.
League guild. Mrs. Davis had at- and Mrs. Etta Lambert, Helen's
tended the national convention of aunt. Interesting features of t h e the eor=t trim of a boat,
the Urban League, held at De- Chicago segment of their vacation two-tbiFile of It aboie water
line.
troit, Mich., recently. The Postons log was their visit to the London
• • •
were hosts at a dinner party at House to see Earl Garner, and atTony's, and there Ethel, (M r s. tendance at the Blue Note where Haverford college in Haverford,
Dennis) was graciously entertain- Duke Ellington headed the en- Pa.; Beverly Coleman, daughter
ed along with Ruby Gadison and ertainment featur e. In New of Mrs. Addie Gault, who will atAlmazine Davis.
York they stopped at the Stetter tend Southern Illinois, tj., at Car* * •
. .. saw Count Basie at the Wal- bondale, Ill., and Patricia McDanVisiting their sister, Mrs. Leroy dorf Astoria . . Phineas New- iel, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. J.
Scott at 981 H. Mosby and mother, born at the Embers and enjoyed A. McDaniel, who has enrolled at
Mrs. Piccola Harris of 878 Mosby, all the interesting sights a n d Beloit college at Beloit, Wis.
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS 1-8 teaspoon pepper. With w e t
are Mr. and Mrs. Warner T. many theatrical shows, of which
hands, shape meat mixture lightHughes of Chicago, Ill. Mr. Hugh- NYC is in a distinctive class by Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Davis are
1 lb. ground lean beef
ly into 16 balls. Brown meat balls
es, a well known Midwest crimi- itself.
the proud parents of a little daugh- 't cup Pet Evaportated Milk
slowly on all sides in the hot fat in
nologist is employed as an adult When local graduate Deltas held ter, Sharon, born at E. H. Crump
2-3 cup fresh bread crumbs
a skillet. Mix in a bowl the soup,
probation officer in the Criminal their first meeting Saturday week, hospital recently. Mrs. Davis is
Vs tablespoons salt
mushrooms, onion, garlic, WorcesCourt of Cook County,
new president Harriette Walker the former Miss Naomi Pipes. 1-4 teaspoon pepper
S C.
tershire, teaspoon salt and 1-8
presided with her usual efficient
1 tablespoon hot fat
teaspoon pepper. Pour mixture
Dr. and Mrs. U. L. Mayfield of aplomb. The Gay Hawk Inn was
Friends of Mrs. Julia Hopkins 1 can tomato soup
around browned meat balls in skitFort Worth, Texas, parents of the scene of the large gathering, will be pleased to know that she
doz. can mushroom stems a n d let. Cover and cook over low heat
Mrs. Frederick Rivers, are fre- as the group planned ahead for is rapidly recovering from surpieces, undrained
15 minutes. Meanwhile, cook spaquent Memphis visitors...and they their year's program.
gery at Room 521 in E. H. Crump 'a cup finely cut onion
ghetti in boiling water and 2 tadecided that Dr. Mayfield's recent
•
hospital.
1 clove garlic, finely cut
blespoons salt until tender. Serve
birthday, September 6th, was a Dr. and Mrs. Laland Atkins
This coming Sunday, Sept. 22, is 1 tablespoon Worcestershire Sauce
hot meat balls and sauce over the
good reason to visit their daughter, have returned from their vacation . the date of the much awaited midLT lb. spaghetti
drained, hot cooked spaghetti with
Margaret and husband, Dr. Rivers. which took them to Chicago, New night boatride on SS Avalon, with
4 quarts boiling water
grated Parmesan or Italian - style
Dr. Mayfield's visit was spoiled York and Cleveland. While in Memphians, Inc., as host. The
Mix well in a bowl the beef. cheese, if desired. Makes 4 servhowever with a short bout of ill- Cleveland they were a part of the relaxing ride will match any mood
milk,
crumbs,
1
salt
teaspoon
and ings.
ness while here, but he recover- festivities which marked a reun- —just plain relaxation, or tripping
ed, and has returned to his home, ion of the Atkins clan.
the light fantastic, to the syncoleaving Ms charming gracious
pated rhythms of the Rhythm Maswife to spend a few weeks with Among the scores of collegians ters orchestra, a feature of the
the Rivers and her many friends wending their way to colleges and line. The three-deck ship is said
here.
universities all over the country to be very beautiful. A capaci0
Other guests of Dr. and M r s. were Hollis Price, jr., son of Pres- crowd is expected to attend, so
Rivers were George Benton a n d ident and Mrs. Hollis Price of Le- be sure to see members of the
Bobbie Logan, both of Fort Worth, Moyne college, who returned to Memphians for rservations

Use Store Lighting
Trick With Lamp Decor

Catholic
Women Map
Revue Plans

Missionaries
In Borneo
Win Praise

Smooth
And Sharp
Sandwich

••
Week
the
Recipe of
•

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

PH. CL.2-9463

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
rmds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids

BELLE AIRES HAVE TEA —
Belle

Aire

Exclusive

Thrift

Ethel Tate, assistant secretary; Mrs. Annie J a c kson.

club's second annual tea was

treasurer; Mrs. Ethel Wicks,

CAN YOU USE

"affair to remember," accord•

Mrs. Louisiana Scott and Mrs.

at-

Emily Jones, program com-

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

lag to

ROMP ISO pleas who

leaded. Held at YWCA on Sept.
8, the afternoon affair proved
most colorful. Around the elaborately decorated table a r e
members, I. to r.: Mrs. (,.or•
gia Bolton, supers Ivor; Mrs.
Alice Jackson, president; Mrs.
Connie Rivers, secretary; Mrs.

mittee members; Mrs. Elnors
Rathers, chaplain. Members
not shown are Mrs. Estelle
Nelms, secretary treasurer of
guess box, and Mrs. A d a
Cleary, program committee
member.

MORE

GROUND ILOOR

STERICK BUILDING
WHIRI 10155 iol“ YOU
GU PRI)tkINT,111
ilirv ICE

Pew York, N. Y. (Special) For the nrst time science has
found • new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain-without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another,"very striking improveevent" was reported and verifind
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving ;min.
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all-this
Improvement was maintained in
ease* where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor.
engh that sufferers were able to
makesuch astonishing etatementa
"Piles have teased to be •

problem!" And among theee enfferers were • very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions,some ai
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the nee of
narcotics, anesthetics or astringents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (RioDyne')-the discovery of•worldfamous research institution. Already, Rio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing mbatanas is
offered in suppository or ointment
form called Preparation H.• Aak
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories sr
Preparation H ointment with t
eial applicator. Preparation FIis
soldatalldrugstores.fiatisfaetten
guaranteed or money refunded.
C e Pee RR.
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HAPPY-UP A HOME PARTY WITH
For sitting and sipping, or served
with meals and snacks, the unique good
taste of Coke adds to the fun of any evening.
Friends dropping in tonight?
Better stock up on Coke today.
the best-loved sparkling drink
in all the world.
....or•••••••• Ine••••• •••••••

••• ohms.GM.

COKE!

PARTY SUGGESTION: For after.
dinner nibbling, hand around
"munch baskets"...individual
baakets lined with leaves, filled
with raisins and assorted nuts.
Good with ice-cold Coke!

Drink

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
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Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Memphis, TIMM.
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From Flint, Michigan

SOCIAL WHIRL

Ark.;
Dorothy Frazier Jones
Terra.
the.' Ty instructor at high school':
at NI
inns, Ark Henry Clay
Lewis.- Dallas teacher at Charles
MARSHALL, Texas — Although' Ray el tentary school in Dallas;.
COCKTAIL CHITCHAT .. "W.n ; took place Saturday night in the their degrees were conferred upon' E ve I yn . orr s,Marshall, math-;
maws instructor in high ached:
dy eitians" in the "Vehicle city'. I beautiful
black and gold recrea• them only recently, a number of
• op gra
at La Mesa Texasover the weekend included alr
is
uates
a
ea
y
&vi
e
tion
room
of
the
senior
Tides' on
Olivia Scales, Wolfe City, Texas, •-•
and Mrs. Warda Jarreti, Miss Mil.
landed their first jobs. J. D. Him
' music and English instructor at'
Miss Emma 6th St.
dred Thompson,
registrar and director of Sifident
,
Hemphill and Mis Irma Johnson.
Silver and golden wedding bells Personnel Services, reports that' high school in Idabel, Okla.: lienry L. Shegog, II, Marshall, direcAlso here was Fred Mitchell of were all over the place, alace. the following graduates
have re
( tor of band at Bishop college and .
South Bend, Ind. The out-of town- cards. . .favors wrapped in black eetved
lobs:
Ora Lee Waharger and Margaret
ers were 'the houseguests of Mr. paper with gold bells on it) and
Luther Ray Clay of Fort Worth, Cobbs, Dallas. kindergarten
teachand Mrs. Booker Wilder, proniin- of course the bell theme was
car- mathematics teacher at Burnett
Na-St
John Baptist church,
social
leaders
set.
of the
ent
lied out in the decorating theme-- high school in Terrell. Texas;
ers
Dallas,
at
Mrs. Augusta Stewart. sister of strewn across the ceiling etc.
' puleon Dom' (Lis of Angleton, TeaMrs. Wilder, was a gracious coPetite Mane looked almost like aS. coach and physical education
hostess at a .bar-b-que given for
a bride in an off white dress of i instructor. Crossett High s c ho 01
Baked while you sleep
the visitors at the Wilder home on
heavy satin. Long sleeves and a ,
Owens at.
neckline that was UP! A rope oI '
'
,Unifies present enjoing those pearls was her only Jewelry.
"ribs" included Mr. and Mrs.
Marie's proud mother said the
.
James Battle, Herbert "'este, and
ss edding gifts had started to pout
John Feat*, who was acompanied
in
So
far
thee
have
received
three
by Miss Lillian Battle, wearing
PENSACOLA, Fla. — A wedding
John's diamond on the proper fin- I clocks, one radio and a silver sen ger of the left hand.. 'those wed- ice; front her uncle who is with I and kiddie birthday were items of
interest
in Pensacola recently. At
ding bells are breaking up that the air force stationed in London
a quiet ceremony performed by
old gang of mine"
England.
Dr. James R. Polkinghorne at his
The groom -to-be wore a coat, borne, Miss Ohs Moorer Boyd beWith all the fuss and fanfare
. trousers, white shirt, tie and socks came the bride of Bertram Fosdirected toward females via the
a belt with blue stripes and car• ter.
"atIss America Pageant,- the poor
Astral blessings were afforded
isle has been left standing by fled a white handkerchief. (he inthe wayside Well, every dog has sisted I put this in) I'm sure the the nuptials. The residence of the
its day so let's give the "weaker" males will be interested. . . Polkinghorne was the scene of an
(they are you know) sex a little iThoughts-at-randorn Dept. . .1 have other gala occasion, when ninepublicity. 1 have talked to several !, never met a
contest winner. Have , yearold Charles J. Ford, jr., was
surprised by his mother, Mrs. M.
females around these parts, and
you?
they WOUIC1 like to see a "Mr.
C. Ford.
America" with these assets:
Some 2.5 children enjoyed the
afternoon of games and refreshIle should have:
Cary Grant's hair, Howard
Duff's eyebrows, Tony Curtis'
eyes, Lex Barker's nose, Jeff
Chandler's mouth. Nat "King"
Cole's chin, Harry Belafonte'x physique, Jerry Lewis' hands, Frank
Lovejoy's speaking voice. Alan
Ladd's smile. and Sammy Davis
Jr.,'s talent. What a guy he would
be.

One of the biggest events of the ' test. Also present was the Sportsseason was the Jackson-Madison men's club from Alton, Ill. Mr.
County Brown Beauty Contest last Greer received the highest score
Tuesday night in the Lane Col- from Jackson giving the Jackson
lege Health Building.
club second place. First place winThe contest was under the spon- ners went to the Hines Sportsnien
sorship of the Shattie E. Coleman club. The day included sheet shootCircle of St. Paul CME church of ing, barbecue and a dance. Mrs
which Mrs. Cora Deberry is lead- Hughes tient along to add spice
er ad Miss lone Lane is president to the party and enjoyed meeting
Approximately thirty young ladies the wives of the host Sportsmen
from Jackson and Madison Court. club members.
ty participated in the teen-age
Tommie T. Taylor who is in the
group. The winners of the con- Minor League with the Cincinnati
TO EUROPE — Beatrice S.
where ,she will attend the Sortest which was judged purely on Reds is spending some time with
Clark of Knoxville, Tenn., rebonne. Mrs. Clark is t b e
beauty were: Miss Edna Bond of his parents and aunt and uncle
cipient
Kappa
of
Alpha
Alpha
daeghter of Dr. and Mrs. An.
West High school, first place; Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Collins who reMiss Marie Pugh of Merry High side on Logan St. before he goes
Foreign Fellossshlp A ward
drew H. Stith of Chicago and
School, first runner up and Miss into spring training out in Texas.
sails on the S. S. Coned States
wife of S. Milton Clark, promi•
Debris Woods of West high school
Gene Wallace Huntspon leaves
Sept. le for Pans, France
nent Knoxville mortician.
second runner-up. In addition to for the army on Sept. 23 lie is the
prizes received by the winners, •husband of Radio Station WJAK
Miss Jeannette Jones of Merry Good Neighbor news announcer
Nigh School received the first Nell Huntspon.
Autumn brings new life to the
place cash prize for selling the
highest amount of tickets. Receiv- many clubs who disband for the
ing second and third places for summer. One was the first fall
ticket sales were Misses Barbara meeting of the Criterion Bridge
Graham and Patricia Shipp, both Club which was held in the beautiful home of Miss R. E. Cunningstudents at Merry High.
Any month is "bride and groom" ogy for two years.
ham on Rivers at. The members month, and June finds herself bow- I The
groom is a student at the
COACHES ATTEND MEETING
enjoyed a delicious salad plate ing gracefully to "romance when- I American Academy
of Art. Both
Last week end, J. A. Cooke ath- and cold drinks
before bridge be. ever one finds it." Boy meets girl are employed at a local electric
letic director and head coach at gan. Warm greetings
were ex- and tradition — as in the case of company where Mrs. Lashley is a
Lane College alonk with William changed by members
who were fat ored June — takes the prover- draftsman and the groom is a
(Duck) Green, coach at Union City happy to see each other
after the bial back seat.
blueprint maker They are residTenn. and R. L. Rayford and Wil- span of the Summer
season. MemAugust 18 was the date when ing in Lake Meadows.
lie Burnett. jr., of Trenton. Tenn. bers present were
Mesdames Ger. radiant Sherry Vel Conway and
attended the Southern Athletic trude Ford, Lola Bell
Martin, Ma- Lester lielmar Lashley exchanged
Coaches association in Atlanta, rietta Hughes, Bernice
Lucas, marriage vows in a double ring
Ca. This was the annual certifi- Fannie Dobbins. Vera
Brooks, An- ceremony solemnized by the Rev.
cation meeting of the association nie Bond, Mae
Perpener and your Theodore Richardson, minister of
to officiate games in the Southern scribe. Prizes
went to Bernice Lu- Metropolitan Community church.
Conference.
cas, Vera Brooks and the booby
The ceremony was highlighted
Returning to Jackson last week to Mae Perpener. The
next meet- by pre-nuptials music by soloist "It if
were Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Jones ing is scheduled with
Mrs. Doh Mrs. Minnie Woodard and Mrs.
and their two children. Michael bins.
Lowell Derrick, organist.
PARTYFARE . . . The weding
and Carla. They visited their home The Federated
Women's clubs
The bride was lovely in white SUMPTER, S. C. — On Septemin Brooklyn, N. Y. and saw such of Jackson held their
first fall floor length gown of lace and tulle. her 12, Morris college opened its bells will ring 0111 NON'. 10 for
interesting places as Valley Forge. meeting on Sept. 8, in
the Fel- She carried a bouquet of orchids doors for the fall term. Freshmen Marie Wilson and John Tate. One
Mr. Jones is head of the music lowship Room of the Berean
Dap- and stephanoti. Her attendants reported at this time, and former of the first in a round of parties .
Department at Lane College. Mr. ' tat church at 5 p. m.
were Constance Jackson, matron students registered on September which
he held is their honor
Michael is your Tri-State Defender
The meeting was conducted by of honor, who wore yellow taffe16.
newsboy. He extends his thanks to the president, Mrs, M. M.
Monroe. ta with an orchid arm bouquet;
Islorris collge has provided sev•
Eddie Forte, Jr.. who carried his Plans for the year
have not been little flower girl, Helen L e Ii
s e eral days of orientation for new j
route during his absence.
revealed but we all know that Thomas, also in yellow
taffeta
ac
• students, during uhich new stuRecent visitors in the home of each year the Federated
NVomen's cented in blue.
dents get acquainted with faculty
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Compton on clubs do some
good for the coinThe groom's attendants w e r e
members, learn of the history :mil
Southern were Mrs. Cdmpton's munity. Last year
they played a John Jackson. William Allen, Joe
traditions of the school, engage in
mother and sister, Mrs. Lela great part in the
Merry ifigh Borom and Russell Thomas, Steassemblies and take tests for guidEvans and Miss Sylvia Evans of Frio school Band
Drive. The stu- phen Thomas and Ralph Lashley,
ance and placement purposes.
New Orleans, La. Mrs. Compton Is dents in the band will be
cmjunior
ushers. They wore white Several new members have been
owner of Compton's School of mg out in uniform this
fall
Master Michael Craig Sam n made
Beauty Culture which is now loMrs. Eloise Merriwether of S. dinner jackets and black trous. added to the faculty. Among these
are Professor Sherman Webster, his first solo trip on a train re•
cated at 821 Eastern ave.
Liberty at, had as her houseguest em. The ring bearer was Gyno
the new college Dean. Mr. Web- cently from Los Angeles, Calif. to
Mrs. Marie Penn, Dean of Worn - her brother and family,
Mr. and Thomas, who wort a white linen ster
holds the A. B. degree from Memphis. to visit his grandmothen at Lane College, flew to Mon- Mrs. Virgie Cole and
children for suit.
South Carolina State college, the er, Mrs. E. F. Sain, who teaches
roe, La. last week to attend the therecent Labor Day
The groom's mother, Mrs. Helweek end.
funeral of J. C. Roy, jr. He was The Coles now reside in Indianape• en Elizabeth Lashley was stun- Masters degree from New 'York at Grant school here.
university and is a doctoral canThe lad was royally entertained
the son of Dr. J. C. Roy, Sr., of lis, Ind.
fling in lavender lace accented by
didate at the University of Indiana. while in the Bluff City. The cour- YOUNGSTER RETURNS — Little
Monroe. Our sympathy is extended
an orchid corsage. The bride's
Professor J. B. Haile has been tesies extended him included plc. Yvonne Thrill, third - grader at
to the family.
mother, Mrs. Lucille Conway Steadded to the education program. nice, swimming party, zoo party, Douglas elementary school, Is
Words of 1ho Wise
JACKSON SPORTSMEN
wart, wore blue silk also enhancMn,
Haile is also a candidate for drive-in movies, amusement park bark with the books again after a
Bach new development ed by an orchid corsage.
REPRESENTED
the Ed. D degree at the Univer- parties, theater party and dinners. long summer vacation with her faFor the Labor Day weekend, starts from something else. It
The reception was held at Poro
blue
of
sity
a
come
of Indiana. New persons in
out
not
does
Mrs. SaM, his grandmother, was ther, Leroy Thrill in Chicago. The
Jackson Sportsmen club members
College immediately following the
music are Garland J. Butts and host to a going-away party in his eight-year-old daughter of M r a.
J. F. Hughes. A. B. Greer, John sky. You make use of that
nuptials.
Both
the
bride
a
n
d
which has already entered the
Mrs. Gloria C. Butts.
honor on the beautiful lawn of her Precious Stanley Thrill of 2541
Theus and Jesse Harris motored
groom are alumni of Dunbar Vomind. That is the real reason
Morris college begins the year home. Many of Michael's friends Houck ave., the little miss had the
to East St. Louis, to be the guests for accumulatiniz knowledge.
cational high school. The new
with a revised teacher education enjoyed a delightful time.
distinction of being queen of Galof the Hines Sportsmen club at
--(Robert P. Crawford)
Mrs. Lashley studied architecture
program, directed by Mrs. MagMichael left by train Sept. 4 in loway kindergarten during h e r
their social and sheet shooting con•
at the Illinois Institute of Technolnolia Lewis. Mrs. Lewitt holds de- time to arrive in Los angeles for I "younger" days. Her grandpargrees from Morris (A. B.).
ents are the George Maisons,
first day of school.

Fall Term
Begins At
morns

More Grads
At Bishofi
Land Jobs

Wedding Ends
Social Season

•

Style tin
efiALsT Loot
Black or Brown Calf

Michael Sain
Enjoys Solo
Trip To City

"'

Feeling Neglected, Madam? There
Are Bright New Fashions For You
All styles are available in a
' With the strong emphasis of
recent years on the teenager, or complete range of sizes from 121/2
/
2 and from $12.20. Most styles
extreme youth in the fashion . to 221
world, it is little wonder that the sell for around $17.95.
mature woman — despite her larThis season, fashion is definger buying power — might feel a itely biased in favor of crepe,
•
little left out of the bustle and
so prophetically, the Champagne
glamour of the fashion picture.
Supposing she isn't her best in Lady collection has several, all
skinny toreador pants; or is no beautifully hand-beaded. Also, in
longer a "sweater •girt;" or pre- line with all the fashion reports
fers to attend a garden club meet. from Paris, there is a great deal
ing in the afternoon rather than of elegant, slimming black to
going 'swimming.
choose from. Blue also s t a rs.
Chances are she probably buys Brown looks elegant, especially
teeneverything
the
than
more of
with furs.
ager or young-married — a more VERSATILE TWOSOME
expensive house, longer and more
One versatile dress-with-jacket
luxurious vacations — and cer- costume is the perfect choice for
tainly more clothes.
atternoonnto-evening affairs. CryOne reason is' she has more stal cut beads are hand - embroidmoney; and secondly and more ered atop satin trimming.
important, is that her desire and
An air of festivity surrounds one
need to look attractive is just as tow-tone color crepe with easydostrong today as when she was six- wear gored skirt adorned with
teen. In spite of these rather ob. graceful design of hand heading
vious facts, our affluent, over 35 at bodice. Another interesting
Mrs. USA, has been rather sadly crepe, a sheath with contrasting
neglected by most designers and color stripes of self-fabric, has camanufacturers.
viar beading at top.
However, there are a few bright
In excellent taste, and extremeIiirexceptions, the brightest of which ly youthful, is a crepe sheath with
Ii an elegant group of dresses hand beaded embroidery on peter
manufactured by Champagne Lady pan collar. Bracelet length cuffs
and which will be sold to Chicago has matching motif.
area women by Goldblatt's.
A delightful after '5 step
in
FASHINOS SHOWINGS
crepe sheath has tidy rows of hand
Fashion shows planned especial- embroidered beads worked in rhyly to introduce the new
thmic design. Long sleeves wi t h
Lady dress line will he
Chempagn held cuffs assure its wearability for
at Coldblatt's State Street store any Occasion.
on Monday September 16 at 11
One hand embroidered beaded
a.m., and 2:30 p.m.
crepe has pointed arrow motif,
Created by a new firm. Cham- with graceful, easy-to-wear gored
pagne Lady. Inc., the dresses are skirt.
Inspired by the mythical personal LOOK OF EI.EGANCE
Ity and champagne music of the
The Champagne Lady velvet
top-rated Ltwrence Welk television dresses look rich and elegant. One
show. They are designed a n d beautiful cocktail sheath has
manufactured by Puritan Dress gold and crystal 'and beading
Company, recognized for years as sprinkled in graceful pattern from
the finest craftsmen in the field crescent neckline to the hem An.
of women's moderately pri c ed other in the velvet group is in
dresses.
black combined with white lace.
New collections are being plan- Definitely a dress-up costume, the
ned for every season. The first lace yoke plunges to a flattering
collection, newly arrived in town. V.
consists of several dress-up styles
Other fabrics appearing in the
especially appropriate for lunche collection are taco and satin. One
ens, teas, dinner and evening af beautiful nylon lace sheath ON et*
taffeta has off the shoulder cresLair.

Luxurious black calf, vamp seams turned,
"Fetherwate" lightness and the amazing
new Nunn-Bush Chalet Last. No wonder
everybody wants this style!

.i

J

Other styin front $18.95
Ecoorrox Brim bons 911.96

IZZY ROSEN'S
109 MADISON AVENUE
Memphis, Tennessee

cent neckline and is harmoniously worked with pearls and beads
Also a sheath style, is an all-over;
embroidered satin, perfect choice
for the season's gayest and bright.
eat parties.

"Lysol" stops odor!
Kills odor germs on contact!
Science tells you vinegar
douches can't do the job
the way that "Lysol" can!
"Lysol" really cleans you
inside. Stops odor at its
source. Kills the very
germs that cause odor.
Keeps you nice inside.
Use it regularly. "Lysol"
brand disinfectant is mild.
It can't hurt you.
Try it. Look for
flI
the new bottle.
Free! Booklet on
douching. Write to
"Lysol," Lincoln,
M., Box N-361.

Many important men and women—suck aa Irene
Dunne & Billy Rose, Elizabeth Arden & Charles E.
Wilson—have reached the pinnacles of success ma
the route of America's forward-looking, independent
business schools. YOU can make it toot
An ivy-covered campus is not the only road to sue.
eess. Today, hundreds of thousands of sharp young
folks are acquiring a solid business education in the
schools and colleges where :Business is taught as
,business it done."
At your local business college, you won't And high
tuition, long waiting lists or snobbishnesa. Just
honest-to-goodness, inexpensive RAPID training for
successful careers in the secretarial, accounting and
business administration fields!
You will get: individualized instruction, "on-job"
teaching, free placement services, modern equipment,
and good skills in high demand. What is more, there's
no need to dawdle four years or longer. How soon
you'll launch your paying career can be up to you!
Tate that first, important step on your road to success: CALL US FOR AN APPOINTMENT SOON!
(This seal is the symbol ef
quo ran teed educational quali(y throughout the U. S. We
are 6 member in good standing of the Natl. ASSOC. &
Council el Business Schools.)

CLASSES BEGIN - SEPT. 9
GRIGGS
BUSINESS AND PRACTICAL ARTS COLLEGE
492 VANCE AVENUE
PH. JA 7-4917

Riedsnd Rlee is the natural 1719PROC11121110
white milled Hoe that cooks perfectly every
time!. Quick and easy!tOoarsoteed Bay,

•
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Knoxville College Group Spurs Vote Drive
Seeks To Get
9,000Registered
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.—Two Knox1. Stop the trend toward a patville college professors, a termer tern of segregation in the Universtudent, and a Unitarian church sity of Tennessee Research hospiworker started a canvassing pro- tal a city-state-federal project.
2. Increase the number of regject in the North West section of
Knoxville to get Negroes to quali- istered Negro voters to make city
fy as voters by permanently reg-' officials act more responsibly toward integration.
istering at the court house.
3. Get the City to set up pilot
Working on their spare time
they carried 70 persons downtown project on integration through regand returned them to their homes ular summer school sessions.
during a two week period. Already WANT TO VOTE
Dr. Morton, now heading the Defolk are talking about the 'dee and
it seems that the movement will partment of Philosophy and Religion at Dillard university, New Orgain momentum.
leans, La , found many eligible
Now that this experimental efpersons receptive and eager to
fort has proved fruitful it is hoped
register after an explanation as
that Negro ministers, civic and
to what it means to them. A servfraternal organizations will continice station manager released his
ue the job of getting Knoxville's
help to register for one hour with
9,000 potential Negro voters qualipay,
fied. Around 4,000 of the local 25,Many persons did not receive
000 Negro population are registerthe workers appreciatively, largeed and qualified voters.
ly because of apparent apathy, igELECTION NOV. 7
norance and fear. For example.
In scarcely two months .candi- one woman said, "My mother nevdates in the City will be seeking er voted and 1 believe she w a s
three seats in the City Council and right.''
City Council and three seats on
Yet the daughter of the woman
three seats on the School Board. in question earned a M. A. deThe primary is Thursday, Nov. 7, gree frefn the University of Tenand the Run-Off is set for Thurs- nessee recently, but that fact could
day, Nov. 21,
not convince her that she needs
Rev. Frank Gordon, Knoxville to vote to protect the privileges
college faculty member and pas- her child now enjoys.
tor of Shiloh Presbyterian church
"The psychology of fear still exlost by a very small margin in ists even in a place like Knoxthe run-off for the school board in ville. although told it (voting)
the last election in 195.
wiselid benefit their children," ProDr. Charles E. Morton, former fessor Morton observed.
chairman, Department of Philoso- "Fear, rather than indifference,
phy and Religion at Knoxville col- already conquered by the Negro
lege, and the Unitarian church of- Press, was the main reason why
ficla (name withheld) agreed dur- many responded negatively," furing a chat at a Fisk university ther concluded the professor who
meeting that thre things had to sees education as a community
be done in Knoxville. These were: process.

AUGUSTA
By MANIOC LAMPK1N
Andrew Reid bulled over for a
first qearter touchdown and ROY
Johnson added the dxtra point
Friday afternoon as the Reds took
a 7-0 victory over the Whites in
the Lucy Laney high school scrimmage game.
Outstanding defensive players
were Freddie Smith with nine tac
kles end Peter Mears, Ernest
Robinson and Radford Kelly with
four each.
Offensively Jessie Woodward averaged nine yads per carry.
Miss Ode L. Lowe, daughter of
Mrs. Elizabeth Lowe and the late
Rev. James Lowe, became the
bride of George M. Johnson in a
ceremony held recently at Trinity
CME church. The Rev. L. b.
Jones officiated.
Mrs. Johnson is a nurse of the
staff of the Richmond County
Board of Health, and recently received a fellowship to enter the University of Maryland, where dm
will work on a Master's degree in
nursing.
years
Mr. Johnson served for
as district manager of the North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance co.
in Augusta. For the last three and
a half years he has been a special company representative work.
ing from its home office let DUham. S. C.
Henry 0. Widemon. 39, died at
University hospital Friday night,
Sept. II of injuries sustained in an
automobile accident.
Investigating officers said Widemon, who was alone, lost control
of his car on U. S. Highway 1 just
as he left a curve.
The car overturned end-over-sod
several times and Wiclemon was
thrown out.
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Illinois

UNITY
Byl MONETTE E. VAUGHN
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Mason of
DRAMATIC PHOTO sequence
school but were repulsed by
week. In photo at left, Negro
Boys are pushed from the
from the school after they
Chicago, visited their grandparents
shows students' unsuccessful
white youths both times. 1NP
students approach the school
school steps by white youths in
were denied admission. S t
Mr. and Mrs. Carrie Winston, arid
attempt to enter North Little
Soundphotos.
entrance. Boy in front is becenter photo. In photo at right,
dents tried twice to cuter the
other relatives.
Rock, Ark., high school last
ing interviewed by a reporter.
Negro students walk away
Those on the sick list are MOP
dames Carrie Winston. Mary
James McGinnis and Mr. James
Hickman.
Holiday visitors to this vicinity
WILMINGTON
were Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Oros
and sister, Miss Cloyme Moore of
Mrs. Hilda M. Jackson, stately Chicago, visiting their mother, Mrs
and lovely Dunbar High schooll Mattie Moore. They were accomteacher of Ihicago, was the guest , panied by their cousin, Miss Loretof Miss Pauline A. Young, erst- ta Hudson, and friend, Miss Marwhile librarian at Howard High tha Roston, of Chicago.
School for the week preceding
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Murphy of
Labor Day. A barbecue party at St. Louis. Mo., visited t It
t)
TRUSSVILLE
the J. B. Deans residence, Ger- mother. Mrs. Mary Crossland.
Willie Hampston; Isaac Perkins;
mantown, was enjoyed by Mrs.
By L. R. MEYESS
Julia Wood, Ardent Tyler, CathThe Labor Day picnic sponsored
Jackson before boarchne Plane by the Mt. Zion Baptist church
The members of the Mt. Can- erine Davis and Ella Pearl Jones,
PhiladelAirport,
International
at
aan Baptist Church were all Rev. C. C. Cole, Olen Davis and
was quite a success despite the in.
phia enroute to the Windy City.
smiles as well as being highly Henry Thompson, Mrs. Rowena
clemency of the weather.
Other entertainment enjoyed by
elated over the safe return of their Fullilove is persident.
Rev. I. H. Wiggins, pastor of
Hilda was a visit to the "Pajama
pastor, Rev. T. C. Williams, who
Mt. Zion Baptist church, attend
WEST BLOCTON
Game" musical at the Brandyflew to and from Los Angeles,
ad the National Baptist C,onventicia 7
By PERCY BLACK
wine Music Box; Langston Hughes
Calif. where he attended the Bapin Louisville, Ky.
musical, "S imply Heavenly"
tist Convention. Rev, Williams The Harmony Four Gospel singMr. and Mrs. DeRoy Kyle wet*
in New York: a visit to East Patarrived Sunday morning in time era of Woodstock, Ala., and the
week end guests of their brothers,
for Sunday school and his regular Gospel Four singers of Bessemer,
erson and Magnolia. N. J.; an
Chester and Harry Kyle of St.
Informal entertainment with W.
service. Visitors were Rev. and Ala., rendered a musical at the
Louis, Mo.
W. Coenses and a breakfast with
ItIrs. Shelby Pearce. Rev. Shelby Liberty Baptist church Sept. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver J. Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gardiner.
was guest speaker. Other visitors Rev. N. Studymire, pastor.
Mrs. Mettle Moore, James T. Simwere Rev. M. Love and Mrs.
Mr. Jeff Carter, of Portland,
mons,
and father, Walter S i nrs
A GROUP OF NEGRO stu•
Ark.. crosses street opposite
Mary Tatum from Alton.
Oregon.was the week's guest of
day before. Students In this
Note police guard at right In
mons, motored to Coffeyville, Miss,
dents
enroute
to
an
all-Negro
North
Little
Rock
relatives
high
and
school
Rev. and Mrs. T. C. Williams
friends here.
photo passed without incident.
photo.
to attend the funeral of Mr. Walschool in North Little Rock.
where they were barred the
and a group of women motored Starkbridge, Mass., is week's guesi
ter Simmons mother.
to Copper Springs where they
Mrs. Gertrude Harris, of West
KLONDIKE
participated in the sixth annual Starkbridge, Mass., is week's guest
las Price and other relatives and
Mrs. Lucille White of Chicago,
Women's Day program held at of her mother, Mrs. Mary Collins..
friends.
MANCHESTER
visited her sister, Mrs. Loth,.
the Copper Spring church. Rev. The West Blocton baseball team
Robinson. They both visited rate.
By MRS, B. M. SUTTON
Mrs. Louis Ilardin and Pam are
M. L. Robinson. pastor.
played the Mount Olive team
vacationing in Los Angeles.
gr. and Mrs. John Clark left for lives m Luxora, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Powell are Sept. 7, scores 1.7 in favor of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clearmie of
Mrs. Lillie Redly has returned Cincinnati to see their daughter,
the proud parents of a baby boy, West Blocton.
WARREN
PICAYUME
announce 'lie local news.
home after enjoying a lengthy Miss Annalee Clark who became Chicago were guests of Mr. and
born September 4.
Mrs. Deampett. Prof. T. PresBy SLEEPY PAIGE
Mrs. Virginia Rivers and son left By MRS. MATTIE M. BURNETT vacation
in Chicago and Michi- very sick while vissiting her aunt,' Mrs. Booker Davis.
Rev. M. L. Robinson accom- seley and Prof Lewis W. Kind.
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Thompson last week for Columbus. Ca., where
•• •
A well attended audience w i t-I gas.
Josephine Baston and family.
panted by Miss Imogene Beans ricks, have returned to the West of
Catahottla are the proud par• they will visit their husband and
SANDUSKY
nessed a fine Women's Day pro-I Mrs. Rennie Collins and Mrs. E
and Deacon Henry Turner have Blocton Jr. High school for a new cnts
schoel
Ridge
High
Lincoln
The
of their 10th child a little father, Joe Rivers, who is in the gram at
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Trotter an( 0
AME
church G. Gilliam attended the twelfth of Kentucky opened Monday, Sept.
Bethel
returned from the National Bap- term.
daughter born last week in the Armed Forces.
under the direction of the chair-. Episcopal District Congress of the 9. Students from here are Mr. mother, Mrs. Anna Chambers, en'
tint Convention.
Mr. Jimmie McWilson was bap- local
hospital. Mrs. Thompson is
Mrs.
Carrie
Hollins and Mrs. man, Mrs. Dantzler. Music w a s AME church which was held at Williams, Ed Cardwill, E a r I. joyed the presence of the following
Services at the Mt. Zion AME tized at the AME church Sept. 8.
the daughter of the late Mrs. Lillie Jessie Lee Haynes of
this city and presented by the famous Nealey, Shorter college in North Little Gill, Ethel and Margie Penning- relatives in a family reunion /Sunchurch Sunday were enjoyed by Sunday school of the AME
Dorden.
Mr. Arleather Davis of New Or-1 sisters. Participating on the pro-' Rock.
all. Rev. W. M. Morris is pastor. church was called to order at
ton; Willie J. McKee, Georgia and day, Sept. 1. Mr. and Mrs. Obry
Robert Pickett a student of .41- can. Mr. Cora Davis of Lum- gram were Mmes. Rosa Jones,
Mrs. Ruth Williams of Warren 9:30 a.m. Sept. 8. with the Supt.
Junior Wallace. Those who ac- Chambers and son, Veoid a at
Mrs.
R.
G.
McKay
was
hostess
Robin. Ga. and grand children Mr. Percy Black, in charge. Sub- corn College was home last week berton, all sisters along with Mr. Rennfr Collins, Jeanette Burns, E.
companied the students were Mr. friend, and Mr. and Mrs. Mack
to
the
Ministers'
Wives
Allience
in
were recent visitors of her foster ject of lesson, "Baruch Vocational end to visit his parents Mr. and Lemon Howard of New Orleans G. Gilliam, Carl Hall, G. W.
and Mrs. John Pennington, Mn Bethel all of South Bend, Ind.,
were caned to Columbia Miss•• to Hammons, or., Calanthe Ba II y, her beautiful home on Pine st,
mother, Mrs. Annie Harris.
Dependability," Jeremiah 36: 4-8. Mrs. G. P. Pickett.
and Mrs. Jim Penningtton, Mr. and the former Miss Helen Chamwith
the
president,
L.
'Mrs.
W.
Services of the Mt. Joy Baptist 22-26, 32 vs Memory selection,
Mrs. Carrie Richards spent last attend the funeral of their uncle. I Francis Jones, Bessie Phinehart,
and Mrs. Lawrence Hipehire, Mrs bers of Chicago.
Strickland
in
charge
of
business.
church were highly enjoyed Sun- "Whatever your task. Work, heart. week at Huh Miss., visiting her Mr. Samuel Abram who was 86 Thomas Brunson, Ada Veasey end.
Nuptial ceremonies for Miss VerFannie McKissie, Mrs. Geer gi a
Robert Lambert has returned
years old.
day. Visitors were the Rev. and ily, as serving the Lord," Colos- sister, Mrs. Blanchie Johnson.
Miss Helen Lambert. Also Miss
McKee, Lettie Wallace, J oy c e na Mabel Henderson, the beautiful
I
horns
after
spending
some time in
Mrs. George Booker. Rev. H. R. sians 3: 23 vs, Class, taught by
Mrs. Quintella Fulton and husMr. Charlie Bumpers of Detroit I Abbie Sue Cohen, Mesdames Jim-,
Hipshire, Johnnie B. Fulwood, daughter of Mrs. Nellie Henderson,
Miss Willie Gene Williams, re- hand If. A. Fulton and son of spent last week here visiting his
Paterson is minister.
and Robert Solari formerly of
BeatriceCampbell. G,,I Milwaukee. He was accompanied R V Comb and P. Pennington.
J
• ••
view by the Supt Mr- Percy '
by
his
son
and
dauchter
and
a
cooAlbany, Ga . spent a few weeks sister, Mrs. Louis Pearson a n d B. Hunter, Lillie Hadley, Irma'
•
Mrs. Helen Lyttle is on the sick Mound City, Ill., were solemnized
sin,
Mrs.
Black Service was wen attended here with MrsGeorgia
Newton
of
Bearlist
EMPIRE
Sunday afternoon, Sept. 1, at the
Blanche Johnson. brothers, Leonard and Lawrence Brunson, Myrtle Jones, Lel a
By EFFIE MAE PENDLETON at Banks Chapel AME Zion
The member, of Square Deal Bumpers.
, Hooper, Chany Cooks and your col-1 den, Ark.
Jim Drake is at home doing St. Paul AME church. It was a
The fourth semi-annual meeting church Sept. 8. Rev. B. T. Smith, Lodge No. 562 F and AM, the
simple but dignified affair. Rev.
Miss Loretta Moore and Miss umnist, Mattie M Burnett. And, Mr. H. I. Hall has returned fine.
was held at WYate school. Rev. nester James and Carnelius Cole- Heroines of Jericho and the Queen
k Mesdemes Hattie Anderson James home after attending a meeting of
f last
Bell
M'
Little Miss Jackie Lue Cardwell, W. T. Coleman, pastor of Ward
J. It. Freeman was moderator. man. Stirling Duff. of Tuscaloosa. Ester Court No. 340 celebrated
the
in
California.
AME
church
for Nashville where Miss Moore , Wirnbly, Vivian Milton, C. W.
Wanda Cardwell and Joan McKie- Chapel AME church of Cairo, Ill.
Attending from Empire were Mrs. Ma., were guests of relatives and ' Prince Hall," day at
• ••
Pleasant will attend Tennessee State A and. Watts, Dorthea Barnett and many
sic
went to Lincoln Ridge with performed the ceremony. Ae
Ethel Jackson. Mrs. Mittis Perry friends here.
Valley Baptist church. Rev. Jessie I university ollanedBMusiisnsesGs
enormous number of out-of-town
will'others. Mrs. W. L. Strickland gave CENTRALIA
Gates
the'
arts recently
and Mrs. Carris Dawson.
guests witnessed the beautiful
James the W. H. of the lodge aattend
By OPAL LOCKE
school I the Woman's Day address at the
Mrs. Elizabeth and husband and
Mr. and Mrs. William Lyons
gave the history of Prince Hall.
Mrs. Rosetta Corvett of St. I Sunday morning service. 0 t It e r Mrs. Mable Blackwel and daugh- their friends of Cincinnati visited affair. lmmeriatey following the
left for California where he will be
ceremony, there was a motor.
Mrs. Willie Mae Johnson, the M. Louis, who has been living with addresses were made on the eve- ter Betty returned home after an
Mrs. Vicie Lyttle last week.
stationed.
cade to Me home of Mr. and Mr
A. M., also gave a brief talk while her daughter. Mrs. Eva Sellers nine preeram by such artists as extended stay in Denver, Colo.,
Robert Dawson and Bessie Kate
Simon Trott's. where the wedding.
Rev. S. T. Peters of Slidelle La., at Catahoula, was rushed here to Mrs. Dorthea Barnett and Mrs. with relatives and friends.
Gains of Cleveland, Ohio are visit- DAWSON,
reception was held on the lawn.
preached the sermon.
the local hospital last week silt- .Vivian Milton. Total money rain-, Mrs. Ruth Ott and Miss Lu C y
By BEATRICE FAIR
ing their family here.
The couple left immediately after
While nosing around last week tering a stroke Her 'condition is ad was $181.09. The Rev. C. T. Russell of Pontiac, Mich., visited
Mrs. Rose Cohen has returned
Mrs. Geo Wilburn of Houston is old Sleepy dropped in to see Mrs.
the reception for Cairo, Ill. f e r
Trice is pastor.
1 Mrs. Ott's mother-in-law, Mr.
not determined.
from Missi;opi.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.' Sarah Buford and Mrs. Minnie Lee
their honeymoon. They will reside
Mrs. L. Gardner has returned' Maloney Jones recently.
STARK VILLE
MISSISSIP
Fred Cole,
in Detroit, Mich.
Bender. Mrs. Buford who was in
home after spending her vacation
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
Mrs. Grace Gant is on the sick
PICKENS
Mr. Lee Sail's
il
who lived in a car wreck several months ago
Rev. L. M. Dow has returned
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Collins, Mr. in Chicago, Milwaukee and Den- list.
By MRS. GRACE BYRD STILGER Corsicana and Dawson for a numhome after spending several weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Byrd and ber of years passed away in is doing fine, while Mrs. Bender, and Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Wynn of ver:
Opal Locke accompanied by a
who underwent an operation in a St. Louis, Mo. and Mr. and Mrs. Don Beavers of Hot Springs was niece,
KINGSTON, Jamaica — ( ANP) in Detroit, Mich, with his brother.
hiss Annie Lou Byrd f South Arizona.
Mrs. Jean Rollins of Ciii•
A number of persons motored to
New Orleans hospital is not too James A. Hardy of Cincinnati, recent visitor of his brother, Si- cage visited her aunt, Mrs.
Rend, Ind motored here to visit
Carrie — American investors are setting
Mrs. Will Steward left for Housup in Kingston area a two and Charleston. Mo., Sunday to attend
Ohio were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
their sister and your. reporter ton to be at the bedside of her. well.
Henderson in Kansas City, Mo.
the funeral of the relatives of Mrs.
Among those confined to the lo- Robert Hardy last week.
They also visited in Florida.
Mrs. Katie Adams accompanied half million dollar glass factory.
hCr sister, Mrs. Genevk Gandy.
daughterin-alws Mrs. Rufus Ste-I
Mils Pates, who were killed in nit
cal hospital last week end were
Mrs. Elnora Body of Gary. Ind. ward
Mirian Anderson Glenn JamaiMr and Mrs. Lewis Self a n d by her son, James Harold Adams OpergtionA4he 'plant which will
automobile accident over the La.
James Nixon, Walter Mae Young, ca, I,. I., N. Y. was week end children of Saginaw,
is guest of her mother, Mrs. Lilla
Mrs. Catherine Jordon spent a
Mich. were and four of her grandchildren re- give 200 Jamaicans employment is hoc Day
week end while returning
Thomas.
few days in the home of Mr. and Moses Jones, Mary Satchel. Lessie guest of Mrs. Rosa Stewart, Mrs. home for a short visit last week. turned home from Los Angeles, set for September next year.
The Heavenly Gospel Singers Mrs. Dave Matthews and in the Mae McCoy, Mr. and Mrs S. L. Glenn was in West Point, Miss., Miss Rachel Self, sister of Mr. Calif.
Technicians wil be recruited to their homes in Chicago, after
visiting relatives in tharleston.
Adams. Mildred Acker, Annie visiting relatives.
of Jackson, Miss, rendered a
home of Mrs. Cora Thornon.
Self, who has been visiting in
Mrs. Annie Davenport visited from North America le start the
program at Fair View M. B. Elder and Mrs. Shermon Med- Ferguson. Little Walter J. Aiken.
Little Miss Felicia Anderson and their home on her vacation re- her daughter in Indianapolis, Ind , factory and train Jamaican ernchurch
ployes. The plant will enjoy gov- males Ores Limited.
calf visited in the home of her Donald Parker and Jinnie Martin brother Herbert, jr., returned home turned with them. The Setts are recently,
SHEFFIELD
A vast quantity of silica a as d
sister and brother-in-law. Rev.! who was knocked in the head by last week with their parents. Mr. children of Mr. and Mrs. DaHerb Rogers of Evanston. Ind., ernment tax relief.
By ROME (BLACK) WII,SON
and Mrs. R. C. Hopkins, his sig. Leonard Profit. Also Mrs. Nettie and Mrs. Herbert Anderson who vid Self
and Chuck Wilson of Detroit, Mich. Manufacturers are Philip B. quartz sand is founr) in Jamaica
The Smart Set Sewing and Soc- ter. Mrs. Bettie Smith and brother, Waters and Mrs. Lucille Gibbs.
Bateson and Walter L. Maguire for the purpose of the plant. Proswith children were visiting their
Henry Washington Self, a stu- were visitors here recently.
ial Club featured a bazar on the , Ray Field Medcalf
Mrs. Arthur Barnes, the former grandmother Mrs. Rosa Stewart. dent of Mary Holmes Seminary,
Rev. D. D. Chestang of Mobile, who are industrialists of N. Y. and pecting is however, proceeding in
lawn of the home of Mrs. Jennie I Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Elevens of Lucille Hayes and family of New I Miss Annie Margret Nicks, now who spent the summer in Chica- Ala., was
pulpit guest at Second Stamford, Conn., respectively. To- various parts of the island to enJones. Miss Nettie May Delaney'San Antonio are visiting her par- Orleans spent last week end here living in Detroit, and a student in go is back home. Mr. Set
gether, they have founded Jamai- sure that inexhaustible deposits ocwas Baptist church last Sunday
presided st the linen booth: Rosie ents, Rev, and Mrs Petty and his visiting friends. Her son Leroy, high school, spent a few weeks voted one of the best
Funeral services for Mrs Pur- ca Glass Products Limited and Is- cur here.
dressed
Wilson at the apron and bonnet parents. Mr. and Mrs Blevens spent a week in the Moore'llome with her parents. Mr and Mrs and most
popular boy on the cam• ty Marshall, wife of James Marbooth; Mrs. Jennie Jones at the
Dut to the increase in school Rufus Nicks.
Rev. and Mrs. M. L. Enmesh) of
, pus.
shall were held from Gamier and grandchildren and other relativts A grand opening was held I a
coolie booth and Mrs Rowena Fort Worth and members of his work. Prof. J. 1'. Johnson had to
Mr4. Mary Lillian Crump of New
Mrs. Bertha Mae 'Card w a ri Sons Funeral home Survivors in- and friends.
Monday with music by "Doc"
Fullffove had charge of the minia• church in Corsicaea eendered see- give up being a radio announcer York,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I home for a few days to get her cluded her husband, three daughThe Lincoln Confectionary owned Leake and his House Rockers.
tore efts end fee cream booth. elect at Hopewell They filled in each Monday afternoon from 5'30
Joe Yeates was in the city for a children who were visiting her par ters, Mrs Bennie Upchurch. Mrs. and operated by Mr. and Mrs. LonMrs. Oree Maham of Iliseksen,
There were games and prizes. for Rev. Gerald who is vacation- to 6 on station WRJW Mrs. Alice
few days last week to get her entre Mr. and Mrs. Henry Parker Grace Pickens and Mrs, Perry Me O'Neal moved to its new lo- Mich %pitted her aunt,
Mrs. ButOthers present were Joshua Key; ing.
I Manning has been appointed to , Children who have been visiting for the summer.
, King, six grandchildren, two great cation, E. Rexford, at McKee all.' let Of Howard it.
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'Opportunity Knocks For 'Bright' Students
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pastor of Salem and Old Carmel
churches delivered the evening
message. Large attendance and a
large sum of money was raised.
Mrs. Vernon Cathey, General
Mrs. Rebecca Wilkins and her
sister, Mrs. Eliza of St. Louis,
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niversary at Mt. Nebo Baptist
America. Specifically to give 01)- York 20, N. Y.
arolyn Hassel, Mrs. Lucile Mai
The Annual harvest Tea was
church of which Mrs. Whitfield
Knight and Mrs. Ruth Sanders,
observed on lane College Campus
was a member.
Miss Charleen Ilamilton left for
Sept 15th. Those present were
The Georgia Rose Club met at delightfully entertained. It was
Jackson to enter Lane college as
the home of Mrs. Bessie Lou May- fun to see what table won the
a freshnian.
berry recently. The club met prize. Mrs. Marie Penn, Chairman,
Rev. Bell and choir of Dyer ren'
again at the home of Mrs. Mottle Mrs. Rose McKissack Co-Chairdered a program at St. John BapLou
Spicers,
man and Mrs. C. B. Hunt, Co.
list church, Sunday afternoon by
Mrs. Georgia Wells and Miss Chairman.
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Club No. 3, sponsored by Brother
!Mr. Collins leaves his \Ole, This:
Doris Whitfield who were on the Liberty CME Church will eels
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one sister, Mrs. Rose Bell; a nepLegrand Welch.
Mrs. Arista Baker was in Mem- hew, a niece and other
Miss Willie Mai Johnson enter- sick list are reported improved, brate its annual Woman's Day
relatives
Mr John Ralph Walker of Fort Sunday, Sept. 15, 1957. The day
phis recently, visiting relatives and friends.
ed the hospital in Memphis.
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Campbell, Ky., spent hie furlough will be highlighted by three 'fell
and friends.
Teacher Eltha Broomer and
well his mother, Mrs. Ella Mai planned services. Mrs. V. U, Rob.
Mrs. R. V. Prichard spent a few Mrs. Ella Vinson were members
JOHNSON CITY
inson will be guest speaker for
Kelly,
days in Handsboro with her son, of the Pleasant Hill Association
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Mr. Nathaniel Spicer was honor- the 3:00 o'clock services with
The final rites for Mrs. Laura
Prof. L. A. Prichard and his fam- held in the St. Mary MB church,
by
ily.
, Nesbit, Miss. They enjoyed a
Pearson, who died in Knoxville, ed with a birthday party given by special music being furnished
his mother and father, Mr. and the Women's Day Chorus. The
hAuruegh. 30th, were held
Mrs. A. B. Carmichael spent one spiritual session
7:30 service will feature. "An
TtlierC
week in Indianapolis with her sis- J. W. Cotten from Los Angeles
after- Mrs. Robert Spicer.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Turner gave evening of music" composed of
noon of Sept. 2nd, with Elder T.
ter, Mrs. Johnny Ruth Edmond sis visiting his sister Jean Lesure
general pulaW. West officiating. assisted by a splendid dinner in behalf of their city-wide talent. The
and family, and one wek in Chi-1 i and brother Dave Caen of Coldother individuals. The deceased friends and relatives. Guests were lie is cordially invited to attend
eago with Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pruitt water, Miss.
was a faithful member of the Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Box and daugh- all services. Mrs. B. M. Savage,
Mrs. Ada Collen is also visiting
and family.
Church of God. She is survived ter, Rev. G. H. Bowen and wife general Chairman, Mrs. Jean I..
The Lucy Jefferson Federated her grand 'daughter, Jean Lesure
by one daughter, Mrs. Eula James of Clarksville Term., Mrs. Lela'Parton Publicity Chairman, Rev,
club met Thursday afternoon with and grand son Dave lollen.
of this city; one grandson; one Grant of Clarksville, Gracie Good- C. D. McKelvey, pastor.
GOODMAN
Mrs. C. J. McNeal.
great grand daughter. Interment rich and father, Mrs. Mattie L.
By PEARLENE BILLINGSLEA
The EMMA B. Miller Federated
occured in West Lawn Cemetery, Spicer. Mrs. Annie Bell Davis,
Mrs. Elmire Anderson of Waterclub met with Mrs. Alyne C.
with Mr. J. D. Ledford, funeral Rev. and Mrs. Walter Young, MarJohnson. Sixteen members were loo. Iowa, spent the week e n d
director In charge.
tha E. Mays, Mr. and Mrs. WO
present and enjoyed a lovely meet. here visiting her brother and wife,
The remains of Elder A. H Cal- lie Chambers. Mr. and Mrs. Frank SMEARS
tog after a two months vacation. Mr. and Mn, James Garland and
lahan, who died in Welch, W. Va. Gardner and 'daughter and Mrs.
By J. D. DEMPSEY
Last rites were said for Mr. John other relatives.
Aug. 26th, were brought here for Mary Young. Everyone enjoyed
Rev, and Mrs. Malachi Me.
A five night revival began at
Henry Smith at Asbury ME church
interment in West Lawn Cemetery lovely time.
Swain of River Junction have re.
("Sunday, Sept. S. Rev. A. P. Ow- the ME church, Sunday night. Rev.
on Aug. 3st, with Pace Funeral
Mrs. Beatrice Yates of Waverly turned to their home after spendChannon is pastor.
ens officiated.
Rome in charge. The deceased died at the age of 58 at her home. ing two weeks vacationing in De•• •
Rev. F. L. Gray, pastor of the
was the presiding elder of the Funeral services were held at the troit,Tanada and Cincinnati. They
Goodman MB church, dined at the
HOLLY SPRINGS
West Virginia, and Tennessee dis- •
Salters Chapel AME church with reported having an enjoyable trip.
The revival held at Anderson home of Mr. and Mrs. John Gartrict of the P. A. of W. He is
spent
Rev. G. C. Bowen officiating, Bur- Mrs. Alice Lathan, who
Chapel was a great success. Four- land,
survived by four sons four daughial was in Pleasant Hill Cemetery several weeks here with her mot.
John Leon Spraws is here visitteen were added to the church.
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other
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to the college staff. Mrs. Wickboard. welcomes J. V. Anderwith Luff.Bowen Funeral Home in her, Mrs.
W. B. WICKER (left) Sanford,
The revival was conducted by ing his mother, Mrs, Hazel JorMiss Erma J. Rhea has gone to
turned to her home in Milwaukee,
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memRev. J. S. Lowe of Oxford. Rev, don and other relation.
Charlotte, N. C., where she is a
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treasurer of the college
ber of the Methodist church. She
of the A&T college trustee
Ralph Edward Trumbo of WsW C. Armstrong is pastor.
teacher at Mare* Davis ElemenRegetta Daniels left for
was born in Dickson county but Mrs.
tary school,
The Alumni club, of M. I. col. terloo. Iowa, visited here for the Mrs. Ncra L. Heidelburg. The wedPaimetta, Fla. with her three
had
spent
most
of
her
life
In
Rev: W. P Wagner occupied
lege met Sunday in Washington first time. He attended services at ding was held at the Chapel Hill
who are preparing to
White Oak Creek. She lived in Wa- children
the Goodman MR church and via. Baptist church. The pastor, Rev.
the pulpit of Central Baptist
Hall.
enter elementary school In Manverly
the
past
20
years,
Survivors
church in Kingsport, Tenn., on
Rev. W. R. Gray, former pastor Red several homes He is employ- Gray performed the ceremony.
atee County. Registration was
are her husband, Joe C., nine
Sept. 8,
of Asbury, was in the city last ed at the Government Institute in The bride. Miss Ethelee Woodrow,
held at Sneads elementray school
Rev. E. W Norris, and choir of daughters, Mrs. Addie Duncans, of which Prof. B. T. Green is prinweek end. He was the guest of Weterloo. We hope Mr. Trumbo is known quite well in this and othEMPIRE
BREwTON
Friendship Baptist church con- Mrs. Carrie Willis, Mrs. Pearl cipal and Miss Lillie Blanks Is
president, Earnest Smith of Rust will visit us again.
Cr communities. She is the daughPENDLETON
By EFFIE M.
ducted the service at Phillip Bap- Bowen, Mrs. Ella Turner, Mrs. mow/ the faculty.
college.
Mrs. Essie Darford of Mobile is
Grant Shelby of Triangle E n d. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew WoodUnion Baptist had a rally guest tist church in Elizabethton, Tenn., Maggie Martin, Mrs. Alma Colli- Mrs. Pearl Patterson is home
The death of Rev. E. W Wash- Miss, was house guest of Rev, and row. The groom is Mr. Willie Deas guest of her aunt, Mrs. Parsilla
er, Mrs. Betty Gardner, Mrs. Gra- from an extended visit in AUT.
from Jasper. Rev. Freeman on the afternoon of Sept. 8.
ington of Mt. Oliver, Miss. was Mrs. M. C. Billingslea recently.
of Ilettiesburg, Miss. The church Washington.
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Mrs. Emma Johnson's brother preached a wonderful sermon Langston High school opened cie Collier and Mrs. Noana B. Wil- burndale, Fla.
a shock to the city. He was the ,
[ was beautifully decorated w it h
Sept. 3rd, with an enrollment of kins. One sister, Miss Cattle Mc- LOG ANSPORT
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from Omaha. Neb., is visiting her.
presiding elder of the Meridian dia. OKIM-0744
green ivory, green pot plant inn
which was enjoyed by all.
225. The faculty is as follows: Curdy, one brother, Charles McBy M. L. CROSSLAND
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Mrs. Jessie Lee Gates visited artificial flowers. A reception was
AK trict. His funeral was held at Mt.
Mrs. Turner has returned home Prof. H. W. Reed, principal, Prof. Curdy, 28 grandchildren and 22 Funeral services for Mrs. Verge
Mir Oliver. Among those from t h i s cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and; held at the bride's home. Barry given Friday at Southern Normal
great
Prof.
E.
P.
Caruthers,
grand
R
T
Hale,
children.
from Georgia where she visited
Dixon were conducted at the Krecity who attended were Pres. E. otfar relatives in Pontiac, Mich.' Street Studio of Hattiesburg took school.
Miss A. M. Horsley, Prof. H. W. JACKSON
ger Funeral Home. Rev, R. W.
Grover C. Moore and wife her brother and friends.
r.
E. Rankin, Mrs. W. M. Frazier, recently,
pictures. Rev. N. Wealer of HatWilliams, Prof Gerald Prater, I By MRS. GEORGIA MeVEIGH
Jackson officiated. Burial was in
Mrs. Tom Crockett visited h e r tiesburg said we should gather for Carrie visited their nephew and
Miss Vivian Moore, Prof. T. M.
Mrs. Minnie Gosha has returned Mrs. A. It. Duffield, Mrs. B. P.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Copeland Mt. Hope Cemetery, Miss.
wife. Mr. and Mrs. Isiac Bradley
sister in New York. She also via- more wedding feasts.
Gordan and Rev. E. D. Walls.
home from the hospital and is do- Williams, Miss J. M. Thomas, and their two children, Linda YoMarjorie Farrell, daughter of
and family of Evergreen, Ala. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Bogard are the ited her brother.
Mr. Ed Peters was rushed from
ing fine.
Prof. P. E. Christman, Prof. E. land and Brenda Yuanne of ChiMr. and Mrs. Leonard Ferrell was
Chancy
Charley Moore of Crestview, Fla.
Robert Gates is home after work- the Lumberton hospital to a hoe
proud parents of a fine baby girl,
Little Robert Earl is home from L. McKenny, Mrs. G. R. Shearer, cago, HI., were the week end guest
married to James Givens of CM.
ing in Alabama for the past three' pital in Bogolusa, La., where his visited his cousin, Grover Moore
Mary Louise, born Sept. 6.
Walker county hospital and do- and Prof. W. L. Fulp. Diversified of their parents, Rev. and Mrs. cinnati. The wedding was officiatThe opening of Rust and M. I. months,
condition is reported as being fair, and wife'
occupations is added to the curri- George W. Scales, 144 W. Preston,
ing
fine.
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ed by Rev. R. W. Jackson, pastor
Mr. A. Duncan who has been
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college marked the beginning of
Patients in the Lumberton booculm. Miss N. M. Barnes ie sec- this city.
of the local ME church. The cereanother year. These two schools WATER VALLEY
retarrsy.
pital are Mr. Robert Jefferson and in the Army for five years has BESSEMER
Mrs. Beige Dismuke of St.
was conducted by candlecompleted• his service time and is
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
stand out over all in the state when
little Cecile Bradford,
Mrs. Ethel Clark Is convalescing Louis, Mo., is here spending two mony
By C.. W. IVEY
light. A reception followed in the
Rev. W. H. Foster closed a very
ft comes to religious education.
Among those ill of this city now at home. He spent two years Mr. and Mrs. William H. Pen. nicely.
weeks with her sister and husMrs. Farrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Smith and successful revival at the 0 a Is are Mrs. Narcis Halsey, Mrs. Juno in Germany and three in For t son of New York, daughter and The Langston High school foot- band, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Long, home of Mr. and
Mrs. Mary Gray of Bloomington
Grove CME church with f 0 u r Cannon, Mrs. A. Bradford, Mr. H. Lewis, Washington
family have moved to St. Louis.
son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Willie ball team won its opening game Rt. 7, and Mr. and Mrs. James
Is visiting relatives and friends.
James Bennett who teaches in Drawharn
The Rosenwald football c 1 u b members added to the church. He C. Richardson and Mrs. Mettle
were recent guests of of the grid season played with the Wells, 341 Southern St All of this
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Hunterville, visited his wife, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Drawharn. They i Douglas High school team of Eli- city.
played Ripley High, Friday. The was assisted by Rev. L. W. Wal- Jefferson. Let us visit the sick.
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mother
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,
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The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and his grandmother who is sick 134 to 0, which was Played here Wis., was married to Miss Patsy
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Waters ton and children of Columbia viemade by Roosevelt Falls.
in Memorial Stadium on the night Harper of this city, Sept. 1, 1957. Rev, R. W. Jackson officiated
Bennie Freeman is on the sick and children visited his sister, Mrs. ited in the home of their parents, John D. White is improving rapid- in Greensboro, Ala.
ly after the victim of an auto Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Mason of Sept. 5, Prof. P. E. Christman The Rev. C. D. McKelvey, pastor, at the funeral of Mrs. Verge DixLillie Hawkins over the week erfd. Mr. and Mrs. Levi Stockstill.
list.
I.ogansport.
wreck a few weeks ago.
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performed the ceremoney After the on in
of Ft. Riley, Kansas were recent is coach
Prof. and Mrs. S. T. Nero are They make their home in Winora.
Mr. Sharon Crossland spent the
Rev. Bell is conducting a re- guests at the home of their moth- Prof Eugene P. Caruthers is the marriage a fine reception was had
resting fine after a bad auto ac- The Roosevells also visited their WEST POINT
weekend in Aurora, Ill.
er and mother-in-law, Mrs. Mag- first Negro to graduate from East in the basement of the church. Mrs. Samuel Kelly continues 111
cident at Water Valley, Labor mother and other relatives in Ox. Tom Manninghan has returned vival at Johnsonville.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Byrd's son Is nolia Nixon and the mother of Tennessee State College of this A large crowd attended. The bride
Day. They were hospitalized two ford.
from St. Louis after a long visit
city. Ile was congratulated by the and groom will make their home at her home.
now living in Atmore where he is Miss Nina Mason.
days.
Clarence Hawkins and family of with his sister and other relatives,
The public school of Peru have
Burgin E. Dosset, after in Molwaukee.
President,
Mr. Ellis Campbell is recoverBuy a Defender each week.
Memphis visited his mother, Mrs.
The daughter and grenddaugh- teaching'
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each month at the Odd Fellows speaker was Mrs. Cora DeBerry, lovely sermon over the redin Satcharge of arrangements. nerisl 0-4-tav Wmtitrna
Me. Joseph Florida A and M university Ratt-, were presented by Mrs, Alberta
The Will Rogers memorial near Hall, 615 Franklin Street, at 8:00 instructor of West High school. urday morning. Everyone w h
I Nolen.
Claremore, Okla., cost ;200,000.
p.m.
ki lim Second Baptist Cemetery. Williams, Mrs. 0. Bates and i hers.
At 8:00 p.m., the Rev. N. Mitchum, heard him enjoyed it very meek
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DYER, TENNESSEE

Rev, B. E. Patterson has just V. C. Smith Thursday, were his
closed a successful revival week at sister, Mrs. Lola Young, of St.
Mt. Tabor church in Medon, Tenn. Louis, Mo., his brother and wife.
The minister reported six eon- Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Smith, of
verts. He also attended the recent Trenton, and a cousin and friend.
meeting of the Presbytery which Mrs. Ethel Saunders and Mrs. Witwas held in McKenzie, Tenn., of sic Williams, of Milan.
which he is a active member.
Rev. Wm. Fowlkes spent t h
Rev. V. C. Smith, pastor of Lit- week end with Mr. and Mrs. J, D.
tle Grove MB church near Milan, Overall. Mrs. Mary Ann Thomphas just closed a revival at that son is much improved, Mrs. Saes
church where they had five coo- ah Coger is still on the sick list AK
verts.
Miss Ruth Scales is seriously ill.IV
Mrs. La Pearl Burns attended
Rev. Smith and his congregation
of Little Grove, worshipped with a Beauticians Meeting in Memphis
the First Baptist church in Tren- Sunday along with Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Marvin Cotton, to Mr. and
Born At John Gaston Hospital
A daughter, Cleopatra Word, to
ton Sunday afternoon; Rev. Smith W. Buckley. of Humboldt. The/
SEPTEMBER 7, 1957
Mrs. Moss Cotton. of 494 Black Mr. and Mrs. Earlie L. Word of
were representatives of the Hums
gave a wonderful message.
A son, Tyree Chaney, to Mr. and Row.
729 Marble.
The Rev. J. H. Overall, pastor boldt club of which Mrs. Burns Is
Sirs. Slab!. B. Chaney of 720 AliaA son, Jerome Middleton, to Mr. A daughter, Donna Fay Jones
of Troy and Obion CME church- president.
Isissippi.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D Overall,
and Mrs. Hulice Middleton, of 1556 to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jones of
es, reported an inspiring day Sun• A daughter, Jimmie Lois Merrl. Ellison.
1492 Wabash.
Lynn McGee and Mrs. W. It.
day.
Allen
Weather, to Mr. and Mrs.
McClain accompanied Rev. Mo.
A daughter, Marts Ann Murphy, SEPTEMBER 12, 1957
PRESIDING ELDER VISITS
SEMI PRO CHAMPIONS Dodgers are, first row, I. to r.:
Merriweather of 1497 Minni.
row, same order: Waiter LewClain to his church in, Bolivar on
A daughter, Margaret Barbee,
to Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Murphy
Presiding
The
Elder,
Rev.
J. C. Sunday.
Memphis Dodgers, holder of
Waidolf Frazier, Charles Baris, Curtis Thompson, Willie
A son, Shelby Butney, to Mr. and of 856 McComb.
to Mr. ad Mrs. Dan Barbee of
Ifullum held his last Quarterly
the Semi-Pro Championship tivey, Clyde Bass, Issac Lacey,
Thomason, Danny Stewart,
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Buchanan reTars. John E. Butney of 1466 Gold.
A daughter, Annette Marie Arm- 400 Peeples rd.
Conference
the
afternoon
in
and turned to Detroit this week, and
tle, have been tieing w it h
Jimmy Jenius, it a y m on d
Charles Lomax, John Kennedy,
1 A son, Ronald Keith Wright, to strong, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
A daughter, Melva Lynn Boykin,
on
night,
that
the
number
Two
Nashville champions for t b e
White, Edgar Towns, and man.
Milton Winston, James Jones,
Mrs. Louise Gary and family of
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Wright of 3481 Armstrong of 362
Outer Parkway. to Mr. and Mrs. George W. BoyStewardess Board of the Dy e r
past week to determine t h e
ages-, Andrew Jackson. Back
Chicago returned with them. Mr.
Cypress.
jr. and Tommy Lee Horns.
A son, Rodney Thaxton, to Mr, kin of 1564 Silver.
CME
church,
with
along
the
Old
winner of the State titles The
Buchanan's mother, Mrs. Doyle
A son, Albert Lee Brooks, to Mr. and Mrs.
A son, Arthur Darnell Lobbine,
Louis F. Tbaxton, of 1920
Ideal Quintet, presented a program Buchanan, returned home sis i Issik
t
and Mrs. Alex M. Brooks of 3399
to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus H. G. LobFarrington.
in Obion.
,
41
them for a month's vacation.
Cooks rd.
A son, Bobby L. Lewis, to Mr. bing of 90 Wisconsin.
The Rev. D. E. Bridgeman is
Eddie D. Brown of Detroit; Mist
A son, Delanders Rivers, to Mr.
A daughter, Felecla R one e and Mrs. Grant Lewis , 576 Beale.
host this week to a very successOhio,
Toledo,
and
Vella Brown, of
and Mrs. Charles . Rivers of 764
Reeves, to Mr. and Mrs. Emanue SEPTEMBER 11, 1957
ful revival being held at our own
Mrs. Queen Esther Poole, of De.
Reeves of 247 Cambridge.
Twin sons. to Mr. and Mrs. Mel. Winton.
Fairview MB church with t h e
were
Trenton
111.,
catur,
in
last
A daughter, Denise Marie War' A daughter, Teresa Renee Mc yin C. Rodgers of 1969 Carver.
Rev. S. H. Herring as the evange- week attending
the funeral of their
Clown, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
A son, Anthony Lee Cooley, to ren, to Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Warlist. Many out-of.towners are at- aunt. Howard AlcCutchen
of Fit.
McGlown of 3649 Weaver.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cooley of 1701 ren, of 259 Ashland.
tending this % revival, including mont, Ohio also attended.
' A daughter, Margaret Christine Ragan.
A son, Rickey Hogan, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herring, their daughter and
Coaches from this area who at.,.
Wells, to Mr. and Mrs. Emmett
Radio Station WDIA will again Gridiron Great winner also must football bowl game on New Years son. Mr. and Mrs. H.
A son, Henry Calvin Gilliam, to Airs. Melvin A. Hogan of 361 Luce.
Allen Brown tended the Southern intercollegiate.
A son. Bobby Lee Brown, to Mr. honor the outstanding prep foot- possess other outstanding qualities day.
Wells of 838 Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence F. Gilof Dyersburg, and Mrs. H. H. Athletic Association
of Coaches
' A son, Reginald Erwin Faulkner, liam of 726 Hastings.
and Mrs. anion E. Brown, of 1061 ball players in Memphis this year besides being a good football playRadio Station WDIA will again Hudson, also of Dyersburg.
and Officials in Atlanta, Ga., wereto Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Faulkby selecting the two WDIA Grid- er. He is also judged on sports- Broadcast "WDIA Football" this
We are happy to welcome home Messrs.
A son, Raymond Pierce, to Mr. Saxon.
R. L. Radford and Willie
ner, of 4227 Sewance.
A daughter, Joyce Ann Sham• iron Greats from each of the six manship, extra-curricular activi- season. There will be remote pick- Mrs. Tommie D. Hooker and son,
and Mrs. Willie A. Pierce of 2842
A son, James Edward Reglar.'o Autumn.
blny, to Mr. and Mrs. George high schools of Memphis, accord- ties, teamwork, and classroom ups from the scene of action . . . Derrick Julian, home from St. L. Burnett, jr. of Trenton and Wi=
ham
Greene of Union City. TheMr. and Mrs. Ben Resler of 216
ing to Bert Ferguson, General studies. Ile is required to receive to give WINA listeners all the ex. Mary's hospital in Humboldt,
A daughter, Lynn Michelle Shambley of 2122 Tutner.
W. Utah.
A son, Stanley Dexter Campbell, Manager of Radio Station WDIA. a good popularity vote from his citing thrills of the game right where Derrick Julian made his de- group motored down with Coach J.
Hayes, to Mr. and Mrs. James
A.
Cooke,
of Lane college, Jack.
to Mr. and Mrs.. James Campbell
An outstanding backfield player high school student body.
from their own living rooms.
SEPTEMBER a, 1157
but last week.
Hayes of 855 N. Mansfield.
son.
and a star lineman will be honored THE AWARD
A son, Jonathan Cordell CrawBROADCAST GAMES
A son, Bennie Dell Woods, to Mr. of 502 Frazier.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McDear- FAIR TIME
•
A son. Michael Lee Thompson, from each of the schools. A NVDIA
Besides being honored before
There will be a remote unit mon of New York, and Mr. and
ford, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles and Mrs. Morris Woods of 3043
If you have friends who a •
In Mr. and Mrs. James Thompson,
fellow students at school, each broadcast team on 'hand for each Mrs. Robert
Crawford of 603 Wicks.
Johnson.
McDearmon, of Chi- away that you haven't seen this
WDIA Gridiron Great will be pre- of the high school games which cago, are guests
1 A son. Kasmar Terry Arnette
as of 1420 Hemlock.
A son. Jeffrey Kirk Campbell, of 3321 C'haple rd.
this week of Mrs. year, don't give up, look tor them
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Young, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas to Mr. and Mrs. James Campbell
A daughter, Felecia S on •t sented on the stage of Ellis Audi- are to be played at Washington Bobbie Harris. The McDearmons at the Gibson
County's 82nd AnBeatty of 1849 Rile.
B. Young of 1389 Kyle.
James, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie torium during intermission time at and Melrose stadiums. Schools are being entertained while here nual Fair, to be held
of 1399 Raymond.
at the fairthe WDIA Goodwill Revue. He also whose games will be broadcast In- by various friends and
' A son. Lee Porter Malone, jr., to
James of 1894 Swift.
A daughter, Sandra Fay Ander- SEPTEMBER 13, 1957
members of grounds the week of Sept. 30, thru
Twin son and daughter to Mr. A son. James Tucker III, to Mr. will receive a handsomely styled clude Booker T. Washington, Mel. the family.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee P. Malone of son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
A dinner was held at Oct. 5.
and Mrs. Henry Dukes of 5112 Yel- and Mrs. James Tucker of 1893 sprecision Benrus wrist watch rose, Hamilton, Manassas, Doug the home
702 Hernandon.
Anderson of 2485 Winnona.
of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Rev. J. D. Hutson, with the as-111
with his name engraved on it. las, and Father Bertrand, former. Ball
A daughter, Bernice Davis, to
Kellner Cir.
A son, Lendsey Onell Brown, to low rd.
and father, T. B. Moore.
sistance of Rev. J. L. Smith, is
ly
A
These
St. Augustine. Fr, Bertrand
watches will be presented
Mr. .and Mrs. Joseph Davis of Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Brown of
daughter. Viola Marie Peyton
A. sop, David Lee Kearney, to
Mrs. Beatrice 'vie, Wanda Fish- conducting a financial drive at
to Air. and Mrs. Tosi L. Peyton Mr. and Mrs. John Kearney of to each of the 12 WDIA Grid- High will be out to defend its city er, Mrs.
1165 Chicago.
1810 Madison.
Alberta Nolan, George Hullum's Temple CME
01
1372
iron
and
Greats
A daughter. Sandra Jean Thomstate
on stage at the Goodtitles against the other Clifton Nolan and Emerson L a • Rutherford this week church, in
Breedlove.
A son, Willie Calvin Rodgers, jr.,
1030 Ilamilton.
will
as. to Mr. and Mrs. Levora Thom- to Mr. and Mrs. Willie C. Rodgers A son. Kenneth Wayne Cox, to
five
city
Revue.
schools.
A son, Myron Keith Edwards, to
Wynn, jr., motored to Fort Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. ames F. Cox of Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Edwards, This is the eighth annual Gridas, of 2388 Dexter.
The first broadcast of the sea- Ind., last week end to the bedof 3094 Mt. Olive.
947
' A daughter. Robin Gause, to Mr.
iron
son
Great
was
contest
Peach.
last
and
will
Friday
this
at
Alelrose side of Clifton Ellington, brother
A son, Detris Lamar Winbush,
of 2400 Gentry.
and Mrs. Kirk Cause of 1498 N to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Winbush
A daughter. LaJuanna Jean
A son, Adrian Eugene Bess, to mark the fourth season that WDIA stadium when the Douglass Red of Mesdames tyre and Nolan. We
Second.
Devils
Lowery.
defeated
selected
have
standin
the
toe
to
out
wi
Hamilton
Mr.
and
Wild- are happy to report that Mr. ElMr.
and
361
William
Mrs. Ben L. Bess, of
Mrs.
of 659 Phelan.
' A daughter, Linda Kay Burton.
prep football player . . . known cats 13 to 12. The Broadcast, lington is better, Mr. Wynn visitSilverage.
A daughter, Beverly Ann Thom• H. Lowery of 6.31 McKinley.
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burton of as, to Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Thorn.
A daughter, Linda Louise Thom- Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gunn of 2963 as Mr. WDIA Gridiron Greatest. begin at 8:05 p. m. and will con- ed his sister, Miss Alma Wynn, in
T3 E. Utah.
, Mr. and Mrs. James F. Cox of Mr. and Mrs. oseph Gunn of 2969 This player will receive an all ex- clude with a summary at the and Indianopolis, Ind.
as of 628 McKinley.
.1 A son, Samuel Eugene Farm
Autumn.
pense paid trip to see a major of the game. The season will end
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West of
to Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. Farmer
with the broadcast of the Blues Memphis, visited his mother, Mrs.
Of 1473 Davis.
Bowl
game,
Red
Monday
the
play
next
night,
the
During
40.
DecemClara
West on Saturday.
and dashed over right tackle for a
SEPTEMBER 9, 1117
Dinner guests of Rev. and Mrs.
touch down. The try for the extra Devils took to the air as quarter- ber 2.
A son. Joseph Lee Walker. Jr..
point-was no good. The ball chang- back Parrish hit his end Earl Bakto Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Walker of
ed hands several times before the er, who was in the clear as he
421 Vance,
dropped the ball on the 30.
buzzer ended the first Quarter.
A &tighter. Debra Hudson, to
A few plays later the Wildcats
WILDCATS FOUGHT HARD
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
11r. and Mrs. Henry Hudson of 391
In the second quarter the Wild• stopped the Devitt on the 16. The
E. Trigg.
Just a year ago at Melrose sta- the hard charging wildcats line
cats again were banging at the Wildcats piled yards to their 35
^
A daughter, Shirley Jean Sober dium on a Thursday night the moved them back on their own
door as Hamilton's left half-back yard line by their Fullback Corzell
Ion, to Mr. and Mrs. Aron B. Rob- Douglass Red Devils turned back 30. On the third down quarterMillard Winters returned a Doug- Smith and left half-back, Winters.
a Hamilton High football team, back, Maurice Parish, dropped
erson of 998 Seattle.
lass punt from his 40 yard line Unable to move the ball, they were
' A daughter. Patsy Elaine W i 1- 13-12. Last Thursday night at !hie back on his own 20 yard line to
to the Red Devils, 36. A 15 yard forced to get off a shor punt to
liams, to Mr. and Mrs. Roltert L. same stadium before a crowd of quick kick, but a bad pass [rom Penalty
moved the ball down to the their 45.. The Douglass Red Dev3,500 fans the Douglass Red Devils center pu the ball back on their
Williams of 1107 Louisville.
20, but in four downs the Red ils, break came when a 15 yard
A son, Clarence Baker, to Mr. came from behind to score the 10. On next down a short punt put Devils,
line put up a brick wall penalty moved the ball down to
end Mrs. Henry Baker of 234 Paul- winning touchdown in the 3rd per- the ball on Douglass's 42. The and
stopped the Wildcats on the the 28, a pass from quarterback
iod which cost the Hamilton wild- Wildcats moved the pigskin down L5-yard
ine Cir. E.
line. On the first play, Parrish to his end John Mason
' A son. Lander Gill, Jr., to Mr. cats a 13-12 ball game.
to the Red Devils, 10.
right halfback Ivory Hunt dashed was ruled a complete pass on the
In the first period the Red Dev
and Mrs. Lander Gill of 690 So.
On the next down, heft half back over left tackle, broke in clear, one.
ils took the ball on their own 45 Millard Winters took a hand off then
Fourth.
Halfback Hunt dived over for the
was halted down by the last
A son, Jimmy Lee Howard, to yard line. by the second down the from quarterback Kermit Stephen Wildcat man of
THE MILDER BOURBON
the Hamilton's touchdown. Quarter-back Parrish
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Howard of
Parrish tossed a pass to end
1024 S. Wellington.
Baker for the extra point.
' A daughter. Phoebe Isola Small,
In the third frame the Wildcats
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Small of
were trailing by one point, then
2558 Deadrick.
took the pigskin on their 35. Right
A son. Harold Keith Yarhreugh,
half-back Webb skirted down to
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold W. Var.
the one yard line, Quarter-back
brough of 637 Mississippi.
Stephen sneaked over for the
A son. Stanley Siugene Ware, to
score, The extra point was no good
Mr, and Mrs. Lawrence Ware of
which cost the Wildcats the game.
910 Florida.
The Red Devils would not be deA daughter, Geraldine Ford, to
nied. They came back taking the
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Ford, of 17l
ball from their 44 yard line, movS Barksdale.
ing it to the 50. The Wildcats
SEPTEMBER 111, 1957
backfield defense had been on the
THE LIGHTER BOURBON
A son, John Henry, to Mr. and
alert to watch the Red Devils, end
Mrs. Jewell Henry of 1388 Knes.
to keep them just for short passes
' A son. Alfred Rogers, to Mr. and
only. Halfback Hunt, a fast runMrs. Jessie J. Rogers of 717 Farning player, managed to get down
ris rd.
the middle, received a pass from
A daughter, Verna Mae Colehis team-mate, Quarterback Parman, to Mr. and Mrs. Boots Colerish. He went all the way un•
man 387 Elder rd.
touched for the winning touchA daughter, Debra Denise Jones.
down. The extra point was no
to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jones of
good. Head Coach A. D. Miller
'1467 Locust.
said after the game: "I just feel
' A daughter. Cynthia Thynia Al
lucky."
',ander. to Mr. and Mrs. James
Thursday night at Afelrose StaJ. Alexander of 4040 Westbrook rd.
dium. the Melrose Wildcats will
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Chester
take on the Manassas Tigers. Fri9/ Hawkins of 2727 Select.
Talk about your bargains in talk! Y,ou save money,
day night, Oct. 20. last year.s city
TITLE RUNNER-UPS - Letleft to right: Gene Comb'',
Cern-0. Lane. Joint I. e w IR.
A daughter, Nora' Lee ohnson,
champions, the St. Augustine
ler Carriers lost to the Dodgsave nme-you can make 3 station-to-station
Robert Robinson. jr., Melvil
marsin
Brown, Larry Williams,
to Mr. and Mrs. Levi Johnson of
Thurnderbolts will take on B. T.
er: in a thrill-packed RETIEs
"Bubble" Mathis. W 1111 a no
Long Distance calls for the price of 2 person-toNathaniel Armstrong and Z. P.
285 Cambridge,
Washington Warriors at Washing.
when the Champion Dodgers
Greene. and James B a t t s.
Pittman,
person calls. Station-to-station is when you place
nianager.
A daughter, Carolyn Vassar, to
ton
Stadium.
won the best two out of three.
Standing, same order: J. D.
your call to a telephone number sinstead of a
Mr, and Mrs. Roosevelt Vassar of
They are, seated on ground,
Williams,
William
Warr,
2160 Lowell.
particular person at the number. Even greater
A son. Barney Lee Talley. to Mr.
values, too, when you call station-to-station durand Mrs. Edwasd Talley of 410
-7 r
STARTS SUNDAY!
ing Bargain Hours-nights after 6 and all day
Boston.
SEPT. 22
Sundays. Why not surprise that out-of-town relaA son. George Mickens. to Mr,
DAISY
"
4 BIG DAYS 4!
and Mrs. Alex Mickens of 328
tive or friend with a call right now?
Jackson.

Stork Stops
"

POST
110N friends
arted

WDIA Will Again Honor
Top Prep Grid Players

Douglass Triumphs
Over Hamilton 1342

CARNIVAL

OF

VALUES

Make 3
Long Distance Calls
for the price
of 2

Call
Station -to-Station

IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER
BOURBON...BUY IT!

r.1)
'I

CLARK
GABLE
•
YVONNE
MOTHER WAS A NEGRO!"
DECARLO
1311/1V/30PANIGELS

See How You Savo On Station-to-Station Calls

A-200 KILLS
IMMEDIATELY
Yee-A -rOOkilla Lice,Crabs,
and their eggs in one treatment. A-100 works fast and
sure- but won't irritate your
skin, won't stain your
clothe*. 4-200 smells good and it waphes right out, like
a shampoo.
Gn to your drug store today for .4-800!
11-2011 IRMO...by 114011000

sFri'PaTi'Of
--T-11ER.WARNERCOLOR

'sou WARNER BROS*

COMING THURSDAY - FRIDAY
The Story of Barney Ross
"MONKEY ON MY BACK"

It Pays To Advertise In The

Tri-State Defender ,

STATION-TO-STATION
PINSON-TO.PIA SOH
Claytinsa
Nights Sund•y*

From:

AND THEN THEY TOLD HIS.
"YOUR

Melte S Sundays

Knoxville to Washington
"41M=Nail
'UM=

WDIA-

Nashville to Cincinnati
Memphis to New Orleans
Jackson to Atlanta
Chattanooga to Jocksonvillo

ONO

MIN

MEMPHIS am
1070 on your dial A.Z.
A I.
4104•111111111

(Dim Cr. reel ler lka

*Mew *yen

90c $1.20
65c
85c
115€ $1.10
70€
95c
85€ $1.10

$1.40
$1.00
$1.30
S1.10
$1.30

Ant three miser.. Rats.for additional
Federal •ecrea la• nes included

/awe,

It's Twice as Fast to Call by Number
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,
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POST BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION — Church members and
friends of madame A. Price
eted the noted religious per-
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ENGAGEMENT
Elder and Mrs. Frank Sims, of
Blytheville, Ark, announce the engagement of their daughter, Miss
Earlene lienton, to Rev. LardU
Rodgeas of West Memphis, Ark.
The bridegroom -elect is the son
of Mrs. Elosia Rodgers and the
late Elder W. L. Rodgers, of 429
1,1th st.
'ehemiah Temple will be t h e
tting for the wedding Sept, '22 at
3 o'clock in the afternoon. M iss
Benton was graduated from Harrison High school in Blytheville,
where she was a member of the
Glee Club.
The bridegroomelect was graduated from Wonder High school in
West Memphis. He is the grandson of Mrs. Mattie Franklin and
the late Mr. Franklin.
The lovely home of Mrs. Elosia
Rodgers, at 429 S. 11th st., West
Memphis, will be the scene of the
brilliant reception held in honor of
Minister and Mrs. Lazell Rodgers,
Wednesday, Sept. 25, at 7 p.m.
Zion Field MB church, F ir at
Baptist MB church, Earle, Ark.,
pastor Rev. H. Madison, and St.
Mark MB church, Whichburges,
Ark., pastor Rev. Sheard, closed
their revivals recently, with 22 converts. They had a joint baptism
nday, Sept. 15.
unday was Men's Day at the
orning Star MB church, Sunday
Sept. 15 at Hulbert, Ark. Rev. C.
Bolden, pastor.
The Bethel AME church had its
annual Youth Program Sunday,
Sept. 8, The program included a
reading, solos and address. Mr.
Johnson was the main speaker.
Rev C. Franklins, pastor.
Mrs. Lena Garrison died Aug. 31
at John Gaston Hoapital. Funeral
was held last Thursday at Mt. Sinai Baptist church. Lauderdale and
Person ,st. Survivors are Mr. and
Mrs, Joe Bowers of West Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. George Bowers, Mr. and Mrs. Will Mallory,
George and Dorothy Ann Bowers,
Mrs. Minnie Floyd, Annie Mitchell,
Sallie Warner. Norah McKinzie
and Maggie Tuggle. Rev. H. S.
and Rev. R. C. McNeal ofatted. Interment was in New
ark Cemetery.
Mrs. Martha Akins, of 209 N. 8th
at., spent a week with her children
and mother in Hazelhurst, Miss.
Z. P. King, brother of Mrs. Alice Scott, of 218 S. 8th at. has returned home from his vacation in
Nesbitt, Miss. Mr. King was the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Mildred
Wilson and a student at Wonder
High school.
Mr. and Mrs. David Malone of
Flint, Mich. were guests of Mother Taylor and family, of 210 N.
14th at. The Melones are formerly
of West Memphis.
Miss Reather King, of 218 S. 8th

0

4,
:ON
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Drug Firm Calls
1st Year Good

SEND OFF FOR STUDENTS
— Young members of First
Baptist church Lauderdale,
who are planning to enter college this fall were entertained

in the education annex and
ghen some tips on college life
and good citizenship last Friday evening. The young people
shown standing are: John M.

Rutledge, P. W. Thornton, Lee
Earnest Ray, Irma William,
Mary Burgess, Mrs. M. W.
Crawford (one of the entertainment committee.) l'eriene

RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE'
County

ciA0A1opet

U. S. Invests
In Jamaica

This Is her new office at the
State Line. MADAM BELL ts back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay In her new home.
Are yea Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you led faith he your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yea
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these Cr. your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. Mae
will read life to you just as she would read an open beak.
Tell yes why your job or business Is not a success. If yes bare
failed le the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located est Highway SI South. Just over Mississippi Stake
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her house is 2 blocks below
when she use to stay right aside the DeSote Motel. Be gm
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (Site never bad an office iii West Memphis.)
Catch yellow boa marked WitItehaven State Line and get
eff at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY RI TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Boars I a.m. to II p.m.
Readings Daily. Open on Sundays
don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Bo aro
to leek for the right sign and the right name.

wod
e
f

There are
Smiles with
every glass
of Oertels
'92 Beer...

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA.4-5557

Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO

As Low As $50 Down
46 Thru'52 MODELS

Perry, Mrs. M. Hodges (Wernher of the entertainment committee), Carole Ann II ook s.
John McKinney, Nathaniel
Exum, Matthew Richardson,
Donald Franklin and J oh n
Mitchell. Among those who delivered brief talks and ease
remarks were seated left in
right: T. R. McLentore,
Alex Wilson, airs. T. R. MeLemore. Prof. Berkley Eddins,
and Prof. L. V. Johnson. The
praiseworthy affair was under
the supervision of Prof. Johnson, and enjoyed by youth and
adults present.

NEWS

Wife Presenm

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

IV. W

Ham Robinson, also of N e w
Port. Madame pastors Eternal
Life Spiritual church here.

The Sunshine Band of Chapel
ling of funds for the general budg11111 sponsored a program recentet: placing undue assessments on
ly. Mrs. Sarah Turner was t h o
the churches and ministers for per.
guest speaker. Band director, Mrs.
sonal gain: disobedience to the orCorine Miller.
der and discipline of the church.:
levying unauthorized assessments,
"Give Me the Portion That Is
and maladininistration in Mice in
aftne", was the subject Rev. L. 'I'.
Claiming only "love" for his ac- Other charges on which Nich
the church.
Shepherd spoke to hil congregacusers, Bishop D. Ward Nichols of ols was cleared were: illegal handNichols has been a Bishop sinco
tion on last Sunday.
the AME church was reinstated to
1944,
Rev, W. M. Burrow is also confull ecclesiastical standing after
ducting services in the city.
being
cleared
of
charges,
includst., and Louis Jones of S. 10th st
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Taliferro hed
were guests last week in Longview, ing mishandling of church funds,
as recent dinner guests, Rev. and
by the AME Judicial Council in
Texas, visiting friends,
Mrs. L. T. Shepherd, and several
Mr. and Mrs. S. Nail and son, Cleveland.
DETROIT — Howard W. Nelson,
The Cornerstone laying of the
Mrs. Hattie Mae Washington and
After a lengthy deliberation, the president ot the H. W. Nelson Co.
Nathaniel Lodge at Hambly Tem- other church deacons and their
Mrs. Ethel Jackson, all of Cans- Council, supreme court of the dcannounced that the first year prog
ple CME church will be held Sept wives.
den, Ark., were week end guests ,nomination cleared the former
Mrs. Maggie Hallihurton has reress of the Detroit ethical drug
22. Prof. S. E. Moore, master, will
of Mr. and Mrs. A. Mitchell, of 11th Episcopal District (Florida) manufacturing concern was "most
covered from a fractured linkle.
officiate at the ceremonies.
Bishop of five charges recently,
S. 12th st.
satisfactm y •'.
Rev. J. ft. lialliborton, Rev. R.
Mrs. Nettie Maxfield of 504 N.
Council president, Judge Perry
Incorporated in September. 19541
G. Slurry, Rev. E. G. Carroll and
10th at. has returned home from B. Jackson, said it would take
Rev. W. M. E. Morgan have reSt. Louis, Mo. where she was a about 15 days before a general en- the firm has successfully placed
turned to the city after attending
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Nettie TaY- try of the verdict would be ready four products on the medical mar
the National Baptist Convention in
lor, whom she hadn't seen in 41 to give the Bishop's Council order- ket, The .lrugs are the type that
Louisville.
can be purchased anly through a
years.
ing the reinstatement of Nichols.
doctor's prescription.
Revival services have closed at
MAY GO HIGHER
It is believed that the H. W. NelChapel Hill MB church after sev.
Five of the Council's 18 memincorporations
ineral days of inspirational meetings.
bers were not present for the trial. sen Co., whose
Rev. L. T. Shepherd launched the
A member requesting his name be clude several of Detroit's outstand•
professional
men,
is
the
ing
and
withheld, hinted that there is a
CLAUDE H. IIALI„ a sales rep- services and different ministers
4
posaibility of convening a special first Negro enterprise of its type resentative in the New York office from surrounding towns have been
\
‘
l int
guests,
nation.
the
in
tt/
KINGSTON, Jamaica — (4,NP) session of the General Conferenece
of Interstate United Newspapers,
Nelson is a graduate of the How• Inc.. has written another article
— American investors are setting of the church which is the hignest
N is a good idea, when you ore
Rev. W. J. Miler of Humboldt,
PharmaCollege
of
university
ard
authority
of
t
h
e
writing too Friend who is in the hosup in Kingston arcs a two and body and final
on the expanding Negro Market. Tenn. delivered several messages
pito/ to put the home address on
half million dollar glass factory. church. It, is composed of dele- cy and has operated a prescrip- His latest eforts appears in the and 23 converts were added to tho
the •evistope. This procedure will
for
sevDetroit
laboratory
in
tion
gates
from
the
church's
17
EpiscoAdvertisers' Guide to Marketing church rolls. Rev. Emory, t h e
Operation of the plant which will
make Ow:wise to how,the noie Ioneral years.
give 200 Jamaicans employment is pal districts.
for 1955, (published by Printers' brother of the evangelist w a a
weeded if the poises* has pone
set for September next year.
Ink), one of America's foremost among the speakers for the revivUwe.
Technicians wil be recruited
marketing publications.
al series.
from North America to start the
factory and train Jamaican employes. The plant will enjoy government tax relief.
Manufacturers are Philip B.
Bateson and Walter L. Maguire
who are industrialists of N. Y. and
Stamford. Conn., respectively. To.
gether, they have founded Jamaica Glass Products Limited and Jamaica Ores Limited.
A vast quantity of silica a n d C
With LEODA GAMMON
quartz sand is found in Jamaica
for the purpose of the plant. Pro,.
The closing of the camp season ent for a well-fed family.
pecting is however, proceeding in reminds us of the fourth grader
Ground beef can be used in a
various parts of the island to en- who was experiencing his first number of ways to the delight of
sure that inexhaustible deposits oc- summer away from home.
your family, as this recipe wi 11
cur here.
It was no time at all before his prove.
mother received his first brief, but
GOLDRUSH MEATBALLS
poignant, letter.
2 lbs. ground beef
"Dear Mom," it began, "please cubes sharp aged cheddar cheese
send me lots of food. All we get dill pickeles cut In eight i inch
here is breakfast, lunch, and dinslices
ner."
1-4 cup flour
This mother was amused for the 1.4 cup butter
simple reason that she knew three 1 cup chopped onion
well-planned meals per day would l's cups water
see her son well on his way to a
cup light cream or half and
good life. But we do want to emhalf milk
phasize that THREE well planned 2 beef bouillon cubes
meals are necessary. Chil r en salt and pepper to taste
need the good foundation for A
Divide ground beef into 8 equal
sound adulthood that food only can portions. Place cheese cubes on
give.
pickle slices and mold portion of
TEXAS TRAINEE —Air ma at INEXPENSIVE BUT
beef around each. Pan fry in butGrant Ward. jr., 17-year old son NUTRITIOUS
ter, turning to brown evenly. ReStatistics show that young home- move meatballs and pour off all
of Mrs. Irma L. Arder of 1541
Ethlyn, has been assigned to the makers tend to feed their families but about 1-4 cup of fat.
3275th Technical Training Group at better, nutritionwise, than those in
Cook onion in fat until clear.
Lackland Air Force Belie, Texas, their fifties or older. That is cer- Blend in flour. Add liquid and boilie"seiranste nika,
undergoing
currently
tainly an asset to our young chil- illion cubes and continue to cook
where he is
The
training.
basic
Phase II of
dren. Food does not have to be over low heat. Stir constantly unnew airman recently completed a the most expensive to be most nu- til sauce is thickened. Season to
four-week first phase basic train- tritious. For example: dried beans, taste. Salt meatballs lightly, add
ing course at Lackland in which peas and creamed soups as well to sale's., cover, and simmer slowhe qualified for advanced train- as the less expensive meats pre- ly about 20 minutes.
ing.
pared with a little imagination can
Serve on nest of cooked noodles
often supply that necessary nutri- or rice.

BELL
MADAM
(English Lady)

I,g/ A&

Hag cake. Out of town guests
included Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Brandon of New Port, Ark.,
Mrs. Sadie Hughes and Wil-

AME's Reinstate
Bishop Nichols

who at...

a., were-d Willie
,nd Wi=
ty. Theoach J.
, Jack-

tonality with a post•Mrthday
celebration at Foote Homes
auditorium recently. Madame
Price is seen in first row, cut.

DERTEL BREWING CO. INC.. LOUISVILLE. KY.

Glees Lis.

Wares
qed:s4s
50-Veer
44444
rem tee.
LICIENSCO
?IMAMS

No Money
Down!
c..4Nt
%slap
tostoilint
Is 2 Mom!

PLUMBING, COMPANY
RR Si. Cooper
BR 154785
24410121i AtiVIc
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ar 40(ers-,1/4 v. CLARA(
Revival services are being conIty CHARLENE L. WARREN
From the scatterings and oddi- ducted at the First Baptist
ties of this news column it will church by Rev. Garner of Memlilt be too difficult for you to say, phis Tenn.
-We have a new scribe."
HERE AND THERE
This a new experience and I
A recent visitor in our cemmunlshall be happy to accept any news
tv has been Mr. Bob Fairchild4
for the column before Tuesday of
Omaha Neb. Mr. Fairchild
each week. You may contact me
visiting Miss Flora Cobb.
by calling ME 3-3223.
Miss Cobb has returned to Oma..
Summer is gradually coming to
a close and the college co-cis are ha, Nebr., where a position in the
singing the "Back to School Blues" library at Creighton university,
and the teachers are singing the her alma meter, awaits her,
Vacation and Back Hoine Blues. SPORTS
The Lincoln High School Tigers
Among the Fresehmen who have
already gone and are being orien- walloped the Pine st. High school
tated are Oneida Patton and Vir- Polar Bears of Conway, Ark., 40.gie Bland, Lincoln university, Jef- 0. Congratulations to all of the
ferson City, Mo.; Barbara Brown, boys and their coaches, Mr. M. 0.
John White, Isaac Cumbley, Fran- Livingston and Mr. Joe Allen.
ces Jones, Nurlinc Johnson,
Charlene Bailey, Waymon Starks
Pine Bluff; Geraldine Crawford,
TSU, Nashville, Tenn ; Dorean
Ford, Kentucky State, Frankfort,
Ky.; Eudas Chalmers, Shorter,
North Little Rock.
DETROIT — In the two yelq
The upperclassmen who will that De Soto
Division, Chrysler
again journey to the various cam- Corporation,
has offered its owners
puses to view and "razz" the . push-button
driving, they have
freghmen before classes begin aro
practically obsoleted standard
J. C. Starks, Charles Stewart, shift
transmission.
Robert Martin, Arthur Pr or.
Brooxine Munn, Eugene Washing- J. B. Wagstaff, De Soto vice preston and Annie Fline, all cf AM& ident, reports that when the 1957
N, Pine Sluff; Hazel Warren, TSU, yodel run is completed, 09.3 per
Nashville, Tenn.; Adell Patton,1 cent of all De Sotos will have been
Joshua Lucas and Eddie Anderson,1 equipped with push-button trans.
missions, of either the Power-Flits
Kentucky State, Frankfort, Ky,
or Torque-Flite
LINCOLN FACULTY
Miss Marilyn Williams and Miss'
Shirley Carter will be vacationing
in Compton and San Francisco.
Call!, respectively.
Mrs. Lavern Nelson and daughter. Deidra, will "hie" away to,
Chicago where their husband and;
father anxiously awaits them.
Miss Mollie Gwynn w11 leave
for her native hometown, Mount
Until 8 P. M.
Airy, N. C. Sure hope that it's not
'Closed all day Saturday'
too "airy," for Sept. weather anyway, when she arrives.
SHUT INS
Missed around Lincoln for tho
past several days was none other
than our principal, C. T. Cobb. He
152 MADISON AVE.
is a patient at the E. If. Crumb
Phone JA. 5-7611
hospital in Memphis, Tenn. We
Hemet Owned . Home Optimited
wish for him a speedy recovery
and that he will soon retura to
•
far• Is • rias•• why pimple
Forrest City.
We are especially happy to re- Ilk. te do bunnies, with sta. It
port that Mrs. Erma Whitaker is I, sue prompt, friendly ferule..
convalescing nicely, and hope that courteous freshmen5 end desire
she will soon be returning to her te help yew.
regular schedules in the COMMUIllOlsen Thursday and MINT Mt",

'Push-Button'
Appeal Spreads
.

STERN-FACED JUDGE—City
Court Judge Andrew Doyle
minced no words with lanky
segregationist John Kasper as
he stood before him pleading
not guilty to vagrancy charge
last week. Said Judge Doyle:

27-year-old New Jersey
race agitator stated: "My occupation is to concern myself
wholly with the racial composltion of our country." He was
found guilty of the vagrancy
charge.

' "I wish we had enough police
In Nashville to take you by the
pants and throw you out of
town...You're the worst veg.
rant to ever hit the state of
Tennessee." Pleading innocent

the

Rev.W.Ridgeway
Fights Sentence
Rev. W. D. Ridgeway of Hat.) called refusal to appear in court
tlesburg, Miss., has been cited for to testify in an attempted rape
contempt of court by Judge Fran- case involving a Negro baby-sitCis Zachary for what has been ter, Mrs. Edna Earl Bridges and

sa

her employer, David Royce Shumate.
It had been stated that Rev.
Ridgeway had allegedly given instructions to Mrs. Bridges as to
how she might swear out an affidavit against Shumate, accused
of attempted rape.
The minister was fined $10 and
one day in jail.
Mrs. Bridges testified in court
that on July 29. after having kept
the children of Mr. Shumate while
he and his wife were out on a social visit, she was to be driven
home by Shumate in the family
car. Instead, the woman testified,
he drove out in the country.
Further testimony revealed that
the woman leaped from the car
and fled into the woods, losing her
shoes and purse, and remained
there in hiding until daybreak.
This same story was allegedly
repeated in detail to the Ministerial Improvement Association of
Mississippi, of which Rev. Ridgeway is an officer.
' The minister stated, it is reported, that he knew nothing of the
case, not having been present with
either party at any time. However,
he was subpoenaed by court order to appear at the hearing. He
remained absent, and was summoned and fined for contempt.
SHUMATE FREED
Shumate was freed of the charge
when the jury returned a verdict
of not guilty.
George W. Currie, attorney for
Rev. Ridgeway, announced that t
case will be appealed to a higher
court.
Rev. Ridgeway, one of the
speakers scheduled to address the
Ministerial Improvement Association in Jackson on Oct. 1, testified before a Judiciary Committee in Washington regarding his
denial of the right to vote.

, For Ilse successful operation of
your automatic diserwashmr, you
should hove the correct detergent
or osop in the correct queleitity, oleo
an adequate supply of hot water at
the proper tomp•rossare.
A II vccrvc In effigy Is exam.
hoed by police in the down.
town section of Nashville, two
blocks from the State Capital.
The sign being held by officer reads ."Nigger, this could
be you." Sign was attached to
the "victim."

Bus Firm Sued
For $10,000
' MEMPHIS — (ANP) — A local
Negro man sued the Memphis
Street Railway Co. for $10,000 last
week because of injuries sustained
on one of the company's vehicle
last May.
He is Roy Wilson, who charged
In the suit filed in Circuit Court
that he suffered cerbral concussion and spinal injuries when the
bus on which he was riding jerked
suddenly, throwing him to t h c
floor.
He said he accident occurred
shortly after he had boarded the
bus and was on his way to 3 seat
He said the operator "caused the
%chicle to jerk suddenly," injuring

Words of the Wise
Every excess causes a defect;
every defect an excess. Every
sweet bath its sour; every evil
Its good.... For every grain of
wit there is a grain of folly.
Tor everything yon have
missed. you have gained something else; and for everything
yew gain, you lose something.
—(Emerson)

5000 WATTS

WLOK

1480 KCS

"RABBLE-ROUSER" ROCS- ' per looks on as Porter Free.
man of Antioch, Tenn. displays
ED — Appearing disheveled in
$600 cash to appeal b o a d.
City Court last week where he
Thursday, the professional segmade bond on a Nashville city
regationist was taken to Dav•
charge of vagrancy, John Kas•

largest' Tri-State
Fair Starts October 3

idson County workhouse, where
he is facing a state charge of
Inciting to riot. He appeared
here before City Court Judge
Doyle.
Thursday, Oct. 3. Cash prizes will
total $RC
Prof. E. C. Jones, principal of
Carnes School, is secretary of the
fair. He and Manager Roddy, after checking their official records
said that the record-breaking attendance of 125,000 persons came
through the fair turn stiles in 1957.
This year is set up to even surpass that record, these officials declared.

When the Tri-State Fair opens the Talent Search which is coopeits 44th Annual Session Thursday, ratively sponsored by the Tri-State
October 3, at the Mid-South Fair Fair and radio station WDIA. Pur•
Grounds, patrons will have oppor- pose of this contest is to discover,
entertaintunity to witness he largest ar- develop and promote
ray of exhibits ever recorded by ,ment talent among Negro youth
of the MidSouth. Two divisions
the exposition,
are opened to competitors, the
Over $10,000 in prizes and pre- PoplarDivision and the Classicalmiums will be awarded to exhibitGospel Division.
ATLANTA, Ga. — President
ors in the livestock department
For the winner in the Popular John H. Lewis of Morris Brown
and other such divisions displayawarded an college, has announced the aping poultry, agricultural products, Division, there will be
York pointment of Dr. Prince E. Wilson
club and educational exhibits, and allexpense-paid-trip to New
d as dean of the college.
displays reflecting the arts and with appearances on radio a n
television, along with a cash prize
Dr. Wilson has been a member
crafts,
420.00. A similar trip is in store of the faculty of Morris Brown
Roddy, principal of of
Prof. R.
Chicago for the winner in the for twelve years, serving as proShelby County Training School at to
Classical-Gospel Division. C a s h fessor and chairman of the dept.
Woodstock, is rounding out his 10th
prizes will be given to second and of history. For the past two years
year as manager of the fair,
third place winners in each of he has served as a member of the
Veteran head of the 44-year-old
the two divisions.
Phelps-Stokes Project on the ImExposition, largest of its kind in
Miss Willa Monroe, radio an- provement in Secondary Schools.
America under Negro leadership,
is Prof. B. T. Hunt, president. Mr. nouncer for WDIA, will have During the last year he was state
Hunt has been identified with the charge of the Talent Search-1957, co-ordinator for that project.
Tri-State Fair almost since its be- and serve as chaperon for the
ginning in 1913. The well-known trip to New York. She has accom
fair leader has just completed his panied three other previous win25th year as principal of Booker ners to Gotham.
THE EXHIBITS
T. Washington High school.
COMPETITIVE EVENTS
Approximately 100 commercial,
With the theme, "Planning new industrial, and educational exhibittechnique for development of ors will fill the General Exhibits
Memphis Trade Area," the 1957 building with an array of products
Tri-State Fair will feature a num- designed to attract a capacity atber of new competitive events, tendance daily. Center of attraction will be the stage where ranotably;
Horse show, sponsored by the dio station WLOK will provide a
Division of Agriculture, Tennessee variety show every day of the fair.
A&I State university with W. E. Manager Eugene P. Weil, of WLOfficer as supervisor; Farm Op- OK has already arranged to place
erator Contest, competitively de- on the stage
a complete Philco
monstrating the use of the truck Kitchen for benefit of Mrs.
Florenand tractor; secretarial contest, ce House Wheeler, who will return
and the Public Schools Science Ex- to Memphis to give a series of
position, William Lowe, supervisor, food demonstrations as she has
Radio Station WDIA will spon• done during the past three years.
sor for the second successive year
Baskets of groceries will be givits annual Spelling Bee. County en away daily from the WLOK
spelling champions from over the stage in the General Exhibits
Tr -States will meet in semi-finals
Building, and many of the staFriday and Saturday, October 4th tion's
top radio talent will be on
and 5th, and in the final elimina- hand to offer
entertainment. They
tion contest Sunday, October 6th, will
include flunky Dory, Rev. I.
the top speller will be selected. H.
Gordon, and Dick (Cane) Cole.
The grand champion and his or
Mrs. Wheeler will have available
her teacher will be awarded an
all-expense-paid trip to Washington a number of new recipes for the
D. C. next Spring. Prof. Cornell homemakers, and her demonstra•
Wells, principal of E. A. Harrell tions will be especially organized
High School, Millington, Tenn., to "beat the high cost of food,"
and member of the fair executive she said. Young women interested
in home economics are especially
committee, will have charge of the
urged to be on hand.
spelling contest for the radio staMrs. R. S. Lewis, Sr., who has
tion.
.
charge of the Woman's DepartTALEN'T SEARCH
ment, has announced that the AnAnother outstanding event of nual Baby show will again be
special interest to the youth is held on opening day of the fair,

Dr. Wilson Dean
At Morris Brown

J.

LOANS
AUTOS- FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
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"I judge a cigarette on taste...
and LUCKIES

•

TASTE BETTER!")
HAROLD DE WITT is Assistant Director

•h

of

Employment at Colonial Williamsburg—has
to find the right people for 450 different kinds
of jobs. Mr. De Witt knows what to look for
in a cigarette, too."
I judge a cigarette on
taste,
" he says."
Luckies taste better than
any brand I've tried. A Lucky ie all cigarette,
and that's just the

way I like it."

"IT'S TOASTED"
to taste
better!

•

has PAUL ROBESON
Memphis, Tennessee
Sunday - September 1957
6 55
0:55.. 700
7 00- 7 30
730. 8 00
8 00- 8 30
5.30- 5.45
8 40 904
9 00- 530
S30-l0 00
it-so-is 05
10 05-10 315
10 30-11 00
11 00-11 55
11 5012 00
1204- 1 00
050- 1 30
i:30- i - 55
1 10 2 00
2 00- 3 0,
1
3.00- 400
4.00- 4 30
4:30- 550
00- 0-50
11.00- 6 15
a-00 6 00
•0O- 8 30
6 30- 6 as
6 55- 7 00
7 00- 11 30
8 30- 55
8 55- 9 00
5:40- 9 30
9 30.10 Ita
10 55-11 on
01:00-12 55
15 51,. I 00
1.00 1 30
1.30- 2-41,
245- 2 511
2.00- 255
2 55- 300
300- 390
3 50 4 00
4 00- 4 55
4 55- 5 Is
5 00- 5 25
5 25- 5 30
570- 555
0-55. 5 On
400- 015

Sign On
Sviritual Moment,
New,
Church Time
Southern Wonder.
Oral Roberts Healing Waters
Jordan Wonders
Sunday Music
Providence Heotist Church
Christian Fellowship Mirth
News
Five Voices
Rev. Lockhart
OK Ilit Parade
News
Bishop Patterson
R•v. Devi.
Sunday Music
le•yo
Platter Party
Bishop MeEwen
Rev. Hampton
Young Retro Speaks
Rev Brewster
News - 141.0 Off

7. 51. Gordon
T If. Gordon
7 Si. Gordon
T. H. Gordon
Y. H. Gordon
1. 14. Gordon
1. H. Gordon
Remote
Remote
T. H. Gordon
7 00 Gordon
Remote
Cane Cole
Cane Cole
Remote
Remote
Kelly
Cane Cole
P•mote
Remote
Kelly
Kelly
Remota
Kohl

Monday Through Saturday
Olen On • Spiritual Sunbeam.
Southern Wonders
Husky Dory leashing Club
NCI's • Boort.
Hooky Dory Show
Ella Clarke William.
News
811. Clarke Williams
Rev. I. H. Gordon
News
Husky Dory Show
News
Hunk, Dory Show
Rey. T. le Gordon
Co. Peace
Church News
NOV,
rare Cole ChM
News
rano. Cole ChM
News
ran• Cole Club
Sport.
Car. Cole Club
News
Sport* - Alen Off

I II Gordon
I H Gordon
Hun k y Dory
Runty Doty
Hunk• DOT7
Willtems
Gordon
Gofdon
Hunks Dory
Nullity Dorf
Hun], Gary
Gordon
Gordon
Gordon
Gordon
Cole
role
role
Cole
Cole
Cole
Cole
Cole
Cole

Pd

BETRAYED

the NEGRO?
What happened so Paul Robeson,
the "Emperor Jones" with the big,
bass-baritone voice that boomed osu
from theconcen halls in the world?
How did he become the isolated figure
that he is today? Why is he shunned by
Negroes and whises alike? What is his
doctrine of "Black Power" that he thinks
holds the key to the freedom of America's
Negroes? Read the sensational, best
person story, "Has Paul Robeson Betrayed The Negro," by Carl Rowan.
a full
length
picture.
feature
ie the
October
issue of
EBONY
a g ••
line, noon your
news.
stand.
yet *moo food or Oof
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now on sale
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Mr. D. Witt takes time out for a Lucky in
front of Williamsburg's elaborate Governor's Palace. Today, the restored city
looks exactly as it did in Colonial times—
except for modern administrative offices
like Mr. De Witt'. (right).

"I get e fresh, dean smok• from every
Lucky I light," mays Mr. DeWitt. A Lucky
Is a LIGHT smoke! It's made of fine, mild,
good-tasting tobacco that's Toasted to
taste even better. You'll say it's the besttasting cigarette you ever smoked!

LIGHT UP A Eight SMOKE
—LIGHT UP A LUCKY! *
•A. t C. Product of <IX

criateadoo•
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